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Foreword
This is an account of an important episode at the beginning of the industrial revolution in
Suffolk. It is written from the point of view of the histories of the local families, who
played a major part in establishing the first workshops for the mass production of
machines to sow seeds. In particular, it focuses on a production system to make these
devices called seed drills, which was set up in the village of Peasenhall by James Smyth,
the local wheelwright, around the year 1800.
Smyth was the third Suffolk machinist to develop the idea of producing agricultural
implements for a mass market. The first was Richard Garrett of Leiston, who acquired a
blacksmith’s shop and forge in 1778, which eventually expanded to a work force
employing thousands. About ten years later, Robert Ransome arrived in Ipswich to begin
the mass production of ploughs. All of these family businesses, which made very
significant contributions to the British economy, are now extinct. Their legacy is a
general model of world development. Individuals with little learning but much native wit
build family businesses, which are driven by consumerism in a competitive market,
energised by innovation and the increasing scale of production. The other feature is that
invention is more likely to arise in a community that sets store by things of the mind than
in one that seeks only material ends. Suffolk, in the short span of years between the
accession of George III and that of his son, William IV, when the Garretts, Ransomes and
Smyths were gathering resources for production, provided such a free-thinking
environment.
The Smyth drill-making operation was the smallest of the three Suffolk family
enterprises, but it can be argued that it had the greatest impact on agricultural output in
relation to its size. However, in its growth, peak and decline, the Peasenhall business
illustrates the inherent limitations of organisations that depend on fathers handing on a
family enterprise to their sons, where there seems to be an inevitable failure to sustain a
competitive edge across the generations.
The system of human relationships that defines the industrial revolution had its origins
long before 1760, and attained its full development long afer 1830. Most ‘inventions’
were achieved through two or more previously independent ideas or processes which,
brought together in the mind of the inventor, issue in a more or less complex and efficient
mechanism. The ancestral skills of the Smyths of Peasenhall reached back into the craft
families working in wood and metal, who lived, generation after generation, on the
eastern edge of Suffolk’s clay plateau. Their complex network of kin and neighbours,
spreading ideas and injecting capital, played a vital part in James Smyths initial success.
His enterprise was carried forward with a new blend of old village skills of working
wood and metal based on common sense and job satisfaction. The role of women as
wives and mothers, played a crucial role in the success of the drill works but also
contributed to its eventual failure. These women were of a time when marriage was
viewed as a masculine economic investment and a biological system for the production of
male heirs. The death of a new-born child before that of its parents may seem unnatural
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today, but in the Smyth’s time this unfavourable chance multiplied against every infant’s
existence and the perpetuation of patronomy.
Finally, old Peasenhall has an important ecological message for the present about the
dangerous environmental impact of burgeoning industrialism. Starting from the times of
the Suffolk machinists, farm mechanisation has brought about a decline in global
biodiversity to a level that now threatens Earth’s ecological stability. Forty years after
the closure of Smyth’s drill works, we now understand that biodiversity has value equal
to that of planting seeds in lines. In recognition of this, Peasenhall’s farmers are being
paid by the government to reduce the fertility of their village’s arable seed bed, a process
designed to return rural nature to its pre-industrial condition. Indeed, it seems that time
has run out on the Smyth’s modern-age Georgian values, with their dedication to
technology, unlimited production and consumption, self-advancement, individualism and
domination of nature.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Sociality of invention
It is always interesting to learn how a new idea is turned into a commercial success.
Usually the story concentrates on the problem to be solved and how a profitable technical
solution was produced, apparently out of nowhere. The invention of the Suffolk seed
drill was one of the important drivers of world development. Between 1800 and 1900
from the small Suffolk village of Peasenhall, tens of thousands of drills, incorporating the
latest ideas of mechanised sowing and mass production of farm implements were sent
around the world. This was at a crucial time when Britain had a profound influence on
the world environment and its economy. The history of the Suffolk seed drill was
presented in the East Anglian Daily Press, July 6th 1901 in a somewhat novel and
romantic way. The article highlighted the social network of the inventor, James Smyth,
which was an important key to his success. James happened to be the village
wheelwright of Peasenhall at the turn of the 18th century. The article, "New East AngliaThe History of the Suffolk Drill", took up his story in a dramatic vein, which is common
to writers of the time who were describing the excitement of a peak of achievement in the
new age of machines, as follows.
'In his humble workshop did the wheelwright work at the labour which usually comes to the
ordinary village artisan- wagons, rakes, and such things to be repaired, or the one or two
workmen for whom he found employment. Sometimes, too, he was called upon to mend the old
Norfolk block drills, in which all the coulters were fixed in one transverse wooden beam, the only
drill at that period in use, and about the most unserviceable instrument of its kind which could be
conceived. Its disadvantages were a frequent source of discussion with all men who were
advanced agriculturalists- perhaps with no one of these more than Mr. Robert Wardley, the
churchwarden of Peasenhall, and occupier of the Grove Farm, which lay on the picturesque
slope of land opposite the wheelwright's shop. The matter formed the subject of conversation
between the wheelwright and the farmer on many occasions, and the result was that the question
of the improvement of drills became the chief thought of the artisan. He pondered on it by day,
and dreamt about it at night. Many where the experiments made, involving the expenditure of
much time and a considerable amount of money. In the end, their labours were entirely rewarded
by the fact that James Smyth was able in 1800 to produce his first lever drill. As may be
supposed, success did not come immediately. Much time of thought and anxiety were passed
before the invention could be pronounced a success and often and often the wheelwright returned
to the shop from Mr Wardley's farm, where experiments had been proceeding, disconsolate
because his hopes had been for the moment frustrated. At last, ... a drill was made, in which each
coulter was fixed to an independent lever, instead of to one transverse beam, and which there
could be no doubt, was capable of revolutionising one of the chief branches of agriculture. This
led to a life long friendship and in the early days of the drill manufacture, Mr Wardley proved a
true friend both socially and financially.'

Ironically, this sequence of events, one of many other similar social interactions scattered
throughout the land, symbolised the beginning of the end of countryfolk like James and
his father, a village cooper of Sweffling. Future generations of Sweffling and Peasenhall
would become part of the integrated processes of urbanisation and mass production,
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forsaking their village heritage for anonymity of towns and cities. Innovations would be
no longer generated through the work and minds of village craftsmen who had nothing
but family common sense behind them.
James Smyth, his son and grandson, in the course of their existence, invented new ways
of thinking and acting, which changed the prosperity and ways of living of their
immediate kin and the villagers around them. They therefore produced a culture and
created history. Their time was the beginning of the history of industrialisation when
tool-users, who know what they are making, became factory hands who only know what
they are doing. There is an indeterminate border line between where complex toolfacture ends and simple machine-facture begins. This does not invalidate the principle
that a tool-user, or craftsman, works according to occasion and convention to re-create
after a type, whereas a machinist attends a process that re-produces a duplicate. The
distinction is one of kind and not degree.
However, innovation does not come spontaneously. The inference from the newspaper
article is that Robert Wardley provided the necessary practical, season to season,
experience of drilling seeds, which revealed the shortcomings of the horse-drawn drill.
Smyth applied his skills as a local innovative blacksmith and wheelwright to make the
necessary mechanical adaptations to increase its efficiency. If it had not been for this
newspaper article the Wardley family, who were as much responsible for the technical
innovation as the Smyths, would have been hidden forever to history.
The other people masked in the historical accounts of the invention are the wives, sisters
and mothers of both families, whose individual identities have been subsumed by those of
their husbands. The role call of inventors is for the most part a male list. The absence of
women, who provided at least the biological momentum of these family enterprises, is a
reflection of the fact that for centuries women were not allowed to own real estate in their
own name, sign a deed, devise a will, or enter into contracts. Even their citizenship and
their position as head of household have been in doubt. Finding women in traditional
genealogical records therefore, presents the researcher with a unique challenge. Census
records, wills, land records, pension records--the conventional sources of genealogical
identification--all have to be viewed in a different perspective, if we are to establish the
genealogical identity of our female ancestors. We may never know their influences on
the achievements of their husbands and sons, but the official records do tell of their
biological contribution, and all too often they touch on some of its heartache.
The third hidden aspect of rural inventiveness is the countryside itself. Despite the
advances in industrial techniques and production, England in the 1780s was still
essentially an agricultural community, when the widespread climate of British invention
first made its social impact. By far the largest numbers of people were employed in
hand-labouring on the land. The village in all its rich diversity was a more familiar social
unit for most people than the town or the city. The state of the harvest determined,
perhaps more than any other single factor, the level of economic activity and the mood of
society. Good harvests stimulated credit, gave an impetus to industry, and kept the urban
population contented. Bad harvests led to increased imports of food, a restriction of
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credit, and industrial unrest. A considerable amount of industry was still scattered about
the countryside, as it had been in the time of Defoe's famous tour of Britain, when he
travelled the length and breadth of the kingdom spying on behalf of the Court. In the
rapidly growing new industrial towns and cities, a very large proportion of the inhabitants
were villagers by origin. Strange as it seems today, Thomas Telford the road builder,
believed that improved communications were more valuable to agriculture than to
industry, in that they would help to restore the balance between the industrial and
agricultural population in favour of the countryfolk.

1.2 Town and country
Town and country at this time may be considered from two angles; first in their social
setting of the rural way of life and its contrasting urban counterpart; second in their
economic context with emphasis on the relationship between people and the command of
resources. In both views, there was a distinction between town and country, which on
occasion sharpened into a conflict of attitudes and interests. 'Our landed gentlemen',
wrote James Watt, the inventor of steam engines, to a French correspondent in 1787,
'consider us poor mechanics no better than the slaves who cultivate their vineyards.' In
parliamentary debates on the Corn Laws in 1791, there were signs that economic and
social antagonism between town and country was to dominate the immediate future.
Petitions poured in from the manufacturing towns, protesting against increased protection
for the corn-producers, and to one writer at least 'the alacrity of the manufacturer' seemed
to have triumphed over 'the supineness of the landed interest'. Such open conflict was still
exceptional, however, and there were close ties between the land and industry. Some
industries, like brewing and milling, depended directly upon primary agricultural
products, and most agricultural areas welcomed the increase of industrial wealth and of
urban demand for farm products. As Adam Smith remarked, the gains of both town and
country from these relationships were reciprocal, 'and the division of labour is in this, as
in all other cases, advantageous to all the different persons employed'. Nevertheless,
around this time, industry and agriculture began to be contrasted, and the first writer to
use the phrase 'industrial revolution' as an urban phenomenon, was the Frenchman
Adolph Blanqui, in his Historic de L'Economie Politique of 1827. We can now
appreciate that both cultures were connected through the concept of mass production, by
which urban dwellers could partake of increased productivity of farms and fields, and
their rural cousins could purchase cheap necessities and an increased variety of luxuries.
The above perspective provides the broader structure of 'Sowing Seeds in Lines' It is
primarily an account of an important period in the history of agrarian invention in a
relatively small area of the county of Suffolk, where the kin of entrepreneurial village
blacksmiths at the turn of the 18th century, began to drive world development through the
mass production of seed drills, ploughs and steam engines. These inventions were in the
hands of village families; the Smyths, Ransomes and Garretts. Between them, these
people and their complex kinship network, focus all aspects of the mechanisation of
agriculture. Their ideas literally sprang from the soil. Their local impact on making
things, directly or indirectly, continues to influence the development of their natal
communities. The landscape of Suffolk is still mainly a product of day to day
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agriculture, and parts of the county fall into the highest category of rurality in Britain.
However, all contemporary definitions of rurality stress the root cause as low population
density, a situation that has been brought about by the mechanization of back-breaking
tasks that bound men to the land. 'Sowing Seeds in Lines' therefore draws together the
wider and as yet unfinished picture of rural development, in which the relatively small,
but influential family episodes of 19th century ‘new farming’ played a crucial role. This
brings up another interpretation of 'lines’ and ‘seeds' in a genealogical sense, for at this
time in the past, family connections reaching back several generations mattered very
much in terms of financial backing and solidarity. Also, those in search of what came
before machines, seek out the village folk whose lives spanned the transition.
In this long reach of time, Suffolk also provides an insight into the roots of invention,
which originated in the self-sufficiency of village life. Almost the first tools invented by
medieval craftsmen were those for cutting timber, and museum specimens show, that these had
hardly changed in shape from those used by the Romans, the chief difference being
improvements in the metals used. This was a role for the village blacksmith, who also worked in
wood. Given hand-made metal tools for felling trees and shaping wood into convenient sizes, the
earliest Suffolk houses had massive timbers and simple pegged joints. The cutting was kept to a
minimum so that small trees were often used untrimmed, especially in places where the timber
was not exposed, a practice followed under thatched roofs until the late nineteenth century. Then
as time went on, tools were improved, each craftsman often inventing his own, so they could
make more efficient joints as well as carved or moulded timberwork. The result was an evolved
match between local invention by blacksmiths and carpenters, that made possible the erection of
elaborate timber-framed buildings and wagons of the fifteenth to seventeenth centuries.

Rural sustainability was first compromised when the carpenter architects of the
seventeenth century, exemplified in Suffolk by the Kemp kin of the Smyths, and the
woodworking structural engineers, such as the Etheridges of Stradbroke, suffered an ever
increasing shortage of trunk-timber in local woods and hedgerows. Ultimately the
building of timber-framed houses and bridges ceased during the eighteenth century.
Wood was inevitably supplanted by cheaper and more plentiful brick. Living in the age
of wood, the Kemps and Etheridges had been an integral part of Suffolk's ecosystems, for
woodworking was a primeval behavioural adaptation for successful settlement. Records
show for example, that the Etheridges actually still felled local trees for their timber in
the 18th century. The Smyth drill makers, who commanded local blacksmiths,
wheelwrights and carpenters, in their mass production lines, are examples of a different
cultural ecology, because their iron came from Shropshire hills and their timber from the
Baltic forests.

1.3 Creative becoming
From the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries, the financial goals of these Suffolk
craftsmen and the social aspirations of families, account for the way the Smyths,
Etheridges and Kemps were able to create themselves as human beings, by inventing
their own unfinished narratives within the local stream of economic development. These
partial stories, which are deciphered by historians and genealogists, have an important
bearing on economic development as a process of 'creative becoming'. The becoming
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consists of people engaged in a multiplicity of different types of social subprocesses in
various complex relations, each making its own unique contribution to local life. This is
how humans generate social diversity as they create themselves in an ecological
dimension through culture, and in particular, through being motivated by stories from
their past. The stories are reformulated, and then enacted again in the new stories they
make about themselves and their place in a changed ecosystem. Cultural ecology is
therefore central to people's short and medium term intentions, and the stories by which
they define themselves. The material outcomes of their actions, such as making a wheel
or a plough, embody interpretations of the world on which these stories are based. The
stories emerge from within the world, in the relationships between people, in the
relationships between individuals and society, and in the relationships between humans
and nature. There is a story told about James Josiah Smyth, the wealthy grandson of the
founder of the Peasenhall drill works, who when he was reminded about the possible
impact of one of his investment decisions on the village, exclaimed, "I am the village!".
In just three generations the Smyth story had changed from that of the creative becoming
of the 'village wheelwright', to that of the behaviour expected of a 'rich factory owner and
public benefactor'.
Once the world is conceived as a creative process of becoming, the notion can be
abandoned that the meaning of anything is given by a particular end which it helps to
realise. So, the search for the perfect seed drill goes on; each inventor in the sequence
becomes a new temporary actor, but there is no end in sight .
An auditory metaphor has been proposed to help gain an understanding of the dynamics
of becoming. Each individual process or sub-process within the universe is like a melody
singing itself within a symphony. While each melody must be evaluated in terms of its
contribution to the whole symphony, a symphony cannot be evaluated in terms of its final
outcome, its end. Thus, as we follow the symphony of the Smyths or Garretts, each
melody within the symphony (e.g a marriage), each note within the melody (e.g. a birth),
are significant in themselves as parts of this duration. However, perhaps we should really
be listening to the symphonies of their natal communities of Peasenhall or Leiston, where
all the melodies of cultural ecology change at each playing, and lives of all inhabitants
are composed anew. The burst of innovation in the Peasenhall/Smyth symphony
expanded through three generations, and the legacy was then extinguished in the
members of the female line.
There is a school of education that says that people trying to understand the world and
themselves in terms of creative becoming, should be able to appreciate they are part of
cosmic processes. We are part of the systems of atoms, molecules, clusters of galaxies,
galaxies, stars, planets, global eco-systems. We exist as species, individual organisms,
societies and cultures. Process philosophy as this view is called, justifies a conception of
humans as essentially creative. We are characterised not so much by our ability to
produce a culture, but by our capacity to transcend old cultural forms. We all have
options of becoming, and can choose to make destructive or constructive contributions to
the ecosystems which sustain our existence. Every life therefore has an intrinsic
significance in terms of its contribution to the unfinished becoming of the world.
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Formulating stories about the lives of people and communities in these terms, will enable
the players to be understood in the context of, and as part of nature.
Nature for most people is really a small-scale human ecosystem like Peasenhall. Local
communities may be viewed as schools for nationalistic ecology. Their small habitat
enables individuals to construct stories about their local environment, through which they
can relate their basic needs to the global struggle for a sustainable civilisation. This is the
deeper practical meaning of sowing seeds in lines. During the lives of the three
generations of Smyths, and other village achievers like them, there was a fundamental
breakdown in a sense of community and belonging. Home, school and community came
to be viewed as ‘launching pads’ rather than as integral elements of our identity, placing
more emphasis on competition, self interest and the stimulation of demand. This new
pattern now dominates people throughout the world. Bill Devall put it this way;
‘There is something compulsive, irrational, and self-defeating in the way we pursue goods. Our
overriding stress on productivity and growth and the toll it takes on our health and well-being are
part of a tragically unnecessary treadmill on which we run, ever more desperately, with ever more
strain, committing more and more of our lives to the hopeless chase to keep up’
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2 Sowing With Machines
Committing seed to soil is the most critical operation in agriculture, with many factors
limiting the success of germination, and thereby the efficiency of agrarian productivity.
From the age of the first Neolithic cultures, farmers have pitted their wits to win the
battle between seed, soil, pests and weather. Placing seeds in soil is the one process that
is under the control of the farmer. The primary aim has always been to sow the seed
with precision and economy in order to maximise the yield of crops per seed sown.
The three methods of sowing that have come down from ancient times are:
1 Scattering (broadcasting)
2 Dibbling (making holes, placing a seed in the hole, and covering the seed)
3 Drilling (making a shallow furrow, the drill, funnelling seed into it continuously at an
appropriate rate, then closing the furrow).

It is the process of drilling that has stimulated human inventiveness to ensure precision
and economy of sowing by mechanical means. In this connection, the drill plough, which
seems to have been invented independently by the ancient Chinese and Babylonians was
a device to ensure the efficient use of precious rice seed. The ancient drill plough is the
basis of all mechanised sowing today (Fig 2.1).
Fig 2.1 Babylonian drill plough from a wall relief

Theoretical discussion of invention sees it as the culmination of a regular process of trial
and improvement. Usher, for example, observed four stages in this process. In the first,
'the perception of the problem', the need for a new process is consciously noted. In the
second, 'the setting of the stage', some fortuitous configuration in events or in thought,
present to the inventor provides all the data essential to a solution. The third stage is an
'act of insight by which the essential solution of the problem is found'. The final stage is
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devoted to 'critical revision and full mastery of the new pattern'. This pattern of
development is generally applicable to all technological situations whereby the
succession of events is orderly and logical, and discloses patterns of application.
Up to and including the 18th century, all farmers were concerned with the problem of
how to increase the ratio of crop yield to the quantity of seeds sown. It was also
generally accepted, that the 'new' process required was the mechanisation of the selection
of a standard amount of seed and its precise delivery to the soil. Effort was therefore
devoted, time and time again, to the critical revision and mastery of a new arrangement
between seed and soil in the form of the seed-drill. In essence, inventors were bent on
producing a machine for sowing seeds in rows, instead of broadcasting them by hand,
which wasted seeds.
As early as 1566 the Senate of Venice granted a patent to Camillo Torello of Lonato for a
device of this kind. Another inventor of the Po Valley, Tadeo Cavalini of Bologna,
produced a machine which was essentially a hopper filled with seeds drawn along on two
wheels. Seeds dropped through perforations in the base of the hopper into pipes, down
which they were delivered into furrows made by a form of knife-coulter. The seeds were
then covered by another implement, probably a harrow attached to the rear of the drill.
However, it was not until the 17th century that the problem of mechanical sowing was
taken up seriously by Europeans, when Gabriel Platte (1638-1655) described a crude
dibbling machine formed of iron pins "made to play up and down like Virginal Jacks".
Evelyn in 1669 recommends a drill-plough that had been invented in Germany. A drillplough was defined as an implement for the distribution of seed and manure (fertilizer) at
regular distances; a small plough, called a coulter, makes a furrow into which the seeds
are dropped. The device had found its way into Spain, where its existence had been
noted by the Earl of Sandwich, British Ambassador, who recorded that it had been the
invention of a Don Locatelli (or Leucatilla), who was by all accounts a German.
Locatelli's drill was the precursor of the spoon or cup-feed drill, which eventually became
universal throughout Europe. Also in 1669, John Worlidge published Husbandry, a
compendium of farming, in which he advocated the use of a seed drill and a manure drill.
Worlidge's seed dropping mechanism consisted of a wooden wheel with a number of
leather flaps or pockets round the rim. The flaps revolved in the bottom of a seed hopper
by means of a belt and pulley driven from the rear wheel axle. Seeds were caught up in
the flaps and delivered as the wheel turned over the mouth of a curved discharge funnel.

2.1 Jethro Tull (I674-I74I)
Jethro Tull, of Shalborne, in Berkshire, who is now known as the inventor of the "hoeplough" and the turnip drill, was an experimenter and a man of very strong opinions, who
believed that others should follow his lead. He said that all his advice was based on "full
experience" and had been "most infallibly proved". Unfortunately, he seems early in his
career to have come to the conclusion that all plants feed on very fine particles of soil and
on that alone, and all his subsequent experiments were made to prove that theory.
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The hoe-plough
Tull's view was that " Hoeing once well done is twice done ": that is as true today as two
hundred and fifty years ago. Tull's hoe was like a plough without a mould-board and he
also used a three-pronged plough, almost identical with that still used in some parts for
ploughing out potatoes, though Tull used it only for hoeing. Going through his crops
repeatedly with horse implements, Tull not only got a good tilth, but also kept weeds
down. He achieved this more cheaply than his neighbours, who up to then had always
employed handweeders, who unavoidably trod on a lot of the closer-growing crops and
did not always pick so clean because their work was not so easy to see.
His book, "Horse-hoeing Husbandry" (1731), begins with a chapter on roots, which he
says are of two kinds only, "horizontal roots" and "tap roots", some horizontal roots, he
said, growing three times the height of the plant in a season. He goes on:
"All the nutriment (or pabulum) which guts receive for the use of the animal is brought to
them; but roots must search out and fetch themselves all the pabulum to the plant,
therefore the greater quantity of roots in length of number is necessary to the plant than
guts to the animal. All roots are as the intestines of animals and have their mouths or
lacteal vessels opening on their outer spongy superfices. . . . When roots are in tilled soil
the greater pressure is made against them by the earth which continually subsides and
presses their food closer and closer even into their mouths, until it becomes so hard and
close that the weak sorts of roots cannot penetrate any farther into it unless reopened by
new tillage which is called hoeing."
That gives the gist of Tull's teaching. In the next chapter of his book he set out to explain
the "pasture" of plants, by which he says he means "the interstices or pores or internal
superfices" of the soil”, which "never having been mentioned or described before by any
other that I know of, I am at a loss to describe it by anything else". This "pasture" can be
both natural and artificial. The artificial is that which is brought about by tillage, from
which there must arise "some new superfices of the broken parts which never has been
opened before". His ideal was a soil broken up as fine as dust, because the finer it was the
easier the plants could feed on it. By constant tillage and without manuring, he grew
successively heavier crops of wheat in the same fields for thirteen years.
Manure he considered not only unnecessary but a spoiler of crops. "Dung not only spoils
the fine flavour of these our eatables, but inquinates good liquor. The dunged vineyards
in Languedoc produce nauseous wine." His view was that deep and proper tillage "can
supply the use of dung''
Tull, perhaps because of his very strong opinions, seems to have had much trouble with
his "plough servants", and this led him to decide to plant all his farm with sainfoin ("St.
Foin", he calls it). Sainfoin is a leguminous plant with a 300 year agricultural history on
the chalk and limestone soils in England and Wales. Its roots penetrate to a great depth,
which enables it to withstand drought and frost. In addition it contributes greatly to the
build up of humus in the soil. With care Sainfoin makes excellent, dust free hay, or it can
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just be simply grazed. Rich in protein, it is the best possible change of diet for horses that
are not thriving on other forage. Sainfoin is a perennial lasting four years or more if kept
free from weeds. However, Tull found that it was very difficult to get enough seed to
sow seven bushels to each acre, which was the usual rate. " Whereupon I began to
consider whether so great a quantity of seed was absolutely necessary; and whether the
greatest part of the seed sown did not commonly miscarry, either by its badness, or from
being buried too deep, or else lying on the ground uncovered."
He experimented with several fields of sainfoin, and found that he got only about one
plant per square foot, although he had sown seeds enough for 140 plants for each square
foot. So after that he employed " people to make channels, and sow a very small
proportion therein and cover it exactly. This way succeeded to my desire, and was in seed
and labour but a fourth part of the expense of the common way, and yet the ground of
seed was better planted." Thus, as it were by chance, began row planting, which has been
described as the greatest advance in agriculture up to that time. It made possible cleaner,
better worked fields, and the spaced out plants, developing better, gave much heavier
yields.
Jethro Tull devoted his energies to promote the introduction of the Locatelli machine,
more especially as it admitted the use of the horse-hoe. This horse hoe had been Tull's
own invention. He also invented his own drill-plough to sow wheat and turnip seed, in
drills, three rows at a time. There were two boxes for the seed, and these with miniature
plough shares were placed one set behind the other, so that two sorts of seed might be
sown at the same time. A harrow to cover the seed was attached behind.
Tull also invented a turnip-drill somewhat similar, but of a lighter construction. It is
significant that he paid attention to this crop because at one time it was hailed as the
vegetable of the nobility. The turnip has been considered a source of food for man and
animals in both ancient and modern civilizations. Native to western Asia, European
farmers were introduced to a variety called the "stubble turnip" during the 17th and 18th
century, which led to the period known as the “Age of the Turnip.”
Tull's turnip drill had eleven shares and would sow three different kinds of seed at a time
without mixing them: barley seven inches apart and four inches deep, clover seed three
inches above the barley, and between every two of these rows, at half-an-inch deep a row
of sainfoin. He knew the value of its deep roots and how such plants would stand
drought.
His turnip drill was designed not only to sow seed but to outwit the tunip fly, for it could
sow half the seed four inches deep and half, half-an-inch deep. If rain fell immediately
after the sowing, the top seed came up. If there was drought, it did not matter because the
lower seed was sure to come up. Moreover, he mixed old and new seed in his drill so that
"it came up at four times, giving it so many chances of escaping the fly''. How he came to
invent the drill is interesting. As a youth he was fond of playing the organ, and learnt how
one was made. Later, when he was farming and his men disappointed him again, failing
to sow his sainfoin seeds as exactly in the furrows as he wanted them, he sacked his men,
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"resolving to quit .... unless I could contrive an engine to plant .... more faithfully than
such hands would do. To that purpose I examined and compared all the mechanical ideas
that ever had entered my imagination, and at last pitched upon a groove, tongue, and
spring in the sound-board of the organ. With these a little altered, and some parts of two
other instruments as foreign to the field as the organ is added to them, I composed my
machine."
He designed a number of seed drills, but retained in each the same pattern of seeddropping mechanism, a revolving cylinder with notches or rows of cavities around the
perimeter, each one just large enough to receive seeds from a hopper and drop them
regularly into a delivery funnel. Tull's three-row corn drill was light enough to be drawn
by a single horse, and was carried upon two large wheels at the fore-end and two smaller
wheels at the rear. The large wheel axle carried a hopper and turned the centre seed
dropping mechanism, whilst the two rear wheel axles carried separate hoppers with their
own seed-dropping mechanism. The amount of seed passing down to the soil could be
regulated by means of a thin brass plate, adjusted and held by a spring against the side of
the notched delivery cylinder. It worked in much the same way as the tongue in an organ
mechanism, an instrument with which Tull was familiar. The three coulters were
arranged so as to pierce the soil beneath the drill, and each had a deep groove hollowed
into its rear side for the purpose of directing the seed from the funnels above to the soil
below.
What Tull really left for his successors, in the words of Lord Ernlie, 'were clean farming,
economy of seeding, drilling, and the maxim, that the more the irons are amongst the
roots the better for the crop.' It was not until Tull's principles were put into practice in
various parts of the country that their full advantages became apparent.

2.2 How are things to be made better?
The beginning of the 18th century brought significant improvement in agricultural
practice. Jethro Tull developed the horse-drawn seed-drill. Four-course rotations
including clover and roots were introduced under the influence of Charles, 2nd Viscount
Townshend (known as 'Turnip' Townshend) (1674-1738) English politician and
agriculturalist. He was secretary of state under George I and when dismissed for opposing
the king's foreign policy he retired to his farm and did valuable work in developing crop
rotation and cultivating winter feeds for cattle (hence his nickname).
Townshend did not, in fact, originate the new techniques with which his name has
become associated. Turnips, for example, were already being grown in East Anglia, as a
fodder crop from at least the 1660s, and it is unlikely that he ever adopted the fourcourse turnips-barley-clover-wheat rotation. This was not taken up until many years
after his death. However, through the successful development of his agricultural estate
at Rainham in W Norfolk, Townshend brought a range of improved cultivation
practices to wider public notice. It was the Rainham demonstration sites that brought
the county of Norfolk to the forefront of agricultural innovation, and the prefix
‘Norfolk’ was applied to the new technology and systems of crop rotation. In
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particular, the term ‘Norfolk Block Drill’ was used to describe Tull’s innovation. These
advances were by no means adopted rapidly, and traditional methods were still widely
practised well into the 19th and even the 20th centuries.
The general stimulus for improvements was the Corn Laws of 1773 and 1815, whereby
the government paid a bonus on exported crops but taxed imported grain. This
encouraged the expansion of arable land and the intensification of production. Although
the laws were repealed in 1846 to make way for free-trade in cereals, their effects
persisted until the 1880s. The associated peak in the arable acreage of Britain in the
mid- 19th century was not surpassed until the 1950s.
Other drills were devised after Tull's death, but little further progress was made until
1782, when Sir John Anstruther presented a model of an improved horse drawn ‘drillplough’ of his own invention to the Bath and West of England Agricultural Society. It
was a double drill-plough of simple construction, by which two furrows could be sown at
a time, the horse walking between them, and by this means the damage done by the
horse's feet to the seedbed was avoided.
Up to the middle of the 18th century, making drills was in the hands of local craftsmen
responding to their neighbour’s demands. This village craft actually continued well into
into the next century. For example in Whites Directory of 1855 lists Robert Danford of
Wenhaston as a drillmaker. The Danford family were the village blacksmiths.
However, the competition was entering a national arena. Between 1782 and 1792 twelve
patents were taken out for drill-machines. This decade broadly defines a shift from local
applications of ideas realised by local craftsmen, the village blacksmith and wheelwright,
to an integrated system of production where men with particular skills were gathered
together in village workshops. A capitalist factory system had been initiated. Design,
production, assembly and sales were pursued as an integrated process of industrial
management financed by share capital.
The most successful of the late 18th century improvements to the design of seed drills
was made by James Cooke, a clergyman of Heaton Norris in Lancashire. As one of his
patented improvements, Cooke added large carriage wheels for ease of passage of his
drill over rough ground, and these 'cart wheels' became the characteristic feature of drills
for the next two centuries, and ensured that the manufacturer of drills involved a
combination of the wheelwright's with blacksmith's skills (Fig 2.2).
Cooke was in rivalry with another inventor, William Amos, who produced a similar sort
of machine, but Cooke's was the one upon which all later drills of the spoon-feed type
were based.
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Fig 2.2 Cook's drill
Taken from a woodcut copied from the Letters and Papers of the Bath and West of England Society vol. v.
(Ransome 1843)

The practice of drilling was clearly in the interest of better farming, but the spread was by
no means rapid. Only the most courageous landowners were willing to adopt it, often
against the wishes of their working men, so advancement was confined to a few areas of
England only.
General acceptance of the seed drill first began in Suffolk during the early years of the
nineteenth century, where only a few years earlier dibbling and broadcasting across the
furrows left by a Norfolk drill roller had been steadily increasing. Seed drilling was at
first only practised by a few, but by the end of the first decade, it had spread throughout
almost the entire county of Suffolk and other districts slowly began to follow suit.
The drop-drill, provided with a mechanism to distribute seeds and manure at desired
intervals, rather than in a continuous stream, appeared in 1839. Subsequent drop-drills
could be quickly converted to sow at intervals, or continuously, whichever was desired.
The steerage seed drill emerged about the same time. It had an ordinary drill mechanism,
but was characterised by the addition of a fore-carriage with two small wheels, which
enabled the driver to keep in line with the wheel tracks made during the last round of the
drill, and thus ensure the rows were perfectly straight and parallel over the entire surface
of the field. At the Royal Agricultural Society's Bristol meeting in 1842, it was noted
that:
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"Drills have already penetrated into districts where three years since, their purpose and even the
name of the implement were scarcely known. It would indeed appear that unless some new
principle be struck out which shall greatly excel the present system of construction, little remains
to be done as regards fulfilling the required objects of this most important class of implement.
Seed corn of every description may be deposited with the greatest of precision in any quantity and
at any desirable distance and depth. Manure depositing machinery has, heretofore, opposed the
greatest difficulties, but these have rapidly yielded to experience and skill, and now even damp
compost is put into the soil conjointly with the seed, and with a regularity which leaves little
room for further improvement".

By this time two types of seed drilling machines had become firmly established, the
force-feed and the cup-feed, both of which were almost identical in outward appearance.
Only their seed delivery mechanisms differed, the former making use of small brass
fluted cylinders, the latter of cups, to take up the seeds and cast them into funnels.
Many drills were provided with a large hopper to carry dry manure, which was sown
along with the seed. It was dropped by a separate mechanism and did not come into
contact with the seeds until they reached the soil. There were also various patterns of drill
barrow for sowing peas or beans one row at a time, a multitude of one and two row turnip
drills, as well as broadcast distributors for grass and clover seed. By the middle of the
century most manufacturers were including general purpose drills amongst their range.
These machines were sturdy enough to withstand the hardest buffeting, and were well
adapted to all seeding requirements on the farm, being capable of drilling all kinds of
seeds and in conjunction with manure.

2.3 The inventor's environment
Regarding the 18th century climate of invention, the handful of key inventions which are
usually cited in connection with the Industrial Revolution, are not in themselves proof of
an increase in the rate of technological innovation. However, the statistics of inventions
in the eighteenth century (as measured by the issue of Crown Patents of invention) are
sufficiently unequivocal. The development of invention is reflected in the tables of the
Commissioners of Patents. Before the 1760s the number of patents granted in any single
year rarely exceeded a dozen, but in 1766 it rose abruptly to 31, and in 1769 to 36. For
some years the average remained below this figure, but in 1783 there was a sudden jump
to 64. Thereafter the number fell, until in 1792 another leap brought it to 85. During the
next eight years it fluctuated about a mean of 67, but from 1798 an upward movement
brought it to a peak of 107 in 1802. Other pinnacles appeared in 1813 and 1818, but these
were not outstanding. In 1824, however, the number of patents shot up suddenly once
more - to 180 - and in the following year of boom it attained the unprecedented height of
250.
To some extent the increase in the annual issue of patents may be explained in terms of
increasing resort by inventors to the Patent Office: some of the earlier inventors
(Abraham Darby, for example), for one reason or another, did not take out patents for all
their inventions. Moreover, many of the patents issued during the period of the Industrial
Revolution were inevitably for processes that made relatively trifling contributions to
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economic growth. The really important inventions were relatively few in number. On the
other hand, it has been claimed that, under the influence of more rigorous rules for the
submission of definite specifications, drawings, and models in order to secure valid
patent rights, trivial inventions accounted for a decreasing proportion of patents issued
during the eighteenth century. The later patents, moreover, in contrast with those issued
before the middle of the eighteenth century, put the emphasis on the invention of new
machines, rather than on the introduction of new industries; while in the later period a
smaller proportion of the patentees were foreigners.
Regarding the environment necessary to take ideas into practice, we have to recognise
that the inventor and the entrepreneur have special characteristics of personality, resulting
from the pursuit of satisfaction of a range of psychological needs. In this connection it
has been suggested that Dissenting atttitudes of groups, such as the Quakers,
Congregationalists and the Unitarians, maximised the need for achievement in home and
schooling. Whilst the religious beliefs of the Kemps, Wardleys and Smyths is not
known, there was certainly a climate of non-conformism and independence of thought in
the villages on the edge of the Suffolk clay plateau.
To explain business development based on technical innovation, it is insufficient merely
to draw attention to the availability of new techniques of production. There must, in the
first instance, be a readiness to put the new techniques promptly and effectively to work
in the market place. There must, in other words, be entrepreneurs as well as inventors.
The work of inventors is commonly available (though perhaps after a short delay
imposed by patent laws or by the problems of the dissemination of scientific or
technological information) without regard to geographical, economic or political
frontiers. The product of entrepreneurial activity, on the other hand, at least before the
days of widespread international investment, was mostly effective only within a local
economy. While both these elements -technological and entrepreneurial - are important
for developing a new idea, they do not necessarily coexist, and the development of a
business depends upon random collisions between like-minded individuals.

2.4 Evolution of the mass- produced drill
The starting point of all mass produced drills is the machine invented by the Rev. James
Cooke of Heaton Norris in Lancashire, which has already been highlighted above.
In detail, the seed-box is divided by partitions, and supported by adjustable bearings, so
as to preserve a regular delivery of the seed whilst the machine is passing over uneven
ground.
The feeding cylinder, or barrel, is made to revolve by a toothed-cog wheel, which is fixed
on each end of the main axle, and gears with other toothed wheels on each end of the
cylinder.
The surface of the cylinder is furnished with a series of cups, which revolve with it and
are of various sizes, according to the different seeds intended to be sown. These deposit
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the seed regularly in funnels, from which it passes via delivery tubes (conductors). The
tubes open immediately behind the coulters, which are connected by a beam, so as to be
kept in an even line.
The coulters are capable of being held out of working when desired by a hook and link in
the centre. The seed, as it is deposited, is covered in by a harrow fixed behind. The
carriage wheels are really large cartwheels by which means the machine is more easily
drawn over uneven ground; and the labour of working is reduced.
About the year 1790, Henry Baldwin of Mendham, a farmer, near Harleston in Norfolk,
aided by his bailiff named Samuel Wells, improved upon Cooke's drill, which by this
time was in use in several parts of Norfolk. The Baldwin/Wells improvements consisted
of the following:
First; In making a sliding axle-tree, by which the carriage wheel could be extended at
pleasure to the width of the " stetches" or lands, and by which means another box with
cups and more coulters could be used. Thus a drill containing fourteen coulters could be
enlarged to one of eighteen or twenty.
Second In making self-regulating levers, to which the coulters were attached; this was
done by hanging each coulter on a distinct lever, placed at right angles with the crossbar of the framing, upon which each lever was made to swing by an ordinary hinge joint,
and had a moveable weight at its opposite end, to press the coulter into the soil.
The levers being thus contrived to work independently of each other, accommodated
themselves to the irregularity of the surface of the land, and the impediments they might
meet with, without disturbing the whole process of seed delivery. The two improvements
made by Baldwin and Wells to Cooke's drill were very significant for subsequent
developments by the Smyths and others.
Unfortunately there are no contemporary pictures of the Mendham machine. These
improved 'Norfolk' seed drills made by Baldwin were dispatched from Mendham, but
not in great numbers, to contractors rather than farmers, the majority of whom still
preferred to sow, broadcast or dibble their seed with the aid of cheap manual labour. Also
the labourers themselves were not anxious to be displaced by machinery of any form.
This attitude helped to prolong the use of traditional methods. However, the lever
principle was the breakthrough that made drills generally useful devices, and Baldwin
and Wells set the scene for their large-scale production by others. Neither individual
seemed able to take the next step to the market place, despite the prevailing national
climate of invention.
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By the 1780s the general specification for mechanical seed drills had been established as
follows:
•

A box for seed mounted on a frame carrying the axle for a pair of transporting
wheels.

•

Tubes from seed box to carry seed to the soil

•

An arrangement of the seedbox to transfer seed continuously to the tubes. At an
early stage this process was driven by a system of cogs coupled to the transporting
axle.

•

A spout at end of each delivery tube.

•

Each spout is situated behind a small plough-share (coulter) that parts the soil in
front of the spout to make a row (drill).

•

The seed was covered by soil falling back into the row or by dragging a harrow
behind the drill.

Variations in this arrangement are:
•

More than one box to hold different kinds of seeds to be sown at the same time.

•

Compartments in the seed box for different kinds of seeds and to allow manure
(fertilizer) to be delivered before the seed.

•

Mechanical devices (levers) to ensure that:
o the coulter system can ride over uneven ground;
o pressure can be applied to the coulter system to deliver the seed
continuously at a specified depth (by incorporating weights or springs).

After Henry Baldwin made his input to the Cooke design at Mendham, the next phase of
invention took place, about ten miles away to the south. Here it was that the local
wheelwright of the village of Peasenhall, James Smyth with his apprentice brother
Johnathan, worked with a local farmer, Robert Wardley, to improve the lever drill. The
Wardleys were kin to the Baldwins. The outcome of this collaboration was that in 1800
James Smyth set up a business in Peasenhall to manufacture the modified drills. Together
they devised a method of making seed drill coulters individually adjustable, so that they
could be set at various intervals apart, in accordance with the type of seed being sown.
The collaboration also provided swing steerage, a method by which the driver, who
walked at the rear of the moving drill, could hold the whole transverse line of seed
coulters steady, and thus preserve a straight line of planting should the horses or wheels
of the drill carriage stray out of line to one side or the other. This principle of swing
steerage was later used in the combined seed-drill and horse-hoe, wherein the seed
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hoppers and dropping mechanism were conveniently removed, and the same frame and
wheels transformed into a horse-hoe. Smyth put a combined 'Suffolk' corn and manure
drill into the market in the first years of the 19th century. It quickly became popular, but
he was not content to provide for farmers in his locality only and, after demonstrating
over a wide area, he undertook drilling on a contract basis for a great many miles around.
He also began to establish a network of agents. This proved a highly successful venture
of integrated production and marketing, and his firm rapidly expanded.
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3 The Smyth's Contribution
3.1 Kemps and Smyths
The story of the Peasenhall drill works began in the nearby village of Sweffling through
the marriage of James Smyth and Hannah Kemp in 1776. The name James Smyth was
carried down from this union into the next two generations of Peasenhall Smyths,and
these individuals, father, son and grandson are referred to as James I, II and III.
The names Smyth and Smith are common in the parish books of Sweffling and had been
predominant there since the parish records began. In contrast, the Kemps were
newcomers. They came from the village of Rendham, just across the stream that divides
this portion of the upper valley of the River Ore between Rendham and Sweffling.
The earliest record of Kemps in the Sweffling parish books is the baptism of John, son of
James and Mary Kemp in 1781. In this same year, a tombstone in the churchyard tells of
the death of an infant James Kemp on the 29th October, aged 2 years. He was the son of
the same couple, James and Mary. There are two more Kemp tombstones. One records
the death of Simon Kemp on 7th March 1831 aged 70,and the other commemorates his
wife Elizabeth, who died 1st May 1835 at the age of 85. The only other record of a
Sweffling Kemp is that for the baptism of James Kemp in 1782. He was the third child
of James and Mary Kemp above.
James, the husband of Mary, was the brother of the above Simon Kemp, a wealthy
Sweffling yeoman farmer. Simon Kemp has a significant role in the unravelling of the
Kemp/Smyth family relationship. For one thing he was Hannah Kemp’s elder
brother,and it was probably as a member of his household that she married James Smyth
in Sweffling rather than her natal village of Rendham. Also, Simon died childless and it
is from the many bequests to kin and friends given in his will that it is possible to trace a
number of family relationships between the Kemps, Smyths, and Wardleys.
The ancestor of the above Sweffling Kemps was James Kemp born 1723 in Theberton.
He married Mary Blaxhall in Rendham in 1749 and the couple had nine children, all of
whom were baptised in Rendham. For ease of tracing the ancestral links, James of
Theberton will be described as James I; his son James who moved to Sweffling is James
II . The James Kemp who died in Sweffling aged 2 in 1879 is James III and the second
son of James II born in 1782 is James IV. It appears that James II moved from Sweffling
to Saxmundham shortly after the birth of James IV,where he and his wife baptised four
more children. Denis Bellamy, one of the authors of ‘Seeds in Lines’ is descended from
one of these children..
Family associations between the Kemps and Smyths in this part of Suffolk go back to the
15th century. In particular, it was a Richard Smyth, bailiff of one of Cratfield’s manors,
who helped John Kemp, a younger son of Sir Robert Kemp of Gissing, to establish
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himself as a yeoman farmer. John Kemp of Cratfield founded a line of Kemp architectcarpenters and property owners,and is the ancestor of the Rendham Kemps.
Hannah Kemp’s husband was James Smyth I, a prosperous Sweffling cooper. All that
we know about him comes from his will, the salient features of which are transcribed
below.
Will of James Smyth of Sweffling (1831) Norwich Record Office: (HART 371 No 152 First of 16
folios with effects sworn under £800)
In the name of God Amen. This is the last will and testament of me James Smyth of Sweffling in the
county of Suffolk, cooper. First requesting to be buried near to my late loving wife, next I nominate
and appoint my son James Smyth and George Smyth executors of this my will. And I give and
bequeath to my said executors and the survivor of them and the executors and administrators of
such survivor all my ready money securities for money and debts to me owing and all my goods
and chattels of every description Upon trust to convert into money all such as do not consist of
money and to collect and get in all monies due and owing to me. And in lieu of notes of hand and
book debts due and owing to me by my children. Therein expressly charge my son James Smyth
one of the executors with the payment of one hundred pounds and such interest as may be due
thereon at the time of my decease as part of his share. I expressly charge my son Charles Smyth
with the payment of one hundred and ten pounds and such interest as may be due thereon at the
time of my decease as part of his share. I expressly charge my son Jonathan Smyth with the
payment of one hundred pounds and such interest as may be due at the time of my deceaseand
also I expressly charge my son Joshua with the payment of the sum of fifty pounds and the interest
due thereon at the time of my decease. These several sums I desire should be considered as part
of my property and to be added into and form part of the residue of my personal estate to be
divided amongst my children as after mentioned. I give and devise to my son Jonathan Smyth All
those tenements and workshop situate in Sweffling with the land hereditaments and appurtenances
together adjoining wherein I now dwell and in the occupation of John Stud ….and …..and the
workshop in my son Jonathans occupation To hold to him the said Jonathan and to his heirs and
assigns for ever . I nevertheless expressly charge him with the payment of the sum of two hundred
pounds for the said premises to my said executors or the survivor of them, his executor or
administrators within twelve months after my decease and the rents and profits of the said
premises until such sale is completed. I give and bequeath to my said executors as part of my
residue as after mentioned. I give and devise my coopers shop and land adjoining to be sold to my
said executorsor the survivor of themor the executors or administrators of such survivor and I fully
authorise and empower my said executors to convey mt said first mentioned premises to my son
Jonathan Smyth the price of two (pound) ? hundred pounds before mentioned and do expressly
declare that thereon his receipt or receipts for the purchase money two hundred pounds shall be a
good full and sufficient discharge to my said son Jonathan Smyth and to his heirs or assigns for
ever and after such receipt and conveyance is made the said Jonathan Smyth his heirs and
assigns shall in no ways be answerable or accountable for the application misapplication or
nonapplication thereof . I will and order my executors to have a proper deed of release for the two
hundred pounds prepared and paid for out of my personal estate. Also I fully authorize and
empower my said executors or the survivor of them to give full and sufficient discharges for the
purchase money for which the Coopers shop shall be sold and the land and to convey the same to
the purchaser and to his and their heirs and assigns for ever and such purchaser shall in no way be
answerable for the application or misapplication thereof. And the money produced by the sale of
the Coopers shop and land to be added to my said residue. And whereas my son John Smyth has
in my lifetime received more than I am able to give to my other children but as a memorial of my
affection for him, I desire my said executors or the survivors of them or the executors or
administrators of such survivor of my said residue to lay out and invest the sum of fifty pounds
sterling money in some good reputable life Insurance Office in the purchase of a life annuity to be
payable to my said son John Smyth yearly so long as he live. And I expressly charge any interest
money due from any of my children to be deemed part of my residue. And I give and bequeath to
my son Simon Smyth such a sum of money as will make his interest and principal amount to two
hundred pounds and then come in share and share alike with his other brothers and sister. And my
mind and will is that if my said son Jonathan Smyth should depart this life before the payment of
the two hundred pounds or should be unable to pay the same or refuse to raise the same at the
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twelve months after my decease, in that case I authorize empower and direct my said executors or
the survivor of them or the executors and administrators of such survivor to sell the said premises
to any person willing to contract for the same either by auction or private contract for the most
money that can be reasonably had for the same and to give full and ample discharge for the said
purchase money and when such receipts are given, the purchaser or purchasres and his or their
heirs shall in no way be answerable or accountable for the application or misapplication thereof of
any part thereof. And my said residue after payment of all my just debts, funeral expences probate
of this my will and all other expences relating to my executors for their time journies and expences
being first deducted then I desire the clear residue to be divided equally between my sons James
Smyth George Smyth Charles Smyth Simon Smyth Jonathan Smyth Joshua Smyth William Smyth
and my daughter Hannah the wife of Joseph Pooley share and share alike and if any are dead
before me their share to go to and be paid to their child or children if any in equal shares if more
than one and the interest towards bringing them up and the principal money as they arrive at the
age of twentyone years . I declare one executor shall not be answerable for the other nor for the
acts deeds or receipts of the other but each only for his own acts deeds and receipts nor shall they
be answerable for any more money than he or they shall actually receive by virtue of this my will.
And first revoking all former and other wills by me here before made and also the clause in this will
"And I give and bequeath to my son Simon Smyth such a sum of money as will make his interest
and principal amount to two hundred pounds and then to come in share and share alike with his
other brothers and sister." I do declare this only to be my last will and testament. In witness
whereof I have unto set my hand and seal this ninth day of February one thousand and eight
hundred and thirty one.
James Smyth
Signed sealed published and declared by the within named James Smyth the testator as and for
his last will and testament in the presence of us who in his presence at his request and in the
presence of each other have subscribed our manes as witnesses the words and "Smyth " survivors
of the "Coopers" "of money" being first interlined Wm.Girling of Peasenhall Benjamin Baldrey of
Sweffling Robert Cross.
This will was proved at Yoxford on the thirteenth day of August 1831 before the reverend Samuel
Badeley Clerk Surrogate duly appointed of the worshipful William Gonge Clerk an Offcial principal
of the Episcopal Consistorial Court of Norwich lawfully constituted and was approved etc. and
administration of all and singular the goods of the within named James Smyth the testator
deceased was then duly granted to James Smyth and George Smyth his sons the executors within
named they being duly sworn etc. saving etc. Examined with the original will by me John Howard
Junr.

Important points from the will are:
1. that Jonathan was established in his father’s coopering premises in Sweffling
where he was making his own variant of the Suffolk drill;
2. and his brother James had received a loan from his father, probably towards the
cost of establishing his own works in Peasenhall.

3.2 The drills
The Peasenhall enterprise began around the turn of the century, but before then James II
had taken up the role of Peasenhall’s wheelwright. He took on his brother Jonathan as an
apprentice and the two of them worked with Robert Wardley to produce a more effective
version of Baldwin’s Mendham design. The craft connections between James and his
father were those where cooper and wheelwright shared common skills. Barrels, cart and
waggon wheels were always made of sawn wood, but wheel-making involved additional
skills of wood turning. Wheels, in order to withstand the jarring of rough roads had to be
made concave or dished, otherwise the spokes would be knocked out by repeated bumps.
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The wheel generally consisted of an oakwood hub or stock, fashioned by an axe or turned
on a lathe, then bound, like the staves in a barrel, at each end with iron hoops. The spokes
were cleft from oak or elm, turned, then tenoned into the stock and made to lean out
slightly and receive the felloes or partial curved sections of the wooden rim. Finally,the
wheel was shod with an iron hoop or tyre which was applied red hot and doused with
water so as to shrink tight around the felloes without warping the wood. Here the skills of
wheelwright, cooper and smith were held in common. The iron tyre had to be slightly
conoid in shape in order to add to the strength and durability of the dished wheel, in
which the lowest spoke was always vertical whilst its opposite one, above, leaned out
slightly. It was at this point in the production system that the wheelwright’s skills were
exceptionally in a class of their own, and dependent on the coordination of hand an eye
with common sense. In the days of James Smyth II all forms of horse-drawn vehicle had
their wheels constructed in a like manner. However, iron wheels made individually with
the relatively new mass production arts of the casting-smith, grew in importance at the
Peasenhall works, as metal wheels came to be offered as a more durable alternative
option for carriage wheels. Casting was vital to the production of the train of cog wheels
that connected the carriage wheels with the revolving shaft (barrel) that carried the cups
for picking up the seeds. Barrels with different sized cups were interchangeable for
handling different sizes of seeds.
James II and his brother were of the generation that marked the beginning of the end of
‘the countryfolk’. It was a time when farm labourers and craftsmen began to leave the
land for workshops and factories that were being set up in villages as well as towns and
cities. In particular, James II and a selection of his male descendents of the next two
generations, expanded what was essentially a village workshop, by applying innovative
design and international marketing to the mass production of drills. By the end of the
19th century the Peasenhall works reached a production rate of between six and seven
drills a week. The relatively small collection of workshops on two acres of land behind St
Michael’s church, continued to make drills to the same basic design until 1967. Thereby,
the Smyth family members increased their fortunes and were a beneficent influence on
village life and the local economy.
The Smyth design came to be known world wide as the ‘Suffolk Drill’, and although the
delivery of the seed may now be under computer control, to this day European makers
stress that their machines have ‘Suffolk coulters’. J Allen Ransome in his book, The
Implements of Agriculture, published in 1843, summarised the five key improvements
made by James Smyth and his brother Jonathan to the Baldwin/Wells drill as:
1.

A mode of adjusting the coulters to distances apart from each other, from four and a half inches
and upwards.

2.

An improved manure box, and cups for the delivery of manure with the corn.

3.

A plan to drill in manure and corn, and sow small seeds at the same time.

4.

The swing steerage, by which means the man attending the drill can move the coulters to the right
or to the left hand, so as to keep the straight and parallel lines for sowing the seeds.
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5. Various improvements in gearing and driving the wheels, barrels (which carried the cups for
scooping the seed and transferring it to the delivery tubes) etc.

There is a patent for a drill in the Smyth archive at the Suffolk Record Office that
summarises the innovations of the patentee dated 16th May 1844. This is in the name of
James III. It lists the new features he introduced as:
•

The mode of arranging the bearings in respect of the wheels of the axis (the sides of the box were
reinforced with metal) so that the wheels were at right angles to the axle rather than at an inturned
angle to it;

•

The mode of arranging the revolving apparatus for delivery of the manure at intervals (cog drive
from main axle);

•

The mode of arranging the apparatus whereby the seed can be delivered together with or separate
from the manure, and the earth covered over the manure before the seed is sown (levers and
coulters);

•

The mode of sowing seed from two different compartments by the same drill by two sets of cups
being affixed on the same axis, and moving in the two separate compartments as above described
(cups).
Cog work for drilling uneven surfaces- Cog Wheel on the barrel that deposits the seeds
works in a central position over the Cog Wheel on the nave, so that when either
ascending or descending a hill--- never before accomplished by any other maker.
Additional Box fitted for drilling seeds between the rows of corn at the same time the
corn is drilled.. This box can be used by itself, replacing the usual box, for drilling seeds.
The (new box adds to appearance of machine)

All of these points were set out in an advertisement produced by James III, in which he
refers to himself as the son of the inventor of the original drill in 1840. It signals that he
is now the owner of his father’s business. It was this patented drill that formed the basis
of the large-scale expansion of the Peasenhall works under his direction, and his success
as an innovative engineer was followed by that of his son James Josiah.
We must always bear in mind that the starting point of the Smyths was the Mendham drill
that appeared around 1790, at a time when there was much inventive energy devoted to
the design of the ‘perfect’ machine. It was in this inventive environment on the borders
of Norfolk and Suffolk, that James Smyth II and Robert Wardley tried their hand. The
nearest we can get to a description of what was actually produced, is a woodcut in Allen
Ransome’s book, which he claimed represented the first version of the Peasenhall drill as
first conceived and marketed by the Smyth brothers (Fig 3.1). We have to assume that its
appearance with regards levers and their weights was very similar to that of the Mendham
machine, but with the above patented modifications. It is important to recognise that the
Smyths did not invent the lever principle, but by combining their craft-skills with
Wardleys practical tests, made it more efficient as a reliable and durable field implement.
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Fig 3.1 Drill invented by James & Jonathan Smyth according to Ransome (1843)

By 1843 another version of the Mendham lever principle was being produced by Garrett
and Son, about ten miles to the east of Peasenhall at Leiston. The Garrett patented
improvements were to admit of the adaptation of the same drill to various purposes (Fig
3.2). The machine given most prominence in Garrett advertising was the combined seed
and manure lever drill, capable of delivering manure either with the seeds or between
them and adaptable for use with cereal or root seeds. The firm patented their
improvements to this machine, and it was a regular winner of awards at the Royal Shows,
beginning at Cambridge in 1840, Liverpool, 1841 (£10 each), Derby, 1843 (£30), and
Southampton, 1844 (£20 and a medal). The improvements (apart from the lever principle
itself) that they covered by patents were:
•

the construction of the seed boxes so that the machine worked as well with one
wheel higher than the other as it did on level ground;

•

constructing separate slides of each compartment of the manure box;

•

and fixing the slides which regulated the seed to a horizontal bar;

•

extending the width of the drill.
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Fig 3.2 Garrett’s patent drill for general purposes (Ransome,1843)

All Garrett drills were of the ‘Suffolk’ or cup-feed type as opposed to the force-feed drill,
the flexible feed tubes being made up of overlapping sheet metal cups, held in position by
chains, so that they had sufficient play to take-up irregularities in the terrain. When they
were being thus jerked about, the seed or manure had a tendency to catch and clog in the
tubes, and Garretts met this difficulty by deepening the individual cups and increasing the
overlap. By 1851 drills were selling at the rate of some ten a week.
In fact the Baldwin drill was widely emulated with varying success, depending upon
whether or not the plagiarists had any native ability. In this respect, it is intriguing to
those interested in competition between early industrialists, that Smyths survived
alongside Garretts drill department. Of course drills were only a small part of the Garrett
output, but there was room in the market for both types of product that seemed to be
equally efficient.
According to the trade brochures produced by Garretts, their particular improvements
were:
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First: In the application of a double-actioned stirrer to the manure-box, which, having a
perpendicular and also a revolving movement, constantly disturbs the manure, and presses it
forward into the departments for the depositing barrel to act upon it, and by which means the
manure, even when coarse, or badly prepared, is equally distributed.
Second A: contrivance, by which the difficulty arising from the different weight of seeds when
two or more descriptions of seed are to be sown together, and which has a tendency to cause
them to be distributed in unequal quantities, is avoided. This is accomplished by an arrangement
which allows the small heavy seeds, as clover and trefoil, to be delivered from cups, while the
lighter seeds are, by the same operation, brushed out of a separate compartment in the box down
the same conductors as the other seed.

Fig 3.3 Diagramatic side view of the early Garrett drill

The main feature of the Peasenhall and Leiston drills is the projection of the seed box
above the carriage wheels. As both of these versions of the lever drill developed from the
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1840s, the top of the seed box came to sit below the carriage wheels, which gave the
machines a less top heavy and more pleasing appearance. The latter may be what James
III refers to in his patent of 1844 when he states ‘The new box adds to appearance of
machine’ . The top heavy look of these early drills can be appreciated from the a
diagramatic side view of the Garrett drill as it looked in 1845 (Fig 3.3 ) compared with
later versions of the Smyth (Fig 3.4 ) and Garrett models (Fig 3.5.).
Fig 3.4 Post-1845 model of the Smyth drill

Fig 3.5 Richard Garrett and Sons post-1845 Improved Corn Drill
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3.3 Thinking like machines
In the development of the Peasenhall drill a shift of emphasis was recognised and stated
by James Smyth III that there was an aesthetic component in the changes he made to his
father’s design. He was proud that his new patent model was more pleasing to look at as
well as being a more effective piece of farm machinery. In realising an aesthetic and a
mechanical objective, James III had one foot remaining in the ancestral craftwork of his
Sweffling forebears. In their time, to make something by hand, was a relatively slow
process, it required commitment, patience, aptitude and skill, such as is usually gained
over a period of gradual mastery, during which the character of the worker is also
formed. The craft tools of coopers and blacksmiths draw upon the unwritten and
accumulated wisdom of past usage. The hand, and its extension, the hand- tool, challenge
the inner resources of the workman in a direct way. His mastery of the working situation
must operate so that there is a vital accord between mental concentration, physical
exertion and the material properties of the substance worked, to the degree that the
workman lives in his work. What he produces is vibrant with a life, and a human
signature that is missing from the uniform products of the machine-tool. Why else should
we feel nostalgia at the artifacts of the past, but for the fact that they have been invested
with a quality of human involvement, that is so evidently absent from the mass-produced
products that surround us? We feel in such artifacts, something of the pulse that is
common to the pulse of our own being. There is also an important recognition through
their mechanical transparency that, given time, we ourselves could make them entire. So
it is that steam engine restoration societies exist and flourish.
By contrast, James III’s other foot was in the new world of mass production, where the
mark of the product made by machines is its uniformity. To the rhythms of life and the
rhythms of nature the machine-tool is indifferent, if not disruptive. Although the
development of the machine-tool is based upon a cumulative, technical knowledge, the
machine operator has no wisdom of past methods of production. The machine is without
'history' since it is continually updated by technical innovation, so that it cannot be an
instrument of human continuity. There is no organic link that binds one generation to
another in mutual inter-understanding.
The passing of the craft age has been mourned in each generation of industrialists,
beginning with Blake, who was a contemporary of James Smyth I, through the lives of
Ruskin, Morris, Gill and many others. All of these socio-political craftsmencommentators have urged shifting the weight of emphasis in production, away from the
outward rewards of human labour, towards the well-springs of human motivation. The
question they pose, which first emerged in response to the initial fruits of industrialism, is
What is a man or woman to get by working, rather than what they might get from
working?
It has been said that the work of Gothic cathedral builders speaks with the same voice as
Gothic spirituality, and that there is as much a message of non-attachment to the ego in a
Sung vase as there is in a Zen text. This ancient and widespread tradition of the
handicrafts as instruments of livelihood and devotion, conceived and elevated to the level
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of a spiritual discipline, allowed man to live for millennia in harmony with himself, in
harmony with his fellow men and in harmony with nature. The industrial system, on the
contrary, after only two centuries, has been seen to set man against himself, man against
man and man against nature.
G. K. Chesterton in The Outline of Sanity wrote:
‘Before we begin any talk of the practical problem of machinery, it is necessary to leave off
thinking like machines. It is necessary to begin at the beginning and consider the end. Now we do
not necessarily wish to destroy every sort of machinery. But we do desire to destroy a certain sort
of mentality. And that is precisely the sort of mentality that begins by telling us that nobody can
destroy machinery. Those who begin by saying that we cannot abolish the machine, that we must
use the machine, are themselves refusing to use the mind.’

So it was that, when James and his brother Jonathan began to contemplate making a more
efficient seed drill, with the prospects of bettering themselves in the process, the world
was embarking upon a global process that has delivered a great many material rewards to
a significant proportion of the human population. On the face of it, nothing could be
more futile than to bring into question both the direction and apparently unstoppable
impetus of our modern technological society. In this sense, the Smyths and their kin have
contributed to the world being a better place to live in. This is probably the most
signficant of all individual human achievements. However, there is today hardly any area
of human thought and conduct, that does not sound alarm bells of misgiving as to the
wisdom of the whole industrial enterprise. Peasenhall, now with its urbanised commuter
families working to satisfy their needs for the next technological fix, but with its cottages
still covered with a timeless cloak of English rurality, is a place where we are entitled to
pause and ask ourselves what has gone wrong.
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4 The Wardleys And Their Kin
4.1 Wardleys Kemps and Smyths
In 1800 there were two Robert Wardleys living in Peasenhall. Robert snr was born in
1740 and was 60 years old when the Smyth/Wardley association described in the last
chapter was established. He died in 1837 aged 97 and was buried in Peasenhall. The
other Robert Wardley was Robert snr's eldest son. Robert jnr was born in Ubbeston in
1760, so he would have been 40 years old in 1800. His siblings were John, Mary and
Elizabeth.
James Smyth II was born in Sweffling in 1777, so would have been 23 years old in 1800
when he started producing his lever drills. It may be remembered that, as outlined above,
his mother was Hannah Kemp of Sweffling. Bonds of kinship between the Smyths,
Wardleys and Kemps are set out in the will of Hannah Kemp's uncle, Simon Kemp, a
Sweffling farmer who died in 1831. In the will made in 1828, Robert jnr is referred to as
'of Laxfield', which probably referred to the place of his birth in 1740.
Robert Wardley jnr married Hannah Kemp's sister Ann at Peasenhall in 1785. They had
six children, Robert, Mary Ann, John, Samuel, Betty and James. The younger of the two
Wardley's was therefore the uncle of James Smyth II. It was probably these kinship bonds
between the Wardleys and the Smyths through their marriages with the Kemp sisters that
set the scene for their cooperative project. As the Wardleys were also kin to the
Baldwins, the marriages also set the scene for the spread of ideas about drilling
machinery from Mendham to Peasenhall.
Robert Wardley jnr, died aged 42 in 1807 and was buried in Peasenhall. After the death
of his brother, John Wardley married Robert's widow Ann, so maintaining the
Wardley/Kemp kinship network. This marriage took place in Peasenhall. The marriage
certificate states that Ann was domiciled in Blaxall. It is likely that, as a widow she
resided in Blaxall with her son Robert and his wife Rebecca Crisp, who were also living
in the village.
There are two references to personal bonds between James Smyth II and the Wardleys of
Peasenhall. One is the will of Robert Wardley snr., where an executor was a Smyth who
Robert refers to as his “friend, James Smyth gent. Wheelwright” of Peasenhall. The
other reference is the will of Robert's son John, where his friend James Smyth of
Bramfield is appointed executor. In both wills there is no doubt that this Smyth is James
II. Sometime in 1836/7 James Smyth II moved from Peasenhall to Bramfield. The
Peasenhall record of his burial in 1843 says that he was 'late of Bramfield'. The 1844
Whites Directory lists a James Smyth resident in Bramfield.
Robert Wardley snr, from his will was above average in wealth and property. There is no
direct evidence as to which of the two Robert Wardleys was James Smyth's partner in
establishing the Peasenhall drill works, his uncle on the Kemp side, or his uncle's father.
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In these respects, it is likely that Robert snr was the Robert Wardley referred to in the
East Anglian Daily Times of 1901 as James Smyth’s collaborator. He would have been
well placed to be a co-founder of the Peasenhall drill business, providing the practical test
bed to evaluate James Smyth's technical innovations, and contributing resources in land
and capital to start the enterprise. A vital asset of the firm was the land (2 acres) on
which the drill works was developed. The derelict works site, currently being developed
for housing (2004), adjoins Wardley’s ‘Street Grove Farm’. It probably originated as one
of the fields belonging to the farm at the turn of the 18th century. No records have come
to light regarding this transaction. The earliest indication of the layout of Grove Farm
comes from the Peasenhall Tithe Apportionment of 1840-42. Then, the tenant of the
Grove Farm homestead was a William Girling. He farmed most of the fields to the
village boundary that were situated between the two roads, Rendham Road and the road
to Bruisyard, that climb to the clay plateau south of the village. This tenanted holding
included two large fields belonging to James Smyth II (died 1843). In fact, James owned
five roadside fields to the south of the drill works. Three of these were subsequently
developed by his son James III to build two grand residential properties, ‘The Hall’, and
‘The Chalet’.
The Wardleys did not own Grove Farm at the time of the Tithe survey (Robert jnr died
1807, Robert snr died 1837). In his will Robert snr divided his properties in Peasenhall
between his daughter Mary, who was the widow of a Cornelius Brown, and his son, John.
Mary's bequest could have included lands belonging to Grove Farm homestead.
According to the Tithe Apportionment, Grove Farm was then owned jointly by Robert
Clayton and Robert Brown.

4.2 Wardleys and Baldwins
The existence of close kinship bonds between Baldwins and Wardleys is evident from the
marriage of Thomas Wardley Baldwin, yeoman of Brandeston, and Maria Etheridge of
Fressingfield. Brandeston is a small village to the south of Framlingham. This union
took place on Dec. 3 1812. The witnesses were Thomas Etheridge and William Catling.
In the parish registers of Barsham for 1790 there is a record of Thomas Wardley being
baptised as a son of Thomas Baldwin and Judith (nee Wardley). Their child was born on
21 March 1789 and baptised on 22 March 1790. Judith Wardley is found again in the
Framlingham census of 1841 living in Fairfield Rd. as a widow age 75 i.e. she was born
approx 1766. This makes a firm link between the Baldwins of the Waveney valley
(Beccles and Barsham) and the Wardley Baldwins of Brandeston.
There are 89 Baldwin families listed in the 1881 Suffolk census. These families are
distributed widely throughout the county, but in the places where they occur there is
usually only one family per community. The greatest concentration of families occurs in
a relatively small area in the north of the county bounded by Fressingfield, Oakley,
Stradbroke, Horham, Athlington and Wilby (Fig 4.1). This area includes 15 families
amounting to about18% of the total population of Suffolk Baldwins. Fressingfield, a
Baldwin hot spot with four families, is only 4 miles from Mendham. The oldest Baldwin
in the 1881 census, Henry, was born in 1802 in Stradbroke. Although no direct links
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have been established it is possible that this Henry's grandfather was Henry Baldwin of
Mendham, inventor of the level drill, or at least one of his relatives. Harriet Baldwin, a
widow age 76 from Bedford, is found in the 1851 Suffolk census. The national picture is
that a large proportion of the Baldwins originated in Bedfordshire/Buckinghamshire.
Fig 4.1 Distribution of Baldwin families in north Suffolk
Black spots indicate presence of Baldwin families in the 1881 census . The grey spots indicate places that were home
Thomas Wardley Baldwin jnr and his family (1812-1881) and his Wardley kin.

The 1881 census for Suffolk Wardleys lists 27 families of which 15 of the cited heads of
households were born between 1798 and 1840. Five of these (one third) were born in
Ipswich. In terms of proximity to the northern group of Baldwins listed above, two of the
Wardley families were located in Brundish (Fig 4.1). By this time, the descendants of
Robert Wardley of Laxfield/Peasenhall, were settled in Blaxhall (nine births). A
definite connection between the Wardleys and Smyths comes from the will of Simon
Kemp of Sweffling who died in 1831. In it he refers to one of his kinfolk as ...Wardley
of Laxfield. This is Robert Wardley jnr, husband of his sister Ann, who was actually
baptised in Ubbeston. Simon Kemp's will thus establishes kinship links between the
Wardleys and Smyths, because another of Simon's sisters, Hannah, was the mother of
James Smyth II who set up the Peasenhall drill works.
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In a nutshell, it was probably Robert's father who backed James Smyth's drill making
enterprise, having captured his imagination with talk of the drill produced by his Baldwin
kin with its limitations and commercial potential for improvement. There is no evidence
of a production system for drill making in Mendham and it is possible that Baldwin drills
were made under contract with the local blacksmith/wheelwrights, a system that was used
during the Second World War to boost the Peasenhall output. From this point of view,
James Smyth II could have been involved directly with the Mendham enterprise initially
as an outworker.

4.3 The Etheridge-Baldwin connection
The following account is taken from the work of David Etheridge, which is lodged in the
Ipswich County Record Office.
Maria III Etheridge was 22 years old when she married Thomas Wardley Baldwin of
Brandeston in Fressingfield church on 3 Dec 1812. Thomas had a farming business in
Brandeston and this was where their first two children (Maria and Elizabeth) were born in
1814 and 1816.
It is not known how long the Baldwins remained in Brandeston, but we do know that
Thomas let the farm and sold the farming stock and utensils in 1825 in order to meet the
claims of creditors under a deed of assignment made by him in May, 1820.
After giving up the farm at Brandeston, the Baldwins went to live at Wortwell
(Redenhall) in Norfolk, and this was where their next two children, Emily and Thomas
were born in 1822 and 1824. By 1826, they had moved again, this time to Weybread,
Suffolk, and it was here that their one-year-old son, Thomas (who was born in Wortwell),
was buried in January of that year. Two more Baldwin children were born in Weybread,
Thomas Etheridge, in March 1826, and Adeline, in July 1828. Apparently, Thomas was
still in the farming business when the last two children were baptised (this occupation is
recorded in the Weybread Parish Register), but two years later, we find him listed in
Pigots 1830 National Commercial Directory as 'Auctioneer and Appraiser' and the family
had now moved to Framlingham. Apparently, Thomas never went back to farming, as all
subsequent records show him employed either as an 'auctioneer' or as an 'estate agent' in
Framlingham, which was where he spent the remainder of his days.
The Baldwins had been in Framlingham six years when their last child, James Ebden,
was born in June, 1836. They named him after James Ebden of Wittingham Hall,
Fressingfield, who, had married Maria's niece, Harrietta Pattrick, only three years earlier.
Although ten years had elapsed since they had had their last child, and Maria was now 46
years old, we can suppose there was a happy acceptance to the event because the
Baldwins now had two sons to carry on the name. Sadly, however, this prospect was not
to be realized as tragedy was to strike the family a devastating double blow in the next
decade. The Framlingham Parish Registers tell us that Thomas, their eldest, died at the
age of 14, in January, 1841, while James Ebden, their last-born, died, aged only 13, in
December, 1849.
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The Baldwin households, when the census returns were taken in June, 1841, and in
March, 1851, are shown below:
1841 Census for Framlingham. Suffolk - L.D.S. Film No. 474640 Fairfield Road
Thomas BALDWIN Head mar. 50 Auctioneer Yes (Suffolk)
Maria " Wife mar. 45
Maria " Daugh. unmar. 25
James " Son 4
Judith " Widow 75

Maria (25, and unmarried) was the only daughter still at home in 1841. Thomas Etheridge
had died in January of that year and James Ebden is shown as a child of four. Adeline,
who would have been only 13 in 1841, was probably at boarding school, while her
sisters, Emily (19 in 1841), and Elizabeth (25 in 1841), had probably left Framlingham to
find employment elsewhere.
1851 Census for Framlingham. Suffolk - L.D.S. Film No. 207452 Fairfield Road
Thomas BALDWIN Head mar. 62 Auctioneer, Estate Agent Bardham
Maria " Wife mar. 61 Fressingfield
Maria " Daugh. unmar. 36 Brandeston
Ann STAFFORD Lodger gentlewoman ? Stradbroke
Esther HAMMOND Servant 17 House Servant Fressingfield

In March, 1851, Maria was the only one of the Baldwin children still at home. James
Ebden had died in December, 1849, while, apparently, Maria's three sisters were still
earning their living elsewhere. However, a present-day member of the Baldwin family
tells us that an Adeline Baldwin (aged 22) was lodging in Wilby, Suffolk, when the
census was taken in March, 1851,
Thomas and Maria, and, presumably, their daughter, Maria, remained in Framlingham
until at least 1861, because, according to the probate record, this was where Thomas died
on the 22 January of that year. The record of his burial which appears in the Framlingham
Parish Register reads:
28 Jan 1861 - BALDWIN, Thomas Wardley, aged 71. Buried.

It seems that soon after Thomas' death, Maria went to live with her daughter, Adeline, in
London (Adeline had married Allen Cottingham in London in 1862, because we find her
living with the Cottinghams at 4 Gloucester Road, Hackney, when the 1871 census return
was taken in April of that year. According to the Estate Duty Register, Maria died on the
20th of June of the following year. She was in her 83rd year. She did not leave a will, but
her estate was equally divided among her four surviving children under the provisions of
her father's will.
Thomas and Maria Baldwin had seven children. Maria, their first child, was born in
Brandeston in 1814 and was baptised privately on 24 Apr 1814. She was 16 years old
when the family moved to Framlingham in 1830. Maria first appears in the records as an
adult when she received a legacy of £66 16s. 8d. in 1839, which was her share of the
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Veales Hall Estate. We have already seen that Maria was unmarried and living with her
parents in Fairfield Road, Framlingham when the census returns were taken in 1841 and
1851. She was still in Framlingham at the time of her father's death in 1861, and
remained there until her own death in 1889. When her mother died in 1872, she received
a second legacy from the Veales Hall Estate amounting to £389 17s, which, as stated
earlier, was her share of the £1500 originally invested for her mother's annuity. In 1881,
she appears on the census return for Framlingham as a boarder in the home of Susan
Howard on College Road.
Although there is no evidence that the Etheridges had any direct influence on the drillmaking environment through their Baldwin kin, the family had a firm centuries-old grip
on the local timber trade. They were no doubt aware of the Peasenhall start-up and its
new opportunities for apprentice carpenters.
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5 A Family In Business
To summarise, the story so far has told how the Peasenhall drill business was the creation
of three generations of Smyths who were the descendants of James Smyth (I), the village
cooper of Sweffling, and his wife Hannah Kemp, daughter of James Kemp, a Rendham
yeoman. They married in 1776 and it was their first-born son James (II) who developed
the Baldwin-Wells lever drill towards the end of the century. The family enterprise as it
developed in subsequent generations of drillmakers, entailed the male members
establishing the systems of production and marketing, whilst the business of the women
was to contribute capital in the form of dowries, and produce male heirs to increase the
family’s prosperity.

5.1 The male perspective
James II
According to an article in the East Anglian Daily Times (1901) James' original
wheelwright’s workshop was "on the north side of the main road leading from Peasenhall
Street to Framlingham" i.e it was on the road through the village from Yoxford, now
known as the 'The Street'. These premises are identifiable as the ‘shop’ in this position
on the Tithe map.
Improvements to the local lever drill were devised in association with Robert Wardley
who then occupied Grove Farm, which is situated on the southern side of The Street
between Rendham Rd (Church St) and the road to Bruisyard. Wardley’s interest
probably came through his kinship with Thomas Baldwin of Mendham, inventor of the
level drill. The commercial association between Wardleys and Smyths eventually led to
a marriage between Wardleys and Kemps, with the outcome that a Wardley became the
uncle of James I on his mother's side.
By 1800 an improved drill had been made, which in the absence of competition from
Mendham, both men decided was suitable for commercial production. James Smyth,
probably with the financial backing of his father and Robert Wardley, bought a plot of
land from Grove Farm and set up a production system employing a team of blacksmiths,
carpenters and wheelwrights.
Marketing of mass produced goods was a relatively new activity at that time. It is
recorded, that having introduced some of his drills into use locally, he recruited a number
of trustworthy men, instructed them in the use of the drill, and sent them around the
country, where they stood in various markets offering to drill crops at the price of 2s.6d.
an acre. This early network of contract salesmen was established by giving them a £5
note to start with, on the understanding that they would have to repay the loan by
instalments out of the profits they made.
After the death of his wife Elizabeth Roberson in 1830, it appears that James relinquished
control of the business to his eldest son. By 1841 he was in retirement with his second
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wife Eleanor Williamson, as a farmer in Bramfield. The following sketch map of the
property comes from the Bramfield Tithe map of 1841 (Fig 5.1). The table gives details
of the property taken from the Tithe Apportionment (Table 5.1).
Fig 5.1 Sketch map of the farm occupied by James Smyth II (from the Bramfield Tithe
Map of 1841)

An early advertisement produced by James III in 1840, says that 2,200 drills had been
sold since his father started the business in 1800, which is equivalent to about one drill
per week over a period of about forty years. This indicates that the workshop was a
modest one, and this is born out by the Peasenhall tithe map of 1839, which indicates the
works layout was much smaller than depicted in the 1905 Ordnance Survey map. There
are no figures for the numbers of workers employed in the first phase of development in
the days of James II, but it was probably numbered in tens rather than hundreds.
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Table 5.1 Bramfield Apportionment 1842
Owner - James Smyth
Occupier - Himself
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136

Further Field
Strowgers Field
Corner Meadow
Cottage & Garden
Cottage & Garden
Doctors Meadow
Acre Pightle
The Hill
Barn Meadow
House & Yards Homestead
Orchard
Total

A
3
2
2

R
2
3
0
1

1
1
2
3

0
0
0
0
1
1

P
22
5
11
17
21
17
19
33
20
25
04

17 .

0

13

Owner - Rev. Reginald Rabetts
Occupier - James Smyth
170 Lower Barkers
171 Upper Barkers
172 Further Barkers
Total

A
9
10
7

R
0
0
2

P
11
1
30

26

3

2

James III
Although his father did not die until 1843, by 1840 James III was presenting himself to
the agricultural world as sole proprietor of the Peasenhall works. He lost no time in
advertising an improved version of his father's lever drill. A patent registered to a James
Smyth in 1844 was probably written up by James III to protect his own improvements.
It is clear that he quickly began to make his mark on the character of the company and its
rate of growth. In particular, he put much effort into expanding national and international
markets for a whole series of seed drills. For example, in 1850 he exhibited twelve of
these drills at the Royal Agricultural Show at Exeter. By this time he had opened another
works at Witham in Essex and set up an export warehouse in Paris.
The Witham operation is intriguing. At a Parliamentary Committee enquiring into the
proposed extension of the Ipswich, Norwich and Yarmouth Railway, James III explained
that it was advantageous to dispatch his drills from Peasenhall for London by road as far
as Witham, because the freight charge from Witham to London was a third of that
charged from Colchester to London by the Eastern Counties Railway. However,
Witham was more than a cheap rail-head for his export business. In the 1851 Witham
census a Peter Hannar is described as a drill manufacturer employing nine men. All of
his employees appeared to have moved to Witham from Peasenhall.
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Ten years later Hannar is still in Witham, but he now describes himself as manager for a
drill manufacturer. It was actually in 1860 that James III bought the Witham premises
described as ‘All that formerly known as the Blue Posts Hotel, but now converted into a
drill manufactury and managers and foreman’s residence, range of buildings comprising
workshops, smith’s shop and iron warehouse with ware rooms and lofts over, the same
two yards covering together with the site of the buildings including the chase half an
acre’. The business lasted until 1896 when it was closed by James III’s son James
Josiah after the death of his father.
The development of drill making at Witham in the mid 1840s coincided with James III’s
courtship of Sarah Chappell of Witham whom he married at Witham in 1843. Pigott’s
Trade Directory for 1839 lists Sarah as milliner and dressmaker. Other members of the
Chappell family were prominent in Witham’s business community. Charles Chappell is
listed as a smith and bellhanger, and Barnard Chappell as a millwright. In the Witham
section of Kellys Directory for 1862, a Henry Chappell is listed as operating the George
Inn and is advertising his business as a millwright and appraiser. How are we to interpret
this information?
On face value it seems that James III helped a person named Peter Hannar set up at
Witham on his own account, having discovered the potential of the railhead through the
Chappells. Hannar was then bought out by Smyths who restablished the former premises
of the Blue Post Hotel bought from one of his Chappel relatives, probably Henry
Chappell (Sarah’s brother?), who was in the hotel trade (Sarah Chappell had died in
1847). There are other interpretations, but they all carry a high probability that the
decision to extend the Peasenhall business to Witham was biased through James Smyth’s
family connections with the town.
Some idea of the rate of growth of the entire business comes from a comparison of the
1861-71 census returns for Peasenhall. In 1861 James III employed 68 men and 7 boys,
and this had increased to 104 men and 10 boys by the time of the 1871 census. An
advertising brochure produced in 1899, a few years after James III’s death, claimed that
22,000 drills had been made since the foundation of the business. Compared with the
productivity under his father, this statement indicates the company had grown about tenfold.
With his increased personal prosperity, James III built himself a grand house in
Peasenhall, The Hall, with extensive grounds above the works, and committed himself to
adding to the quality of life in Peasenhall by building houses for his workers, and a
mechanics institute for the villagers. He also engaged in many philanthropic activities.
He was prominent in county politics, and joined the group promoting an extension of the
railway from Ipswich to Bungay via Peasenhall. He actually appeared before a
committee of Parliament advocating the route, but in the event it passed four miles to the
east, via Darsham.
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A measure of his wealth comes from the following transcription of his will of 1880.
Will of James Smyth dated March 1880; Died 8.12.1891
Witnesses-

John Samuel Richards, nurseryman of Kelsale
Charles Hayward, blacksmith's foreman of Peasenhall

27th April 1892 Gross value of personal estate £34053 .14.11.
I appoint James Josiah Smyth of Peasenhall and Harvey Read Allen of Halesworth as executors
and trustees and guardian of my infant child Aimee Marguerite Beatrice Smyth.
All my medals, prize works of art and other prize awards connected with my business unto my
James Josiah Smyth for his own use absolutely. And I hereby devise all and singular my estates
and heridaments whatsoever and wheresoever, of copyhold or customary tenure to such as my
said executors and trustees or the survivors or survivor of them or other the trustees or trustee for
the time being of this my will shall by deed appoint for the purpose of carrying into effect any sale
or sales in pursuance of the trust hereinafter a discharge thereout in the first place, all my debts,
my funeral expenses and the charge of the probate of this my will.
My manufactory buildings and premises etc. at Peasenhall and seven eighth shares in the
copyhold buildings land and premises in Witham also used by myself and co-partner James Josiah
for the purposes of trade. James Josiah was to deal with all the business, sales etc. to allow the
payment of the aggregate purchase price so fixed to extend over a period of ten years, or such
further time as his said trustees may think expedient.
To pay my daughter Sarah Caroline Blackford now residing in Lowestoft, the wife of Arthur
Blackford of Cheltenham the legacy of two hundred pounds.To my daughter in law Blanche Smyth
now residing in Calcutta, India, the widow of my late son George Robinson Carwardine Smyth, a
captain in the Transport Service the legacy or sum of four hundred pounds and to my said
daughter Mary Ada Madeline Smyth, my son Ralph Alexander Mac Smyth and my said daughter
Aimee Marguerite Beatrice Smyth the legacy or sum of five hundred pounds apiece, such legacies
being or making up an equivalent to sums I have advanced to my other children during my
lifetime.The said legacies so far as concerns my said daughters shall be received and enjoyed by
them respectively for their sole and and separate use free from all marital control and in the next
place to divide the remainder of my said residuary personal estate into nine parts or shares
corresponding with the number of my own children and the aforementioned widow of my deceased
son George, eight of which shares be equal and the ninth whereof the share of my son Charles
Augustus Smyth shall be less than such eight shares by the sum of one thousand three hundred
pounds, he having had this amount advanced to,him in my lifetime in addition to the five hundred
pounds hereinbefore referred to. And as to the ? of my sons James Josiah Smyth and Ralph
Alexander Mac Smyth, I direct that the same to be duly paid to them to and for their own use
absolutely. But as to the share of my son Charles Augustus Smyth who is now residing in New
Zealand, I direct my said trustees to duly invest the same upon government or good real or
household security in England or upon any of the investments lawfully applicable to investments
of trust funds and during the life of the said Charles Augustus Smyth to pay the income of his said
share to him and after his death to pay the income of such share to his wife Jane Smyth if she shall
survive him… and then to their children .
As to the share of Sarah Caroline Blackford I direct my said trustees to duly invest the same in
like manner before as I have set forth for Charles Augustus.
Same for daughter Emily Nottidge wife of Edmund Nottidge, gent of Ipswich .
Also daughters Mary Ada Madeline Smyth and Clotilda Gertrude Louisa Archer, wife of Herbert
Archer, auctioneer of Ipswich.
Also Aimee Marguerite Beatrice Smyth and daughter-in-law Blanch Smyth
Also hold their shares for any of his children or grandchildren towards his or her maintenance
education or benefit or advancement in life thereof provided
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But I declare it to be my will that until the sale of the messuage or dwellinghouse at Peasenhall
aforesaid wherein I now reside with the outbuildings garden yards and appurtenances the time of
the sale whereof, I leave to the discretion of my said trustees my daughters Mary Ada Madeline
Smyth and the said Aimee Marguerite Beatrice Smyth shall be permitted to reside in use and enjoy
the same and have the benefit and convenience of all the household and domestic chattels and
thereabout free from all rent in respect thereof.
Codocil
Regards the share bequeathed in my said will to my son Charles Augustus that one half thereof
shall be administration in the same manner as though he was dead.

His net worth amounted to about two million pounds in today’s prices.
James Josiah
In the 1851 Peasenhall census of James III’s family, James Josiah the eldest son by his
first wife Sarah Gower, is described as 'Drill manufacturers clerk’. Starting at an early
age, James Josiah had received a broad training at the works as carpenter, fitter and office
clerk. This early training on the job seems to have culminated in an arrangement of 1857
by which his father designated him as a partner and manager. He seems to have been the
executive director of the company for the greater part of the 19th century, but second to
his father, who was concerned with strategic decisions and involvement of the family in
local politics and good works.
Herbert Ambrose, James Josiah's half-brother by his father's second wife Caroline, was
also groomed for the business from an early age. Both boys had been sent abroad to learn
foreign languages and to investigate marketing opportunities. James Josiah spent some
of his formative years in Holland, Germany and Austria, while Herbert Ambrose, who
was four years younger, was sent to Belgium, France and Spain. With this combined
experience covering most of the potential European markets for British agricultural
machinery, the two sons were able to consolidate and extend their forebear’s export
initiatives. Eventually, they both entered into a formal agreement with their father as copartners in the business. This was documented 28th March 1864, and specified their
respective salaries as James £250; James Josiah £200; and Herbert Ambrose £150. In
addition, the income and profits were from time to time to be divided between the three
of them in the proportions of 6:1:1 respectively. There was also an obligation to bear
any losses and to pay business expenses in the same proportions. In the same year of the
partnership agreement the company, exhibited five types of drill at the Royal Agricultural
Show at Islington, one of which, Kaemmerers Patent Broad-cast or Seed Sowing
Machine, was probably a foreign import, spotted by one of the sons that filled a gap in
the Smyth range of implements.
Herbert Ambrose, second son born to James III’s second wife Caroline Cockerill, married
Louisa Matilda Jackson on November 6th 1868. Louisa’s father was William Jackson,
merchant and hotel keeper. The witnessess were William Collinson and Mary Ada
Madeleine Smyth, his stepsister. Just over a year later Herbert Ambrose died suddenly in
Algiers as stated in the following letters of administration:
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1870 Administration
9th July. Letters of administration of Herbert Ambrose Smyth late of Peasenhall Suffolk,
Agricultural Implement maker, deceased, died 28th December 1869 at Algiers in Africa granted at
Principal Registry to Louisa Matilda Smyth of Peasenhall, widow, relict.

Charles Augustus, Ambrose’s brother had entered business on his own account. He is
described as a shopkeeper in the 1861 Peasenhall census from where he subsequently
developed a business career in the wine trade. Ten years later he appears as a wine
merchant in Greenwich, aged 30 with five young children. The variety of his children’s
birthplaces, in Essex, Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Kent, indicate he had ranged widely
during the intervening decade, but with a special attachment to Bramfield, where his
grandfather had died.
Back in Peasenhall, in an effort to maintain family continuity, Ralph Alexander Mac
Smyth was brought into the business. Ralph Mac Smyth was the third son of James III
by his fourth wife, Mary Jackson. This reorganisation of the business happened in the
1880s when Mac was in his thirties. Evidence of a special relationship with his father is
that in 1888 he was living at 'The Chalet", a curious gothic style house in grey brick,
which was a property built on Smyth land next to The Hall. The Hall was a grand
landscaped mansion built by James III for his own use. James III bequeathed The Chalet
to Ralph Mac Smyth, and after his death in 1891 it became Ralph Mac’s home. It is
known that Ralph Mac was managing director of the drill business in 1893 and had
probably held that position for some years previously. When Mac died in 1897, age 41,
his will indicates he possessed substantial wealth, with evidence of high living as a
country gentleman and with a substantial additional income from farming. He was
married with three male children, the last one was born in the year that he died.
Mac’s sister, Mary Ann moved out of the family’s engineering world. She married
William Read, a local farmer of Linstead Magna and the 1851 census records her family
at Linstead Hall.
William Read
Mary Anne Read (Smyth)
Ellen Matilda Read
Herbert William Read
Samuel Harper
Mary Walker
Delilah …? ndle
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10
8
20?
19
16

farmer (137 acres empl. 8 men; Linstead Hall)

farm servant
house servant
house servant

Despite the early deaths of his half brothers James Josiah continued to carry the business
forward. He was a committed European and a regular visitor to European exhibitions.
As a patentee he made improvements to the Smyth drill and was elected a member of the
Agricultural Engineers Association. In 1889 he was presented with the French Cross of
the Chevalier du Merite Agricole for his services to agriculture. By the end of the
century, largely due to the sustained efforts of James Josiah, Smyths was one of the
leading British drill manufacturers, with the average output of the Peasenhall works being
about one drill per day.
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James III outlived his fourth wife Mary Anne Jackson (born Mary Anne Mayel) by
fourteen years. This provided him with the opportunity of erecting the prominent granite
obelisk with its large portrait profile to her memory. It is now a dominant visual feature
of the view between the church and the site of the drill works, which ironically was for so
long a male preserve of the family. This obelisk is an indicator of the special significance
of Mary Anne. All we know about her is that at the time of her marriage she was residing
in the parish of St George Hanover Square in London. The marriage certificate states:
James Smyth widower, machinist, married Mary Anne Mayel spinster, on
Semptember 7th 1847
Fathers- James Smyth machinist, John Mayel, gentleman.
Witnesses - William Jackson, Susan Catherine Harrison

In the Peasenhall censuses Mary Anne’s birthplace is given as Cheltenham. How the
bride and groom came together in London is a mystery. The fact that Mary Anne became
known as Mary Anne Jackson indicates that her mother remarried, probably with William
Jackson who was one of the above witnesses to the marriage. Evidence that indicates that
the Jackson/Mayels had property in the London area comes from the 1901 census for
Ruislip Middlesex where Mary Anne’s unmarried daughter Madeline was living at Park
Farm with independent means. Her sister Amelia Garrett was a visitor. Another
connection of the Suffolk Smyth’s with St George’s comes from the 1861 census of
William Smyth a farmer in Chediston:
Grove Cottage Farm
William Smyth
Susan Smyth
Susan Smyth
Benjamin Smyth
Martha Stammers
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11
3
18

dairymaid

Marlesford
Weston
St George Hanover Square (Pimlico)
St George Hanover Square
Wissett

The birth of William’s daughter Susan at St George’s occurred in 1850 just three years
after James III was married there. At the moment the connection between the Smyths of
Marlesford, Peasenhall and St George’s is unclear.
These facts raises more questions as to the part played by marriage in furthering the
fortunes of James III.
After the death of James III in 1891 it fell to James Josiah to implement great changes to
the trajectory of the business. The Witham works was closed down in 1895-96. This had
been the brain-child of James III but there is no evidence that it was ever profitable. The
other big change was to the management structure of the company. Throughout most of
the 19th century, Smyths of Peasenhall had grown and prospered as an innovative family
enterprise in which, from generation to generation, the eldest son had sole ownership and
was a power house of energy and ideas. This altered in 1893 when the business became a
registered company. A total of 352 shares was issued and distributed to those members
of the family who were most closely associated with the business. In 1896 the major
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shareholders were James Josiah (187 shares) and his half-brother Ralph Alexander Mac
(121 shares). The remaining few shares were in the hands of James Josiah's wife and his
three sisters (apart from two shares that had been allocated to a husband of one of the
sisters). By this time, it must have become clear that James Josiah’s was to be childless.
It is therefore possible to see this move on the part of James Josiah as preparing the way
for Ralph Alexander Mac to eventually take full control. However, this was not to be,
and Mac’s early death ensured that the business decisions began to come under the
influence of James Josiah’s sisters and their families.
However, James Josiah was still firmly in charge in 1906, two years before his death,
when he set things in motion to close down the Paris warehouse. His correspondence on
the matter indicates the French operation was losing money, because the continental
market was turning in favour of cheaper drills of French makers. It seems the Paris
operation was closed down in 1907 the year before James Josiah's death.
Following the early death of Ralph Mac, and the demise of James Josiah without issue,
command of the company passed to a board of directors consisting of his wife, Louisa
Ann, supported by his sisters and their families, first the Blackfords, then the Thirtles.
These events set the pattern of control of the company for the next three decades, until it
left the hands of Smyth kin on the death of Frank Thirtle in 1961. The upheavals
following the deaths of James III and James Josiah also seemed to settle the future size of
the company, because at the turn of the century, the works in Rendham Road had reached
the layout that was virtually the same as that revealed in a survey carried out in 1924.
Questions remain as to why Charles Augustus did not join the Peasenhall enterprise.
With respect to Charles, we know that in the 1861 Peasenhall census he is described as a
shopkeeper. He then went on to make a career as a wine merchant, eventually moving to
New Zealand. Did he take this route either because he was passed over by his father or
because he made his own way by inclination?
Finally there is the issue of why Jonathan, brother of James II and his first apprentice, did
not become part of the Peasenhall business. According to Allen Ransome writing in the
1840s, Jonathan worked with him on the design of the first lever drill. A local view is
that he 'got wrong' with his brother. The bare facts available are that he left his brother's
employment around 1810, probably at the end of his apprenticeship, eventually setting up
his first home in Knodishall, where his son Joshua was born in 1816 (baptised in Friston).
It may be that he arrived in Knodishall by way of Ringsfield, where his wife was the
blacksmith's daughter. In the 1841 census, Jonathan is back in his birthplace of
Sweffling with his son. They are described as corndrill makers, and they were probably
manufacturing an early version of the Peasenhall invention in which Jonathan had an
input. Joshua had taken over the Sweffling business by 1861 where he was employing 4
men and 1 apprentice. In 1871 the works consisted of 3 men and 2 boys and this is the
last we know of Smyth's commercial enterprise in Sweffling.
The beginning of the end of the Peasenhall drill works and the process of becoming of the
Smyths, which had been initiated by James I, is recorded in a solicitor’s letter of 30th
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December 1908 to J.S. Rickards, company secretary. This was written only a few months
after James Josiah’s death, and shows that forty of his shares, ten to each person, were
transferred to Albert Blackford, J. H. Blackford, Mrs L. L. Thirtle and Miss E.C.
Blackford. The Blackfords were the descendants of Sarah Caroline Blackford, James
Josiah’s surviving sister. She had married Arthur Budding Blackford, one of Smyth’s
agents in the West Country and Midlands. The Blackford family is recorded in the 1871
census for Wellingborough as follows.
1 Gloucester Villa
Arthur Budding Blackford head mar. 50 (representiveof Messrs Smith & Co Drill
Manufacturers)
born in Gloucester
Sarah Caroline Blackford wife
39
born in Peasenhall
Arthur Smith Blackford
5
born in Gloucester
Josiah Herbert Blackford
4
born in Wellingborough
Caroline Edith Blackford
1
born in Wellingborough

Ten years later the Blackfords were in Kirkley near Lowestoft:4 Richmond Place
Caroline Blackford head mar
Josiah Blackford
Edith Blackford
Laura Blackford
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9

born in Peasemhall
born in Wellingborough
born in Wellingborough
born in Wellingborough

Arthur Blackford had possibly died in Cheltenham between July and September 1881. It
was the marriage of the above Laura Blackford to Thomas Henry Thirtle in 1895, in
Mutford registration district, that brought the Thirtle’s into the Smyth’s business. The
couple lived in Lowestoft. Caroline’s son, Arthur Blackford was one of the Trustees
appointed to will of James Josiah Smyth. At that time he was an ironmonger of
Chippenham Wiltshire.
Caroline eventually, as a widow, reverted to her maiden name of Smyth, and as such she
is listed in the 1901 Lowestoft census, age 68, living on her own means.
The Blackfords and Thirtles eventually gained the controlling interest in the company.
After James Josiah’s death the works was run by the company secretary J.S. Richards,
but by the outbreak of the First World War, a James Smyth Blackford was in charge and
moved from Lowestoft into The Chalet with his family. He died in 1818 and was
succeeded by Thomas Henry Thirtle, who ran the business until his death in 1938. In
these years the company directors consisted of Blackfords and Thirtles. Company
accounts are available in the Suffolk Record Office for 1920s, and indicate the business
was barely ticking over. Dividends were not paid out and the workforce declined. There
was talk of rescue packages to maintain employment in the village but there was no
action. After a brief upsurge of work during the Second World War as part of
government initiatives to increase home food production, the decline continued. Yet
another rescue package was mounted by local parties in a last ditch effort to bring the
works into the era of tractor-mounted hydraulics. This failed and the works closed in
1967.
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5.2 A female perspective
Female inputs to the Smyth lineage
Very little has been discovered of the lives of the Smyth women, apart from the bare
statistics of births marriages and deaths. Starting with the marriage of Hannah Kemp to
James I, the parish records tell us that nine women contributed to the Smyth line that
developed the drill business from 1800 to 1903 (Table 5.2). Regarding the eight
marriages of the three Peasenhall Smyths, James II, James III and James Josiah, two of
them were childless. A total of 14 children (6 girls and 8 boys) were born to the
remaining six unions, of which three babies died as infants.
Table 5.2 Female inputs to the Smyth family of Peasenhall drill-makers
Wives

Marriage

Birthplace

Husbands

Kemp, Hannah
Roberson, Elizabeth
Williamson, Eleanor
Gower, Sarah
Cockerell, Caroline
Chappell Sarah
Jackson, Mary Ann
White, Louisa Ann
Peecock, Emily Jane

1776
1802
1832
1830
1837
1843
1848
1868
1886

Rendham
Peasenhall
Ubbeston
Orford
Dennington
Witham
Cheltenham
Peasenhall
Great Blakenham

JamesI
JamesII
JamesII
JamesIII
JamesIII
JamesIII
JamesIII
James Josiah
Ralph A Mac

Starting with the founder family in Sweffling, the most fertile Smyth union was the
marriage with Hannah Kemp (Table 5.3). She married at the unusual early age of
eighteen and gave birth to ten children in Sweffling over a period of 22 years, an average
of about one birth every two years. Only one of these children was a girl. Set against
this, each of the Peasenhall wives fell well short in total children and potential male heirs.
Elizabeth Roberson, the first wife of James II, produced 7 children in 13 years to equal
Hannah Kemp's average fertility rate. Elizabeth’s last child George was born in 1816,
and she lived on for another fourteen years. James’ second wife, Eleanor Williamson had
no children.
Sarah Gower, the first wife of James III, who was married in her mid 20s, had 3 children
in the 3 years between her marriage and death. This fertility interval is close to the
biological minimum for a human female. Apparently her death occurred at, or shortly
after, the birth of her third child Louisa Ann, who died an infant. This indicates Sarah’s
mortality was associated with the birth.
His second wife Caroline Cockerell also gave birth to three children in 3 years. She died
after the birth of her last child, Charles Augustus.
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His next marriage, to Sarah Chappell lasted four years, ending with her death two years
after the birth of her only child, Emily.
The lowest fertility rate was that of his last wife Mary Ann Mayel (Jackson). Her first
child was born when she was twenty six years old and she had a total of 7 babies over a
period of 19 years: an average birth interval between births of almost three years. She
then went on to live for a further nine years.
With respect to the fertility of James III, he married at age 25 and his last child was born
when he was 61. In these 35 years, through four marriages, he fathered 14 children,
giving him a male fertility rate of one child every 2.6 years.
Table 5.3 Biological inputs of spouses to the Smyths of Peasenhall
Spouse

Births

Boys Girls Fertile period Fertile Fertility
Years interval

Kemp, Hannah

10

9

1

1777 to 1799

22

2.2

Roberson, Elizabeth

7

2

5

1803 to 1816

13

1.9

Williamson, Eleanor

0

Gower, Sarah

3

1

2

1832 to 1835

3

1.0

Cockerell, Caroline

3

3

1838 to 1841

3

1.0

Chappel, Sarah

1

Jackson, Mary Ann

7

White, Louisa Ann

0

Peecock, Emily Jane
Total births

1
4

3

1849 to 1868

19

2.7

3

3

0

1892 to 1897

5

1.7

34

22

12

65

Comparisons may be draw with the fertility of marriages of other female members of the
Smyth family (Table 5.4) demonstrate that the range of fertility of the Peasenhall
generations fall within what might be regarded as a normal spread of variation for the
historical period. In particular, intervals of 1 year between births, which define two of
James III’s short-lived spouses, are sometimes found in the first years of much longer and
more productive marriages.
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Table 5.4 Fertility of Smyths and their kin 1700-1921
Couple

Fertile
years

Births Birth interval

Hannah Smyth & Joseph Pooley
Hannah Smyth & Andrew Gower****
*Amy Day and William Smyth
**Elizabeth Long & Roger Smyth
***Dorothea Hart & William Smyth

15
28
20
17
6

10
13
9
13
5

1.5
1.6
2.2
1.3
1.2

* grandfather of James I; ** father of James I; ***brother of James I; ****brother of
Sarah Gower, first wife of James III.
Regarding the biological contribution of spouses to the Peasenhall dynasty we have to
examine the fate of the male offspring (Table 5.5). In the following table, those marked *
have been considered above in the male perspective that led to the business eventually
falling into the hands of the family of James Josiah's sister
Table 5.5 Summary of the fate of male members of the Smyth dynasty
Mother

Male offspring

Elizabeth Roberson

James III*
George
James Josiah*
Wesley Cockerell
Herbert Ambrose*
Charles Augustus
George Robinson
Frederick
Ralph Alexander Mac*
Joseph

Sarah Gower
Caroline Cockerell
Mary Jackson

Age at death
84
23
74
?
30
?
?
Infant
41
Infant

A comparison of the longevity of males and females of the family is given in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6 Comparison of longevity of males and females
Males

Age at death

James I
James II
James III
James Josiah
Ralph A Mac
Herbert Ambrose

82
66
84
74
41
30

Average

62.8

Females
Hannah Kemp
Eleanor Williamson
Sarah Gower
Caroline Cockerell
Sarah Chappell
Mary Ann Jackson
Louisa Ann White

Age at death
71
87
29
26
33
52
84
54.6
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This tiny snapshot of village life may be put into the broader picture. Research has
shown that only 40 per cent of the marriages of a cohort of the British peerage, born in
the last quarter of the seventeenth century, were marriages of completed fertility (i.e.
lasting until the wife's forty-fifth birthday). The number of marriages of completed
fertility had risen to 63 per cent in the last quarter of the eighteenth century. In other
words, by the 19th century things were getting better for the dynasts. However, in this
context the high mortality of the Smyth wives and their male children was following an
average fertility pattern of the previous century.
On an individual basis there was clearly a wide range in Smyth fertility, particularly
when we take account of the obvious premature deaths of the females, and the babies
who died as infants. The premature deaths of the wives of James III are quite remarkable
in that each of his first three marriages lasted on average less than five years.
At this time, death in childbed was a common experience. Statistically, a woman who
went through an average six or seven full-term pregnancies would run a 6-7 per cent
chance of dying in childbirth. Maternal mortality could account for a maximum of 20 per
cent of all female deaths between the ages of 25 and 34 years. To appreciate how little
effect death in childbed may have had on women's attitudes, a large English village of
1,000 inhabitants, where a quarter were women aged 15-49, would experience only one
maternal death on average every third year. Maternal mortality in eighteenth century
London was, however, 30-50 per cent higher than elsewhere in England. Women must
have been aware of the risks, but may have seen them as distant. While the risks of dying
in childbed were much greater than in the twentieth century, so too were those of dying
from many other causes.
Three women of the Smyth clan; namely Hannah Smyth, (nee Kemp, wife of James I),
her daughter Hannah (married James Pooley), and her grandaughter, also named Hannah
(married Andrew Gower), were exceptionally fertile (11, 10 and 13 children, respectively
Fig 5.2). Hannah Smyth and Hannah Pooley produced children at the same rate for the
first 12 years of marriage. Hannah Smyth’s fertility then declined, but her daughter
continued to give birth at an undiminshed rate until her death after the eleventh child.
Joseph Pooley promptly remarried after his wife’s death and his new spouse Mary, had
three children in the first four years of her marriage. In contrast, Hannah Gower’s
fertility rate, although above average, was about a third lower than the initial birth rates
of her mother and aunt.
Hannah Kemp married at the age of 18 and her daughter at the age of 16. It was probably
this age difference that produced the different pattern of fertility. After 12 years of
marriage Hannah Kemp was in her early thirties when human fertility naturally declines.
On the other hand, her grandaughter, Hannah Gower, also married when she was 16, but
her fertility rate continued undiminished until she ceased bearing children at the age of 44
years. Although only three subjects are involved in this analysis, it is difficult to escape
the conclusion that we are seeing the effects of a particularly advantageous set of Kemp
maternal genes operating through three generations.
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Fig 5.2 Baptisms of children of Hannah Smyth (HS), Hannah Pooley (HP) and Hannah
Gower
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With reference to communities with no deliberate birth control, such as the Smyths and
Pooleys, the average maximum number of live births by the end of a woman's
reproductive career is under nine, the average birth interval is approximately 30 months,
and the actual maximum birth rate around 50 per 1,000. From large populations with
information on birth date of the mother, age at marriage, children's birth date and death
date, birth order, and frequency of miscarriages, the data indicate that interbirth intervals
decline exponentially with maternal age, especially after the age of 35. This effect is
probably related to the biological degenerative processes of female fertility with age. A
linear increase of birth intervals with birth order within families is found, as well as a
reduction of birth intervals among families experiencing an infant death.
The age pattern of marital fertility, exemplified by Hannah Kemp, her daughter and
grandaughter, is characteristic of the upper range in a natural fertility population,
determined largely by the genetics of physiological ageing. Unfortunately, Hannah, by
chance, only had one daughter, so it is not possible to follow her first maternal generation
in more detail. Her mother, Mary Blaxhall, who married James Kemp of Rendham, had
three other girls, Mary, Ann, and Jane, but nothing is known about their marital fertility.
Other possibiities for studying the possible genealogical impact of the Kemp’s high
maternal fertility are Hannah Pooley’s daughters, Alethea, and Mary Ann. Regarding the
other daughters, Emma died in infancy and Emily died aged 17.
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Extinction of the Smyth lineage
It is a fact, well known to genealogists, that as they trace a paternal lineage forwards it is
common to find failures to produce a male heir. Surname extinction has been recognised
for a long time. Thus 300 English aristocratic families claim descent from William the
Conqueror, but only one can claim unbroken descent in the male line. Of the 5,000 feudal
knights listed in the Domesday Book, every single name is now extinct, and the average
duration of a hereditary title in the Middle Ages was only three generations. Threequarters of all English surnames have disappeared since 1350, and 32% of families
studied did not have a son who married, or who had legitimate offspring. Some computer
simulations suggest that eventually all families will have the same surname.
Surnames disappear for a number of reasons. Many young men have died in battle before
they could become fathers. Name-changing, celibacy, homosexuality, or simply the
chance of having no sons, will result in extinction of the Y chromosome and that
particular male lineage. In addition to these environmental causes of male extinction,
there is an important genetic component. This has been clear since 1869, when Sir
Francis Galton wrote his book, 'Hereditary Genius', in which he reported his findings that
human fertility is not only highly variable, but that this variation has a genetic basis. It
was later found that genetic factors account for nearly half the variance that exists in
human reproduction.
Human infertility is widespread compared with other mammals. One in 14 men will
experience some problem with fertility in their life, and probably about half of these will
have a genetic cause. Compared with other male mammals, men in particular, are at the
bottom of the league table for just about every criterion used to measure fertility. It seems
that humans have never been selected for fertility, in fact quite the opposite. Brain-driven
cultural traits like language, self-awareness, ability to deal with symbols and tool-making,
have been much more important for human evolution than has fertility. Indeed in
ecological terms, we fall into the same category as elephants i.e. large, slow-growing,
long-lived animals with massive investment in one offspring at a time.
Galton looked at one particular situation, the decline in fertility among the English
peerage. Of 31 hereditary peerages that he studied, 12 were extinct. His explanation for
peerage extinction, that he described as 'simple, adequate and novel’, is that a sizeable
number of newly created peers and their sons had married heiresses. He said:
'My statistical lists showed, with unmistakable emphasis, that these marriages are peculiarly
unprolific. We might have expected that an heiress, who is the sole issue of a marriage, would not
be so fertile as a woman who has many brothers and sisters. Comparative infertility must be
hereditary in the same way as other physical attributes and I am assured that it is so in the case of
domestic animals. Consequently the issue of a peer's marriage with an heiress frequently fails and
his title is brought to an end.'

Now the above conclusions have come from studies on large populations, but we may
contemplate their relevance to the circumstances by which the Smyth business eventually
continued through the female line. Obviously, the early deaths of James Josiah’s two
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heirs apparent, RalphAlexander Mac and Herbert Ambrose are the proximal cause. But
were these premature deaths purely accidental or indicative of a genetic weakness in their
inherited consititution? The other question surrounding their father’s four marriages
relates to possible historical factors that had reduced the fertility of his in-laws.

5.3 Illegitimate fertility
While pre-nuptial conception was quite common, at least in England, bastardy was not.
The only illegitimate birth found in the Kemp/Smyth lineage was Phoebe Watts the wife
of Jonathan Smyth of Sweffling. Her mother was Martha Watts, daughter of Robert and
Elizabeth Watts of Badingham. Martha later moved to Peasenhall where she married, but
had no further children. Bastardy was not a remote possibility. For example, the
Sweffling parish records tell of Charles Smith, churchwarden and bachelor, who fathered
a daughter baptised Sarah on 24th March 1822. The mother was Elizabeth Goodwin who
provided the same service to John Pollard with the same result, namely a daughter
baptised Mary Ann on June 18th 1824.
The ratio of illegitimate births to all births in a sample of 98 English parishes, rose in the
last quarter of the sixteenth century to peak at 3.4 per cent in the early 1600s. Bastardy
ratios fell thereafter to reach a nadir of 0.9 per cent 1655-9, before beginning a steady rise
to reach 3.1 per cent between 1750-4, and 5.3 per cent in the early 1800s. Trends in prenuptial pregnancy followed a similar path. In 16 parishes with well-kept registers, 31 per
cent of legitimate first births between 1550-99 were conceived within eight months of
marriage. Between 1600-49 the figure was 23 per cent. It was 16 per cent between
1650-99, and 22 per cent between 1700-49.
Bastardy is often treated as a pathological phenomenon or as an indicator of changing
moral standards. Its official recording is a function of the contemporary perceptions of
church and community. Its definition is clouded by different interpretations of what
constituted a marriage. For those born around 1666, roughly 14 per cent of marriages
were 'clandestine' (not celebrated in accordance with the requirements of the established
church) though 4-5 per cent is more usual for seventeenth and early eighteenth century
England. However, historians now believe that most English bastard-bearers were
ordinary women who decided to begin having sex in anticipation of marriage, conceived,
but then became the victims of social and economic dislocations or personal misfortunes,
which prevented them marrying.
Legitimate and illegitimate fertility can be seen as elements of the same social practice.
That is to say both marital and extra-marital births were the result of a market in
procreative unions. Courtship intensity varied over an individual's life, and this may
explain why illegitimacy levels in England tended to change with general fertility levels;
why having a bastard, like Martha Watts, did not prevent subsequent marriage; why
trends in illegitimacy and pre-nuptial pregnancy moved together; why there was
apparently an inverse relationship between age at first marriage for women and bastardy
ratios; and why the age when women bore bastards was close to age at first birth within
marriage.
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5.4 Paths of kinship
Various family connections between the Smyths, Wardleys and Baldwins, have been
discovered which trace the local flow of ideas about seed drills and their manufacture.
There are intriguing unanswered questions about the relationships of the Smyths with the
Ransomes and Garretts, the other machinist families of Suffolk.
An Alfred Ransome was a guest of the Smyths in Peasenhall Hall as recorded in the 1881
census. Alan Ransome who published a book on the current developments of farm
machinery in 1845, was very much aware of the work of James II and his brother
Jonathan. There was definitely a Garrett connection through the marriage of Aimee
Smyth with James Robinson Garrett, the vicar of Peasenhall. James Robinson’s father
was Garrett Garrett of Ipswich, an iron founder. Garrett Garrett was probably kin to the
Garrett’s of Woodbridge from which sprang the founder of the Leiston works.
Other examples exist which indicate that sexual bonding was not simply due to random
meetings within the village community, but also involved preferential singling out of
partners from within established kinship groups. The family of Phoebe Watts had been
linked to the Kemps through the marriage of her aunt, also named Phoebe, with Henry
Kemp of Saxstead and Parham. Henry Kemp was a cousin of the Rendham Kemps, in
fact the second cousin once removed of Hannah Kemp, who married James I and
eventually emerged as Phoebe Watts’ mother-in-law. Another significant example of the
importance of kinship bonds, is the marriage of Sarah Gower to James III. The first link
between Smyths and Gowers came when Hannah Kemp, daughter of James II, married
Andrew Gower of Peasenhall. The marriage took place in 1819. Eleven years later
Hannah’s cousin, James III married Sarah Gower, who was Hannah Kemp’s sister-inlaw. Associations between Kemps and Smyths have a long history in the villages around
Peasenhall, which are recorded in wills and parish books from the 15th century.

5.5 The Sociology of relatedness
A summary of six generations of Peasenhall Smyths set out in Table 5.7 records the bare
genealogical essentials of a remarkable episode in local and national history, that began
with the random collision of two young people in the village of Sweffling. For all its
jagged edges it carries a general model of human rural sociality. Beneath almost two
hundred years of a technical quest to engineer the best mechanism for placing seeds
safely in the soil, lies an untidy and unpredictable social time line that is dependent on the
vagaries of human socialisation and personal ambition. It twists and turns about a rapidly
changing timeline of rural and urban ways of life, that represent the birth pangs of
industrialism. The storyline tells us that human beings do not just produce society, but
society in forms which are incalculably various, constantly mutable and labyrinthine in
their elaboration. The characters in Table 5.7 are set in a flow of events, a plot with its
own peculiar sense of plans, goals, situations, acts and outcomes. Although none of the
characters has spoken to us directly, the genealogical thread suggests that it is the ways in
which people interact with each other, rather than the technical advances made, that have
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been of crucial importance in progressing this small slice of early industrial history. It is
ironic in that, if we regard the multiple marriages of James III, with tragic consequences
for three of the spouses, as a device to ensure continuity of his business through the male
line, in the end it was two offspring of his first marriage who carried the company into
the 20th century.
Table 5.7 Summary report on six generations of Peasenhall Smyths (1749-1906)
This tabulated genealogical report has been extracted from a ‘Family Tree Maker’ database, and begins
with James Smyth I who was the grandson of WILLIAM1 Smyth the son of ROGER2 Smyth. All ‘births (b.)’
are baptismal dates. Unless stated, all deaths (d.) are burial dates.
Generation No. 1
1. JAMES3 SMYTH I (ROGER2, WILLIAM1) was born 1749 in Sweffling, and died 04 Mar 1831 in Sweffling.
He married HANNAH KEMP 19 Dec 1776 in Sweffling, daughter of JAMES KEMP and MARY BLAXALL. She
was born 1758 in Rendham, and died 09 Jan 1828 in Sweffling.
Children of JAMES SMYTH and HANNAH KEMP are:
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

i. JAMES4 SMYTH II, b. 08 Nov 1777, Sweffling; d. 12 Dec 1843, Bramfield.
ii. GEORGE WILLIAM SMYTH, b. 24 Jan 1779, Sweffling; d. 24 Nov 1869, Darsham; m. ALTHEA; b.
1770.
iii. JOHN SMYTH, b. 28 Oct 1781, Sweffling; m. ELIZABETH FULCHER1.
iv. CHARLES SMYTH, b. 26 Dec 1783, Sweffling; d. 08 Jan 1869, Sweffling.
v. SIMON SMYTH, b. 27 May 1785, Sweffling.
vi. WILLIAM SMYTH, b. 22 Apr 1787, Sweffling.
vii. JONATHAN SMYTH, b. 01 Feb 1789, Sweffling; d. 1868, Sweffling.
viii. JOSHUA SMYTH, b. 10 Jun 1791, Sweffling; m. (1) HANNAH; b. 1790, Hull; m. (2) AMELIA; b.
Newbourn nr Woodbridge.
ix. DANIEL SMYTH, b. 18 May 1794, Sweffling; d. 27 Feb 1811, Sweffling.
x. HANNAH SMYTH, b. 1799, Sweffling; d. 1837.

Generation No. 2
2. JAMES4 SMYTH II (JAMES3, ROGER2, WILLIAM1) was born 08 Nov 1777 in Sweffling, and died 12 Dec
1843 in Bramfield. He married (1) ELIZABETH ROBERSON 13 Jul 1802 in Peasenhall. She was born Abt.
1781 in Peasenhall, and died 1830 in Peasenhall. He married (2) ELEANOR WILLIAMSON 03 Sep 1832 in
Peasenhall. She was born 1770 in Ubbeston, and died 1857 in Bramfield.
Children of JAMES SMYTH and ELIZABETH ROBERSON are:
7.
8.
9.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

HANNAH5 SMYTH, b. 1803, Peasenhall; d. 1885, District Hartley Wintney Hants.
JAMES SMYTH III, b. 15 Mar 1807, Peasenhall; d. 08 Dec 1891, Peasenhall.
MARY ANN SMYTH, b. 03 Jul 1808, Peasenhall; d. Ipswich.
MARIA SMYTH, b. 1811, Peasenhall; d. Infant.
PHOEBE SMYTH, b. 07 Jun 1812, Peasenhall; d. 1833.
LYDIA SMYTH, b. 13 Mar 1813, Peasenhall; d. 1832.
GEORGE SMYTH, b. 18 Jun 1816, Peasenhall; d. 1839.
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3. CHARLES4 SMYTH (JAMES3, ROGER2, WILLIAM1) was born 26 Dec 1783 in Sweffling, and died 08 Jan
1869 in Sweffling. He married (1) HESTER TYE. She was born 1785, and died 1818 in Sweffling. He
married (2) CHARLOTTE MANTLE. She was born 1793, and died 1857.
Children of CHARLES SMYTH and HESTER TYE are:

i. CHARLES5 SMYTH, b. 1805, Benhall; d. 1810.
ii. CHARLES SMYTH, b. 1811, Benhall.
iii. DANIEL SMYTH, b. 1813, Benhall.

Children of CHARLES SMYTH and CHARLOTTE MANTLE are:
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

JOHN MANTLE5 SMYTH, b. 1820, Benhall; d. 1848.
JOSHUA SMYTH, b. 1822, Benhall; d. 1899.
MARTHA SMYTH, b. 1823, Benhall.
CHARLOTTE SMYTH, b. 1825, Benhall.

4. WILLIAM4 SMYTH (JAMES3, ROGER2, WILLIAM1) was born 22 Apr 1787 in Sweffling. He married
HANNAH GOODING. She was born 1775.
Children of WILLIAM SMYTH and HANNAH GOODING are:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

HANNAH5 SMYTH, b. 1808.
HARRIET SMYTH, b. 1809.
SALLY SMYTH, b. 1810.
MARY SMYTH, b. 1812.

5. JONATHAN4 SMYTH (JAMES3, ROGER2, WILLIAM1) was born 01 Feb 1789 in Sweffling, and died 1868 in
Sweffling. He married PHOEBE WATTS 01 Dec 1812 in Peasenhall, daughter of ? and MARTHA WATTS.
She was born 1786 in Badingham, and died 1865 in Sweffling.
Children of JONATHAN SMYTH and PHOEBE WATTS are:
10.
11.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

EMMA5 SMYTH, b. 21 Jan 1813, Peasenhall.
ELIZABETH SMYTH, b. 1814; d. Infant.
JONATHAN SMYTH, b. 1815; d. Infant.
JOSHUA SMYTH, b. 1817, Knodishall.

6. HANNAH4 SMYTH (JAMES3, ROGER2, WILLIAM1) was born 1799 in Sweffling, and died 1837. She married
JOSEPH POOLEY 13 Oct 1819 in Sweffling. He was born in Elveden.
Children of HANNAH SMYTH and JOSEPH POOLEY are:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.

JOSHUA5 POOLEY, b. 1820.
GEORGE POOLEY, b. 1822.
ALETHEA POOLEY, b. 1823.
EMMA POOLEY, b. 1825; d. 1825.
EMILY POOLEY, b. 1826; d. 1844.
HENRY POOLEY, b. 1829.
EDWARD POOLEY, b. 1830.
ROBERT JAMES POOLEY, b. 1833.
CHARLES POOLEY, b. 1833.
FREDERICK POOLEY, b. 1835.
MARY ANN POOLEY, b. 1836.
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Generation No. 3
7. HANNAH5 SMYTH (JAMES4, JAMES3, ROGER2, WILLIAM1) was born 1803 in Peasenhall, and died 1885 in
District Hartley Wintney Hants. She married ANDREW WOODGATE GOWER 29 Mar 1819 in Peasenhall,
son of RICHARD GOWER and MARTHA WOLTON. He was born 1797 in Peasenhall, and died Mar 1866 in
District Hartley Wintney Hants.
Children of HANNAH SMYTH and ANDREW GOWER are:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.
xiii.

ANDREW W6 GOWER, b. 1819, Peasenhall; d. 1878.
EZRA GOWER, b. 1822; d. 1903.
ELIZA GOWER, b. 1824; d. 1893.
MARY ANN GOWER, b. 1826; d. 1849.
JAMES SMYTH GOWER, b. 1829; d. 1913.
GEORGE SMYTH GOWER, b. 1831; d. 1901.
PHEBE GOWER, b. 1834; d. 1920.
SARAH SMYTH GOWER, b. 1835; d. 1837.
ELLEN GOWER, b. 1838; d. 1913.
MARTHA GOWER, b. 1840; d. 1849.
BENJAMIN SMYTH GOWER, b. 1842, Odiham Hants; d. 1924.
RICHARD W GOWER, b. 1844, Odiham Hants; d. 1911.
LYDIA L GOWER, b. 1847, Odiham Hants; d. 1921.

8. JAMES5 SMYTH III (JAMES4, JAMES3, ROGER2, WILLIAM1) was born 15 Mar 1807 in Peasenhall, and died
08 Dec 1891 in Peasenhall. He married (1) SARAH GOWER 24 Apr 1830 in Peasenhall, daughter of
RICHARD GOWER and MARTHA WOLTON. She was born 1806, and died 1835 in Peasenhall. He married
(2) CAROLINE COCKERELL 01 Jul 1837 in Dennington, daughter of JAMES COCKERELL and SARAH
COCKERELL. She was born 1815 in Dennington, and died 1841 in Peasenhall buried Dennington. He
married (3) SARAH CHAPPELL 1843 in Witham Essex. She was born 1814 in Witham, and died 20 Jan
1847 in Peasenhall. He married (4) MARY ANN JACKSON (MAYEL) Sep 1847 in St Georges Hanover
Square, daughter of JOHN MAYELL. She was born 1825 in Cheltenham, and died 20 Jun 1877 in
Peasenhall.
Children of JAMES SMYTH and SARAH GOWER are:
12.

i. SARAH CAROLINE6 SMYTH, b. 1832, Peasenhall.
ii. JAMES JOSIAH SMYTH, b. 1834, Peasenhall; d. 26 Jul 1908, Peasenhall; m. LOUISA ANN WHITE, 01
Jul 1857, Peasenhall; b. 1833, Peasenhall; d. 12 Mar 1917, Peasenhall.
iii. LOUISA ANN SMYTH, b. 1835, Peasenhall; d. Infant.

Children of JAMES SMYTH and CAROLINE COCKERELL are:

13.

iv. WESLEY COCKERELL6 SMYTH, b. 1838, Peasenhall.
v. HERBERT AMBROSE SMYTH, b. 1839, Peasenhall; d. 28 Dec 1869, Algiers; m. LOUISA MATILDA
JACKSON, 06 Nov 1868, Peasenhall.
vi. CHARLES AUGUSTUS SMYTH, b. 1841, Peasenhall.

Child of JAMES SMYTH and SARAH CHAPPELL is:

vii. EMILY6 SMYTH, b. 26 Mar 1845; m. EDMUND WILLIAM NOTTIDGE, 17 Apr 1867, Peasenhall.

Children of JAMES SMYTH and MARY (MAYEL) are:

14.
15.
16.

viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.
xiii.
xiv.

MARY ADA MADELEINE6 SMYTH, b. 1849, Peasenhall.
GEORGE ROBINSON C SMYTH, b. 1851, Peasenhall.
FREDERICK E SMYTH, b. 1854, Peasenhall; d. Infant.
RALPH ALEXANDER MAC SMYTH, b. 1856, Peasenhall; d. 1897.
JOSEPH HENRY SMYTH, b. 1857, Peasenhall; d. Infant.
CLOTILDA SMYTH, b. 1859, Peasenhall.
AIMEE MARGUERITE BEATRICE SMYTH, b. 1868, Peasenhall.
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9. MARY ANN5 SMYTH (JAMES4, JAMES3, ROGER2, WILLIAM1) was born 03 Jul 1808 in Peasenhall, and died
in Ipswich. She married WILLIAM READ 13 Nov 1834 in Peasenhall. He was born 1802 in Hoxne.
Children of MARY SMYTH and WILLIAM READ are:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

LOUISA ANN6 READ, b. 1835, Linstead Magna.
FREDERICK JAMES READ, b. 1837, Linstead Magna.
ELLEN MATHILDA READ, b. 1841, Linstead Magna.
HERBERT WILLIAM READ, b. 1843, Linstead Magna.

10. EMMA5 SMYTH (JONATHAN4, JAMES3, ROGER2, WILLIAM1) was born 21 Jan 1813 in Peasenhall. She
married ALFRED FREEMAN 21 Dec 1831 in Sweffling. He was born 1802 in Framlingham.
Children of EMMA SMYTH and ALFRED FREEMAN are:

17.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

ELIZABETH6 FREEMAN, b. 1831.
JONATHAN FREEMAN, b. 1837.
ALFRED FREEMAN, b. 1839.
EMILY FREEMAN.
ANNA MARIA FREEMAN, b. 07 Aug 1843, Sweffling; d. 11 Dec 1931, Prescot Lancs.
JAMES FREEMAN, b. 1846.

11. JOSHUA5 SMYTH (JONATHAN4, JAMES3, ROGER2, WILLIAM1) was born 1817 in Knodishall. He married
ELIZABETH BEZANT. She was born 1818, and died 1880.
Children of JOSHUA SMYTH and ELIZABETH BEZANT are:

18.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

PHEBE6 SMYTH, b. 1843; d. 1865.
EMILY SMYTH, b. 1850.
JONATHAN SMYTH, b. 1851; d. Infant.
ALLAN BEZANT SMYTH, b. 1858.

Generation No. 4
12. SARAH CAROLINE6 SMYTH (JAMES5, JAMES4, JAMES3, ROGER2, WILLIAM1) was born 1832 in Peasenhall.
She married ARTHUR BUDDING BLACKFORD. He was born 1821 in Gloucester.
Children of SARAH SMYTH and ARTHUR BLACKFORD are:

19.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

ARTHUR SMITH7 BLACKFORD, b. 1866, Gloucester.
HERBERT JOSIAH BLACKFORD, b. 1867, Wellingborough.
CAROLINE EDITH BLACKFORD, b. 1870, Wellingborough.
LAURA BLACKFORD, b. 1872.

13. CHARLES AUGUSTUS6 SMYTH (JAMES5, JAMES4, JAMES3, ROGER2, WILLIAM1) was born 1841 in
Peasenhall. He married JANE COLE, daughter of JOHN COLE. She was born 1840 in Wenhaston.
Children of CHARLES SMYTH and JANE COLE are:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

FRED7 SMYTH, b. 1863, St Osyth Essex.
JOHN SMYTH, b. 1867.
WESLEY SMYTH, b. 1868.
AUGUSTA SMYTH, b. 1870.
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14. RALPH ALEXANDER6 MAC SMYTH (JAMES5 SMYTH III, JAMES4, JAMES3, ROGER2, WILLIAM1) was born
1856 in Peasenhall, and died 1897. He married EMILY JANE PEECOCK.
Children of RALPH MAC SMYTH and EMILY PEECOCK are:
20.

i. JAMES7 SMYTH, b. 13 Jun 1892, Peasenhall.
ii. SYDNEY SMYTH, b. 26 Mar 1894, Peasenhall.
iii. MAC SMYTH, b. 03 Feb 1897, Peasenhall.

15. CLOTILDA6 SMYTH (JAMES5, JAMES4, JAMES3, ROGER2, WILLIAM1) was born 1859 in Peasenhall. She
married HERBERT ARCHER.
Children of CLOTILDA SMYTH and HERBERT ARCHER are:
i. DAISY7 ARCHER, b. 1881.
ii. LEONARD ARCHER, b. 1886.

16. AIMEE MARGUERITE BEATRICE6 SMYTH (JAMES5, JAMES4, JAMES3, ROGER2, WILLIAM1) was born 1868 in
Peasenhall. She married JAMES ROBINSON GARRETT 03 Sep 1889 in Peasenhall, son of GARRETT
GARRETT. He was born in Ipswich.
Child of AIMEE SMYTH and JAMES GARRETT is:
i. DORA7 GARRETT, b. 1894.

17. ANNA MARIA6 FREEMAN (EMMA5 SMYTH, JONATHAN4, JAMES3, ROGER2, WILLIAM1) was born 07 Aug
1843 in Sweffling, and died 11 Dec 1931 in Prescot Lancs. She married PHILIP CROOK. He was born 1866
in Caolbrookvale nr Blaina Mon.
Child of ANNA FREEMAN and PHILIP CROOK is:
21.

i. ALEXANDER7 CROOK, b. 1873.

18. ALLAN BEZANT6 SMYTH (JOSHUA5, JONATHAN4, JAMES3, ROGER2, WILLIAM1) was born 1858. He
married JANE WHITING 1891.
Children of ALLAN SMYTH and JANE WHITING are:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

REGINALD7 SMYTH, b. 1882.
ALFRED EDGAR SMYTH, b. 1884.
HERBERT JOSHUA SMYTH, b. 1886.
PHOEBE SMYTH, b. 1891.

Generation No. 5
19. LAURA7 BLACKFORD (SARAH CAROLINE6 SMYTH, JAMES5, JAMES4, JAMES3, ROGER2, WILLIAM1) was born
1872. She married THOMAS HENRY THIRTLE 1895 in Lowestoft, son of THOMAS ELVEN THIRTLE. He died
06 Aug 1938 in Lowestoft.
Child of LAURA BLACKFORD and THOMAS THIRTLE is:

i. FRANK ELVEN8 THIRTLE, b. 1900; d. 1961, Middleton; m. GWEN.

20. SYDNEY7 SMYTH (RALPH ALEXANDER6 MAC SMYTH, JAMES5 SMYTH III, JAMES4, JAMES3, ROGER2,
WILLIAM1) was born 26 Mar 1894 in Peasenhall. He married DOROTHY HALSTEAD.
Child of SYDNEY SMYTH and DOROTHY HALSTEAD is:
i. MARGARET8 SMYTH, b. 1924.
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21. ALEXANDER7 CROOK (ANNA MARIA6 FREEMAN, EMMA5 SMYTH, JONATHAN4, JAMES3, ROGER2, WILLIAM1)
was born 1873. He married MARGARET JANE KAY 1896.
Child of ALEXANDER CROOK and MARGARET KAY is:
22.

i. RONALD FREEMAN8 CROOK, b. 1906.

Generation No. 6
22. RONALD FREEMAN8 CROOK (ALEXANDER7, ANNA MARIA6 FREEMAN, EMMA5 SMYTH, JONATHAN4, JAMES3,
ROGER2, WILLIAM1) was born 1906. He married DOROTHY NAYLOR.
Child of RONALD CROOK and DOROTHY NAYLOR is:
i. RODNEY KAY N9 CROOK, b. 1933.
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6 Ideas About Human Production
6.1 Expanding and networking of know-how
Family and kin
The 1901 article in the East Anglian Daily Times provides information about other
family networks associated with the spread of technical know-how and sales of the
Smyth drills.
'The knowledge which successive members of the Smyth family have attained has not been kept
within the bounds of quiet Peasenhall. Jonathan Smyth (the brother of the founder) who became
his apprentice, set up in business at the natal place, Sweffling. An offshoot from this was William
Woolnough, who, after spending many years at Leiston as foreman of Messrs Garrett's Drill
Department, later, at Kingston on Thames became well known in the firm of Priest and
Woolnough. George Smyth, a son of the first inventor, started business in Ipswich in 1897, but he
died two years later and left no successor. Then there was Woodgate Gower (his son in law),
who, having acquired a knowledge of the trade, went to Hook, in Hampshire, where he
established himself successfully, and when he had taught his sons the trade, he dispatched them
also to other distant counties, as Shropshire and Buckinghamshire. So at one time almost the
whole of the drills made in England must have been manufactured from knowledge which had
been gained in secluded Peasenhall.'

None of the offshoots of the Peasenhall works had the same success as the original James
Smyth enterprise. In this respect, the activities of his brother Jonathan are something of a
mystery. After serving his apprenticeship at the Peasenhall works, Jonathan moved to
Knodishall with his wife Pheobe (Watts) as a wheelwright. They had married in
Peasenhall in 1813. A son Joshua, was born in Knodishall in 1817 and father and son
appear in the Sweffling census of 1841 as corn drill makers. Jonathan died in 1868, after
which Joshua carried on the Sweffling business. He is present in the 1871 census for
Sweffling. The continuity of this family enterprise is evident from a poster Joshua
produced advertising the Suffolk Improved Corn, Seed & Manure Lever Drill. In this
poster Joshua described himself as 'son and successor to the original inventor and
maker'. The picture of the drill shows that its design was very close to the original
Peasenhall drill, which according to Alan Ransome, writing in 1845, was produced by
James and Jonathan Smyth working together. It is quite distinct from the later designs
produced by the Peasenhall works in that the seedbox, with its delivery funnels, projected
well above the driving wheels.
Joshua married Elizabeth Bezant (1849) the daughter of the Ringsfield blacksmith. They
had two daughters Phoebe (1843) and Emily (1850), and two sons Jonathan (1851) and
Alan (1858). There is no evidence that this generation took up drill-making. It therefore
appears that the Sweffling business ended with the second generation.
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Competition
The British agricultural engineering industry in the 19th century was particularly
complicated with regard to the market positions. In addition to Smyths, several firms in
the Eastern counties achieved striking success both at home and overseas in the invention
of portable steam-engines, threshers, ploughs, and, later, oil-engines for farm use. These
businesses expanded rapidly after the middle of the century. Two of them in Suffolk,
Garretts and Ransomes, were larger than Smyths, which at its peak is thought to have
employed less than 200 men.
Garretts at Leiston was the nearest business to Peasenhall. This company first entered the
mass production market with a threshing machine around 1806, when Richard Garrett II
began to manufacture an improved version invented by his father-in-law, John Balls.
Crude machines for threshing had been in use in the latter part of the 18th century based
on the use of two plain or pegged rollers. Ball's invention was to use an open drum with
beater bars driven by a horse-turned capstan. In the late 1840s Garretts began advertising
seed drills which appear similar the those first produced by James and Jonathan Smyth in
the early 1800s. At the Great Exhibition of 1851 Garretts showed 24 products, including
a portable steam engine and 6 types and sizes of drills
As to other East Anglian companies, Marshalls of Gainsborough, founded in 1856,
employed 550 by 1870, 2,000 in 1892, and 5,000 in 1913. Clayton & Shuttleworth
established a general iron foundry in Lincoln in 1842, and employed 1,400 in 1885 and
2,300 in 1907. Ransomes of Ipswich, a much older firm dating back to the eighteenth
century, employed 1,500 in the mid-1880s and grew very quickly, largely on the basis of
exports during the 1890s to reach 2,500 in 1911. Rustons of Lincoln, founded in 1857,
employed 5,200 in 1911. Less than half of their work-force was engaged on agricultural
machinery, though perhaps a third of their oil-engines were for farm use. Howards,
plough-makers of Bedford, and Fowlers with steam-plough equipment, were also major
exporters. These firms dominated the international exhibitions of the late nineteenth
century in their own specialities, just as much as the Americans did in theirs. Clayton &
Shuttleworth were described at the Vienna Exhibition of 1873 as having machines all
over the Austro-Hungarian Empire, and in fact had a factory in Vienna, set up in 1857
and soon employing 700 men. They had another Hungarian enterprise at Pesth where
Robey of Lincoln also had a works. It was fortunate that they did too, for tariffs and
government subsidies to the state manufactory of portable engines had largely eliminated
imports by 1900. Up to 1914 Russia was the big market for Ransomes and also for
Marshalls and Garretts, and all lost heavily on account of money lodged with Russian
banks when the revolution broke out. The marketing system was particularly highly
developed. The organization included a staff of travellers, mechanics, spare-part depots,
and repair shops, and in most cases a complementary organization which bought grain
from the farmer, thereby allowing a purchase of machinery and sale of produce to be
carried out conveniently in one transaction.
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The home trade was negligible: output of steam threshing sets in 1913 was above 100 a
week of which, on average, only two were sold at home. By weight, fully half the exports
in 1913 went to Europe, an unusually high proportion. Between two-thirds and threequarters of the total output of agricultural machinery was exported, a high proportion,
especially when one recalls that very few binders or reapers went overseas. The works
were apparently modern and well equipped, though considering the range of equipment
all of them produced, and the large size of much of it, they were in no sense engaged in
mass production. At their peak Clayton & Shuttleworth produced 25 threshing sets a
week. Marshalls, as early as 1885 were extensive users of machine tools such as milling
machines, twist drills, and the like. Clayton & Shuttleworth employed as Works
Manager H. F. L. Orcutt, who had helped plan Loewe's machine-tool works in Berlin and
was a constant advocate of American production methods. Ransomes' factory in 1905 had
a great deal of American machinery, and J. E. Ransome himself commented that 'firms
with antiquated tools generally go down: It is a very bad sign when a works is full of old
tools; it does not pay to keep them.' When questioned on interchangeability he was
somewhat contemptuous. The firm had been using standard interchangeable spare parts
since before he was born. They could not service machinery supplied to farmers in
remote parts of the world in any other way.
On balance, British agricultural-machine production failed in the one area where the
American mass interchangeable techniques were so relevant i.e.in reaping and binding
machinery. In 1900 the entire British output of harvesters was not a tenth of that of
McCormick. It is true that during the 1870s, when the Americans seized the whole of
world trade, British makers failed to appreciate what was happening until too late. They
were too confident that American machines were too light and applicable only to the
United States home market, whereas the machinery was in fact quickly and intelligently
adapted to local requirements. But the market was again a difficult one. The problem was
not one of lower labour costs, as is sometimes argued, for the higher yield per acre in
Britain tended to make mechanization of the harvest on improved land a profitable
undertaking. The difficulty was that the new machinery could only be used on large level
fields, with no boggy patches or land-fast stones. This and the drastic fall of the arable
acreage after 1870, made it extremely difficult to establish a strong home market and to
cut down the American lead, which was itself in part, a reflection of her favourable home
market conditions. To all this had to be added the conservatism of the British farmer
himself. Discussing this point, an official report noted the suspicion and often
undisguised hostility of farmers to all innovations, and commented, 'manufacturers have
had to contend with much inertia and prejudice in bringing their appliances to the notice
of the farming public'.
In their own specialities the British firms carried out with marked success what was
largely an export trade, producing their equipment by up-to-date methods and selling it
vigorously. The market, however, played a significant part in limiting the extension of
Britain's output of agricultural machinery. This is not to argue that it was the only factor:
a report on the Paris Exhibition of 1900 stated, 'It is useless to deny that amongst the
jurors there was a feeling that amongst British agricultural implement makers there was
a certain want of progress and they were too much inclined to rely on their undoubted
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triumphs of the past.' This comment, however, almost certainly applied to the industry's
inability to move into the harvester market, rather than to any weaknesses in the
traditional fields. It may have been this sense of despair which caused an observer to
comment on the number of American machines shown at the Maidstone Agricultural
Exhibition of 1899 that 'some of our leading firms were becoming implement agents
rather than implement sellers'.

6.2 Family and failure
What does the Smyth family enterprise contribute to our understanding of the behaviour
of family firms, which, while unsuccessful in continuous economic growth, nevertheless
managed to survive from the beginnings of the industrial expansion, into the climate of
large scale take-overs and closures in the 1950s and 1960s?
Adopting a conservative definition of a small business as one with 200 or fewer
employees, a government enquiry in 1935 found that small manufacturing enterprises
accounted for 38 per cent of total employment in the U.K., and 35 per cent of total net
output. However, it is not only size that distinguishes small firms: privacy, ownermanagement, and family control are equally central to an analysis of the success of small
scale enterprises. In certain industries, notably those experiencing stagnation or decline,
large clusters of small firms have persisted and continue to survive, apparently in
defiance of the purgative effects of market mechanisms, normally associated in the
textbooks with profit-maximization and competition associated with economies of scale.
Knowledge of the economic workings of small firms was enlarged considerably by the
report resulting from the 1971 Bolton Committee's Inquiry on Small Firms, which
charted the general differences between large and small enterprise. But scant attention
was paid to causal relationships. Yet Sargent Florence, referring to Britain's inferior
industrial performance between 1880 and the 1930s, and Richard Caves, referring to the
years since World War II, both drew attention to the apparently greater resilience of small
family firms in the U.K. compared with the United States. The conclusion was, that
differences between the performance of identical industries in the two economies could
be explained partly by this fact, and partly by the barrier to progress, through resource
misallocation, for which small firms were responsible. If such generalizations are to be
accepted or discarded, research must both explore the evidence for the extent of small
firms in different countries and identify the internal dynamics involved.
The first analysis of this question was undertaken in connection with the West Bromwich
business of Archibald Kenrick & Sons, which was founded in 1791 and emerged at the
end of the 19th century as one of the largest manufacturers of hardware in Britain. Like
James Smyth and Sons it peaked in the late 1900s with a workforce of hundreds, but
survived as a family business until 1950. Like Smyths, the writing was on the wall
between the wars, and a report by accountants Peat Marwick in 1938 summed up the
position as follows:
As is natural in a family business, the whole of the capital of which is privately held, practically
all the important administrative posts are filled by members of the family, and there are no
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employees in positions of real authority. The impression we formed was that these members of the
family had probably grown up in the concern and had a very great knowledge of their own
business, but they did not appear to have acquired a knowledge of business methods as
practically applied in modern industrial organizations. The reorganization of management would
no doubt prove a heavy and responsible task, and those who carry it out would need to be
ruthless in altering much in the way of methods and practices which have grown up for several
generations and continued until they have become deep-rooted. We are satisfied that this cannot
be done by existing personnel and that the administration needs to be strengthened from outside.
The present chairman is, we understand, largely occupied with public duties. The company needs
the vigorous full-time attention of its executive officer and accordingly it seems to us that Mr W.
Byng Kenrick would be well advised to retain the chairmanship, in which capacity his wide
knowledge of the business would be invaluable, but retire from active executive work.

The family's response was no action should be taken, denying the need for a substantial
investment in modernisation, and rejecting any notion that the character of the business
should be altered from one controlled and managed by the Kendrick family.
Regarding Smyths of Peasenhall, Rod Crook, an academic whose g.g.g.grandfather was
Jonathan Smyth drillmakers of Sweffling, came to the view, based on his various
professional interests and training, that:
The Smyths of Peasenhall success story involved a number of critical elements;
1 Original idea or concept introduced by someone who was well read and aware
(product of the Enlightenment) when the gentry, particularly lesser gentry became
interested in Science and Natural Philosophy who can also provide basic capital.
2. Connection with an intelligent practical person able to operationalise the concept.
3. A real demand for the product- broad acre (flat land) farming in the post Enclosure
period.
4. Further elaboration then requires intergenerational continuity ie. sons who can take
the Company further, being better educated and standing as it were on the shoulders of
what came before them.
5. A degree of differentiation allowing newer production methods and task specialization,
again requiring expansion, capital and demand.
6. Stimulation of new markets and providing information to those markets- Europe, USA,
Canada, etc. in the case of Smyths.
7. The next step involves moving beyond a family concern and a bigger step to further
elaboration, production, market competitiveness and so on. In a way the British paid the
price of being the first industrial society.
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In a personal internet paper Crook suggested the Smyth Company stopped, i.e. had no
further imaginitive development-after the death of James Josiah Smyth in 1908. The next
step of modernisation could not be taken and was not taken. Like so many British
companies it was locked into a production and distribution system which had yielded
significant profit, but was quickly overtaken elsewhere. The obvious example being the
USA which started later, and industrialized very quickly, because it did not face the
‘locked into’ nature of English companies. This happened in so many areas- watches,
clocks, muskets, cars, and so on. The typical English company remained relatively small,
became self satisfied because of its very success in the short run. The initial success
story- mix of mechanical ingenuity and lesser gentry interest and funding- gave it an
assumption of invulnerability, and an inability to move to the next stage.
The time line of the rise and fall of Smyths of Peasenhall is summarised in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Peasenhall innovation-timeline
1843 16 Nov- Letters patent granting to James Smyth III of Peasenhall a patent for invented improvements
on the construction of grain seed and manure drills
1864 23 April- Letters patent granting to James Josiah Smyth of Peasenhall a patent for invented
improvements on the construction of grain seed and manure drills
1864 11 July- French 'brevet d'invention' for seed drills (expired 23 April 1878)
1864 14th May- German patent no 3122 for soeing machine (expired 11 Dec 1878)
1878 7th Feb- Letters patent granting to James Josiah Smyth of Peasenhall a patent for invented
improvements on the construction of corn and seed drills and sowing machines
1878 7th Feb- Letters patent to James Josiah Smyth for corn and seed drills and sowing machines
1878 11th April- Letters patent granting to James Josiah Smyth of Peasenhall a patent for invented
improvements on the construction of corn and seed drills and sowing machines
1900-1 Patents for improvements in machines for distribution of manure broadcast or in drills
4th April; Provisional and complete 5th April; 5th April; French version; 30th Aug Belgian version
1924 8th Oct- Provisional specification for patent application 9087/24 for improvements in or relating to
sowing machines declared by Thomas Henry Thirtle and James Smyth & Sons Ltd to whom the nature of
the invention had been communicated by George Clifton Oakes of Njoro, Kenya Colony.
The patent was designed to overcome choking of seed tubes and the deposition of seed before the
furrow closed. The basis was a set of disc coulters.
This patent submission was abandoned when it was found that it infringed a previous US patent of
Rudolph J Altgelt of South Bend Indiana.
1927 22 Dec-1928 15 Jan- Provisional application for a patent for improvements in or relationg to corn and
seed sowing machines. Submitted by Thomas Henry Thirtle, Frederick George Woodard and Leonard
Davis, the latter two were employees of the Peasenhall works. This was awarded as patent 34709/27. It
was based on the idea of a spacing coulter which was a coulter through which the seed passed by way of a
flip shutter operated from the main driving wheels by a series of cogs. System allows seeds to pass through
in a controlled manner.

The attitude of the directors to a future without a Smyth leader is summed up in a notice
of an Extraordinary General Meeting to be held 6th April 1909 (ref HC23/A1/1). It was
to confirm a special resolution regarding the capital of the Company, passed at an
Extraordinary AGM on 22 March 1909 at Peasenhall. "That the capital of the Company
(now consisting of £17,600 divided into 352 shares of £50 each fully paid up) be reduced
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to £15,136 divided into 352 shares of £43 each, and that such reduction be effected by
paying to the shareholders capital to the extent of £7 per share.
The remaining Smyth progeny were represented by the proxy of Louisa Ann Smyth
(widow of James Josiah) to Albert Blackford of Chippenham Wilts and a proxy of Laura
Louise Thirtle of Lowestoft (James Josiah’s niece) to Josiah Herbert Blackford.
Twelve years later, at the March 2nd 1921 Ordinary General Meeting the following
people were present. The dominace of the Thirtle and Blackford directors indicates the
influence of James Josiah’s sister’s family in the affairs of the company.
T.H.Thirtle
J.H. Blackford
Mrs L.L. Thirtle
Mrs A.F.Blackford
F.G. Woodard Sec
Mrs Huson retiring director re-elected
The main resolutions were that the price of drills be reduced by 10%
From the balance sheet there was a net profit £915.6.10; a dividend was paid of 5%; the balance of
£158.10.0 was paid to reserve.

A similar loss of leadership with similar results with respect to a weakening of the
remaining family interest occurred at Garretts following the death of Frank Garrett in
1918. He dominated the period from 1895 to 1919, which was the zenith of the firm.
Output reached the highest ever levels, the population of the town of Leiston expanded
rapidly (increase of 1000) with the growth of the works (from 900 to 1200). His son
Stephen Garrett, who was inclined towards an investment in internal combustion engines,
was killed in 1915. The author of The Garretts of Leiston, R.A.Whitehead summed up
the position in which the surviving Garrett brothers found themselves as follows: it was;
"hedged by present difficulties and past sorrows and yet embraced the heady hope that the end of the
hostilities engendered. Their father had been dead scarcely more than two months at the time of the
Armistice and apart from their natural filial sorrow at his passing there was the gap in administration and
leadership which his death opened for although he had had Frank, Alfred and Stephen with him on the
board for a number of years and Victor for two years, there had never been any suggestion that ultimate
control and final decisions rested anywhere but in his firm and capable hands. Moreover, affectionate
though the relationship of father and sons was, none of the younger Garretts had felt it right or perhaps
needful, to come into conflict with their father's wishes. Indeed the only person who ever dared openly to
do battle with the old gentleman was the trusted old retainer Charles Remy, now sadly detached from his
former employers and associates and a broken man living in the ruined post-war Germany. Moreover the
capable and robust mind of Stephen, on whom the brothers had placed such high hopes, had been tragically
snatched from them. Coupled to these troubles as a natural consequence of their father's death, was the
personal task of settling his financial affairs and implementing his will whilst behind all was the total loss
of the moneys owing from Russia. The Garretts were a wealthy family but the loss of nearly two hundred
thousand pounds was a deprivation which was not to be borne without effort.
The courses of action open to the directors were threefold. They could have attempted to carry on the
company as it was; they could have turned it into a public company or they could have amalgamated it with
or sold it out to another company or companies".
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The outcome was an amalgamation with thirteen other companies to form Agricultural
and General Engineers Ltd. Garretts continued within this association for twelve years
until the following notice was posted on the works gate on 15th February 1932:
"The works will close to-night until further notice. Wages to date will be paid tomorrow at 5.30
pm"

6.3 The triumph of individuality
What is the significance in the grand scheme of things of these family happenings over a
relatively small space of time in Peasenhall so long ago? First and foremost they created
a powerful and lasting sense of place, which still influences local people who look back
on the Smyths as people to be celebrated, because they maintained their village as a
thriving island in a sea of agricultural poverty, and 'put Peasenhall on the world map'.
Then there is the Smyth, Kemp, Wardley network viewed as a global example of cultural
ecology. It exemplifies the need to study societies more as integrated ecosystems, in
order to gain an understanding of the interlocking processes that link society with
environment to maintain their cultures. Third, the story can be taken as a starting point to
consider the proposition that individuals are constantly occupied in striving, not towards
a finite goal that would end when the goal was reached, but towards a process of
'becoming an individual'. In other words, the individual has the potential to develop a
mind. Children are born constrained by the very limited perspective of family and its
immediate environment, and the challenge of life is a process of liberation of the mind in
an ecosystem that is always socially, biologically and physically situated. This is why the
site of the Peasenhall drill works, now with only plans (Fig 6.1) and a few photographs,
as reminders of the fantastic human ingenuity of one of humanity’s first steps towards
mass production, is a special place to contemplate what projects are worth striving to
realise. The fact that the site overlooks the village churchyard, with its monuments to the
eternal life of Smyths and Wardleys is significant. The authors believe that both spaces
are sacred to establishing one's convictions about the nature of the world and oneself. In
Peasenhall we have a remarkable juxtaposition of the roots of Christianity and
industrialism that together nourished the Western idea of 'progress'. This was the hub of
a set of social practices that began to change the environment. Industrialism encourages
all of us to engage in the pursuit of happiness through the consumption of the rest of
nature. The Smyth contribution to further this philosophy was to increase the packing
density of crops. The outcome of buying one of Smyths Nonpareil drills was to reduce
the biodiversity of the new owner’s arable land, tipping the ecological balance against
non-human life. A hundred years later no part of the Peasenhall’s fields were free from
the domination by industrial economics, and the very hedgerows themselves were
eventually obliterated. The new environmental economics pays farmers not to drill, but
the reward is the sale of crops forgone and not, as in olden days, the spiritual capital
accumulated in Heaven.
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Fig 6.1 Plan of Peasenhall Drill Works 15/7/1924 (scale 1in = 30ft)

Total area = Total area 22109 sq.ft.: comprising:Blacksmith's shop
Saw Mills
Foundry
Boiler room
Carpenter's shop
Saw shop
Fitting shop
Tin shop
Paint shop

107 X 60
95 X 37
70 X 55
55 X 27
67 X 22
42 X 25
50 X 27
25 X 15
40 X 40
45 X 22

6420
3515
3850
1485
1474
1050
1350
375
1600
990
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Cultural ecology
Wherever we find a community, however primitive, however complex, we find more
than an association of individuals, each pursuing a personal life and possessing personal
ideas. We find a social pattern and a coherent body of customs and ideas. The essence is
an integrated unity, or system, in which each element has a definite function in relation to
the whole. This is exemplified by all the 19th century family engineering enterprises of
Suffolk: the Peasenhall drill works; the workshops of the Garretts in Leiston: and
Ransome's massive Ipswich factory.
But what is the wider principle that determines the pattern? The anthropologist’s answer
is that it is 'the necessary conditions of existence of the social organism'. In turn, the
necessary conditions of existence, at any stage of social development, depend on the
geographical situation and the level of technology. This is true from the Stone Age
peoples who camped at the edge of a glacial pool at Hoxne, to the daily gathering of
Smyths work force at Peasenhall.
Basic to every form of social organization is the question of how to obtain items essential
for human survival. In other words, how do the people of a particular society exploit
natural resources to produce their food, clothing, tools, and other items that they need, in
order to live as human beings? These 'necessary conditions of existence shape the
relationship of people to each other to utilize nature, directly or indirectly, in order to
produce the necessities of life. They do this, not in isolation from each other, not as
separate individuals, but in common groups and societies. Together these groups and
societies define the local culture. It reflects a common basic human drive to examine
nature, seek knowledge and search for the logical consequences of reasoning. It is a
collective endeavour spanning generations and, as such, its practice and ability to
flourish, largely depends on the social and cultural contexts in which it is pursued. The
15th century monks of Sibton Abbey tapped into burgeoning knowledge of livestock
breeding to improve the output of their 100 head dairying enterprise. During her seven
years in charge of the monastic dairy, Katherine Dowe boosted profits by 55%. Three
centuries later, a mechanical drill could only be produced across the parish boundary in
Peasenhall, because the long-standing knowledge about how to make iron on a large scale
had been worked out by the middle of the 18th century. The time was ripe for this
knowledge now to be merged with the crafting of wood to make spars, boxes and wheels,
that had existed since the Iron Age.
The human production system of the Smyths at Peasenhall involved setting apart nature
and human-made processes, while viewing the natural system of wood and metal as a
domain in which we have a given right to exploit. In general, mass production as it
developed from the small-scale family enterprises, exemplified Suffolk’s carpenter’s
shops and foundries, relates to a linear process of getting stuff-- anything, anywhere at
the lowest direct price; making stuff--getting it out the door as quickly as possible; and
dumping stuff--shoddy products in the marketplace, waste in the garbage and pollutants
into the environment.
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These means of production-labour, land, and capital (physical assets)-are limited in
amount. Many of them are capable of alternative uses. Youths and girls can enter any one
of a number of occupations, some workers can move from one industry to another ; some
land can grow any one of several crops, or can be used for pasture, or for building sites ;
and many buildings and machines can serve any one of several purposes. The community
must, therefore, choose what assortment of goods and services shall be produced out of
the infinite number of assortments which it could produce. In this sense economics has
been defined as " the science which studies human behaviour as a relationship between
ends and scarce means, which have alternative uses. The importance of the Suffolk
machinists is that they as individuals made the choices. There were no national or
regional planning strategies or building regulations. We believe that James Smyth II was
able to aquire two acres of land from Grove Farm, and the monetary capital to assemble
on it a system to turn iron bars and planks of wood into seed drills at a rate of around one
per day. From his father's will we know that he was lent £200, generated from the
Sweffling coopering business towards starting the enterprise. The outcome was an
increase in agricultural productivity that reached far beyond the village boundary.
The Peasenhall enterprise emerged as an idea shortly after 1776 when the Americans
drafted their Declaration of Independence, and Adam Smith published his Wealth of
Nations. An enthusiastic versifier hailed the potential inventions, which unlocked
Nature's secrets, in proud and prophetic language:
The time may come when nothing will succeed
But what a previous Patent hath decreed;
And we must open on some future day
The door of Nature with a patent key.
Just over a decade later, when James and Jonathan Smyth were putting the finishing
touches to their first improved seed drill, the grandfather of Charles Darwin, wrote his
remarkable poem The Botanic Garden (1789, 1791) which turned nymphs and
salamanders into symbols of the human conquest of power and space; while the young
Wordsworth in lines written in 1794, and intended to be added to his Evening Walk
(1787-9), praised 'those favoured souls
... to whom the harmonious doors
Of Science have unbarred celestial stores,
To whom a burning energy has given
That other eye which darts thro' earth and heaven.
Opening the door of Nature in workshop, factory, mine, and forge was the great technical
achievement of the eighteenth century. Behind the increase in production which
technical advance made possible, we can see the Smyth’s pride in human capacity
through their patents and medals. It was this pride which permitted a union of art and
industry in the first stages of the industrial revolution, and appealed to the imagination of
poets as well as to the reason of economists. Before very long the union was strained and
the appeal was converted into a revolt. It became possible for the majority to consider
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the technical changes, not as exciting new ventures but, less grandiloquently, as
extensions of that same spirit of 'improvement' that served to make the population 'moral
and happy'. Then came the feelings that all was not well with nature, and the image of
‘dark satanic mills’.
The good and bad consequences of industrial expansion continued to proliferate
unceasingly. Once opened, the door of Nature could not be closed again. The work of the
first generation of pioneers exemplified by the Sweffling boys, was followed up by
imitators and new inventors. Discoveries led relentlessly to new discoveries. In a sense,
the history of the years from 1784 to 1867, from James Smyth to his grandsons, is the
history of a continuing industrial revolution, which every new generation saw in different
terms. Even then the 'revolution' was still unfinished, and the interpretations of it have
subsequently been revised time and time again, for the simple reason that we are still
caught up in the moving picture which we are trying to describe.
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7 Continuity Of Local Crafting In Wood and Metal
"The great divide in vernacular architecture came with the arrival of the chimney, allowing the installation
of a ceiling over the ground floor with space made available for new rooms above. The change, with
smoke going out through a chimney instead of swirling around the hall until it found its escape through a
louvre, perhaps with a smoke bay to help, began the revolution in domestic comfort which transformed the
house unequivocally into a home".
Jack Ravensdale. 1984 'East Anglian Landscapes'.

The Smyth coopers and wheelwrights were just one clan that held sway in Suffolk over
the innovative use of timber as a major local resource. The Kemp clan into which they
entered by marriage, and with which they had been associated in previous centuries, had
been party to the great innovation in Suffolk woodworking, which began in the 15th
century.
Before the early nineteenth century, small houses and cottages, whether urban or rural,
were not specifically designed by architects, as might be the case today, but were the
result of the builder's interpretation of the requirements of the owner of the property.
Most people formerly lived in the same type of house, the one and only difference being
the size and number of rooms, so that up to the end of the eighteenth century anyone
requiring a house could ask the local builder to produce one with so many rooms. By
specifying the use of the Building Acts laid down by Parliament, he would know what
type of house would be built. In the medieval period it would have been timber-framed,
in the Georgian period it would be a simple brick or stone house with no decoration
externally, having sash-windows and a plain tile or slate roof. After this, things were
different, partly due to the advent of better printing methods, so that architectural pattern
books became available to more people, not only for future owners but also the master
builders.
In 1577 William Harrison, an Essex clergyman, wrote in his Description of England
about the timber-framed houses still to be found, saying that "in times past men were
content to dwell in houses built of sallow, willow, plum tree, hardbeam and elm so that
the use of oak was almost wholly for churches, noblemen's lodgings, and navigation". It
should be remembered that at the time Harrison was writing most English towns, apart
from London, were almost entirely filled with timber-framed houses. Although it might
now be hard to believe, up to the eighteenth century, even places like Manchester were
made up of timber-framed houses as is Chester today. There are no known surviving
timber-framed houses dating from before the fourteenth century and very few before the
fifteenth. Those that do survive are the larger buildings in districts, such as Suffolk,
where there are numerous later timber-framed structures, and it is rare to find really old
buildings of this type in areas where the timber tradition was comparatively short-lived.
It is also significant that William Harrison was living in Essex, which was well wooded
with a wide selection of all kinds of timber buildings. The same was true for the Suffolk
claylands where the Kemps and Etheridges are examples of family lineages carrying on
the local skills of carpenter- architects. One can gain many vivid insights into the
working life of these families from wills and deeds. They tell us that the trade of
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carpentry appears to have been carried on in both families with commercial success,
through four centuries. The Kemp family tradition goes back to the carpenter architects
of Peasenhall, who worked for the Cistercian monks of Sibton Abbey in the final days of
the monastic movement. With respect to Framlingham, where Hannah Kemp’s ancestors
eventually settled as architects and property owners, the town still retains examples of
domestic, commercial and industrial carpentry, which date to its great commercial
expansion in the seventeenth century.
From the 15th to the 18th century there are repeated references to the Kemp family
dealing in timber-framed property in a relatively small area of Suffolk along the eastern
edge of the clay lands, within a triangle bounded by Chediston, Framlingham and
Theberton. Framlingham was in fact the focus of the timber trade in locally grown oak.
The most important of the timber merchants was Thomas Mills. He was a dealer in
wood, exporting timber from his Suffolk woodlands through the port of Snape to his
warehouse at Wapping Stairs in London. Mills was also a significant benefactor to the
townsfolk in the 17th century.
Stradbroke was an important centre for timber working in the16th century. Here it was
dominated by the Etheridge family. The most famous member, William Etheridge, was a
nationally important innovator in the use of wood in the construction of bridges and
harbours. It is probable that the Etheridges and Kemps shared a local apprentice system
and socialised through the wood trade.

7.1 Carpenters and joiners
Looking back, the period covered by the entwining of the above ancestral lines of the
Kemps, Etheridges and Smyths was probably the height of the 'age of wood', when new
timber-framed houses were springing up in towns and villages throughout a prosperous
Suffolk. A measure of this house-building boom was the 1589 Cottage Acts of Queen
Elizabeth I, which stated that in future no cottage was to be built unless four acres of land
went with it. These houses were all built to a traditional common plan, so it is logical
that a house-building carpenter would also have been able to design the new property,
particularly as many of those remaining today show evidence of idiosyncratic ideas. In
this situation there would be little distinction between a 'carpenter' and an 'architect'. In
contrast, the term joiner was applied to the craft of furniture making, which literally
involved skills in joining together different kinds and shapes of wood. These skills
overlapped with those of the wheelwrights, who nevertheless remained a distinctive craft
group well into the last century.
The craft of carpentry has been variously described as 'the theory and practice of framing
timber' and 'the art of employing timbers in the construction of buildings'. Traditionally,
carpentry involves timber, but timber is not quite the same thing as wood. Timber is used
to describe the material used for the construction and repair of the structural parts of a
building, a bridge or a ship. In a building this means such items as the roof members, the
posts and beams of the wall, and the joists and boards of the floor. Wood, in contrast is
material used for furniture tools, burnt as fuel on a hearth, or converted into charcoal for
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a barbecue. In the olden days this distinction between timber and wood was enshrined in
manorial customs, and carefully set out in the lease which formed a contract between a
landowner and a tenant farmer. Buildings, therefore, were constructed of timber though
they may have been finished with woodwork.
Building in timber was the province of the carpenter though the joiner might be involved
in the fitting-out of a timber structure and, in time, the cabinet-maker developed his craft
in finishing it. The craft of joinery developed from that of upholstery, but eventually the
joiner took over the finer parts of working in wood. Thus screens and panels for churches
and homes were joiner's work, and as the production of doors and windows became more
complicated, requiring specialist tools and a certain skill, they were made by the joiner
rather than the carpenter. Fixed furniture, such as cupboards, might be made by the
joiner, but the cabinet-maker emerged as the specialist in loose furniture, often of a very
delicate construction.
Medieval carpentry proceeded by rule of thumb and generated a flare of ingenuity in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Individual designers in timber have been known
from the medieval period onwards. Some of the most ambitious design work was done in
the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, just before iron and steel took over from
timber in many roles. Nowadays structural timber, whether assembled in a factory or put
together on the building site, has to be designed by engineers and checked by building
inspectors; the old rules of thumb are no longer acceptable.
Nearly all timber buildings are based on squares, rectangles, or combinations of the two.
A timber frame, square on plan, braced at the corners, is likely to be a strong piece of
construction, well able to cope with superimposed loads, self-weight and wind loads.
Traditional carpentry may be considered, to a large extent, as a system of bending and
propping. However, consciously or unconsciously, traditional carpenters also made use
of triangulation. Any tendency for a structure to collapse under wind loading could be
countered by the use of diagonal members to make up triangles, the whole reinforced by
tie-beams, deep enough to support their self weight and any superimposed loads. The
demand for carpenter builders coincided with great changes in vernacular architecture.
The main innovation was the box frame construction incorporating a chimney, allowing
the installation of a ceiling over the ground floor with space made available for new
rooms above. Before the Reformation, to take a well-known approximation for a turning
point in ideas, the normal East Anglian house had its main room or 'hall' open to the
rafters.
An axial chimneypiece, that has its brick sides running at right angles to the ridge, reveals
the first type of house. The door is normally directly in line with the chimney, so that it
opens into a small 'baffle entry', progress ahead being blocked by the brick side of the
chimney, while doors opening right and left leading into the parlour, and the other into
the hall/dining room. A dominant type of this period is the three-celled house (Fig 7.1).
The lack of symmetry resulting from door and chimney being placed one-third of the way
along the ridge, is the hallmark of survivals from this pre-Civil War period.
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Fig 7.1 A common design of a timber framed Suffolk farmstead

They are still thick on the ground in the Blything parishes of Suffolk, where they formed
the homesteads for the traditional so-called '80-acre farms' until a few decades ago, when
the amalgamation of these small family units made the house redundant as a farmstead.
Like the Smyth’s approach to making drills, timber framed constructions have an
aesthetic unity (Fig 7.2). In the drills the beauty is inherent in the blending of the
straights and curves of metal rods and bars. In the house frame it is inherent in the
intricate assemblage of straights and curves of growing trees.
In general terms, the larger in size and the closer together the vertical timbers, the older
the building, but this generalization must be qualified by other local variations, e.g. the
distance of the dwelling from the south of England, where such buildings first developed,
and the abundance of oak woodland in that district when the house was constructed. As
the panels became squarer, different types of infill timbering developed, much being of a
structural nature to give more rigidity to the vertical and horizontal members, which
over the centuries tended to become smaller in section.
Perhaps the most easily recognized type of framing, and certainly one of the oldest, is the
close studding common from the fifteenth century onwards. The name stud is derived
from the old English work 'stuthu', meaning a pillar or post, and in this case the panels
between the uprights are rarely more than twice the width of the studs and frequently
only the same width. Evidence shows that in London, this type of framing was common
in the fifteenth century, for in 1497 an Italian visited and described the city in his
Itinerarium Britanniae, and a translation made in 1953 by C. V. Moffatti reads "there
were also many mansions which do not seem very large from the outside but inside they
contain a great number of rooms and garrets and are quite considerable. Six-inch beams
are inserted in the walls the same distance apart as their own breadth."
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Fig 7.2 Straights and curves of timber buildings

After the sixteenth century, the price of oak rose very steeply, restricting its use to the
larger and more important timber-framed buildings. In the 17th century the art of timber
building started to decline, when builders, for lack of wood, had to use other materials,
although timber framing was often used together with brick or stone. In these cases the
rear and sides, were of timber leaving the more important elevations to be in brick or
stone, to indicate the wealth of the owner. So it was that craftsmen who had a continuity
as ubiquitous neighbours with the first people who entered the land of Britain, became
extinct, in places like Chediston and Peasenhall.

7.2 The Kemps
The following account gives a summary of the evidence that links Hannah Kemp’s
ancestors with the claylands timber/housebuilding trades and a long-standing association
with the local Smyths.
Peasenhall:- 15th century
From the records of Sibton Abbey it can be seen that the Kemps were local tenants of
monastic lands, and eventually bought property in Peasenhall from the abbot. By this
time, the Kemp clan had become firmly embedded in the landscape of the valleys of the
Upper Blyth. There presence may be charted from 14th century, as the Kemps paid their
rents to the monastery.
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Their long-running connection with Sibton abbey is particularly evident in the acquisition
of a tenement named 'the New Inn', with adjacent fields, by John Kempe from Abbot
Thomas in 1463. This was passed down to John's son Edmund. There is a strong
likelihood that this New Inn was actually built by Edmund as a speculative undertaking
with the abbey, since it, and the adjacent plots, quickly came into his possession and
formed the basis for a local charitable trust.
Chediston:- 17th century
An important collection of 17th century Chediston documents exists which refers to this
Kemp family and their kinship with the Smyths. These are listed in Table 7.1. It is by
combining the information from these documents with wills of the same period, that it is
possible to flesh out the Chediston Kemps and relate them to the Kemps of Peasenhall.
Table 7.1 References to Chediston Kemps: Farrer Collection Suffolk County Record
Office (S.Chediston 333.33: Deeds of Chediston Estate)
11. 19.12.1625
Will of Edmund Kempe of Chediston, suffolk yeoman.
He mentions his two sisters Chrystian Smyth, late of Christopher Smyth
deceased and Elizabeth Busshe the now wife of Robert Busshe. There is no
Busshe pedigree. No date of probate.

22. 27.06.1634 endorsed
John Kempe and his sons "Articles with Robert Patrick."
Between John Kempe the elder of Peasenhall, Suffolk yeoman and John Kempe
his son and heir and Robert Partrick of Chediston, yeoman.
It relates to the land then owned by Elizabeth Busshe, widow, and to Robert
Partrick at her death. On one a seal, a Chief vair and for a crest. A
wyvern.
Witnesses- Wm Coppin and Phillip Partrick.

32. 1.07.1646 Endorsed
Yeomen of Wood Green by John Kemp and his sons to Robert Partrick. The
Kemps use both styled "of Chediston" lands described as 'that which John
Kemp the elder had to him of Walter Norton, late Knighted of Edward
Waldegrave Kt., Robert MasonEsq. and Anthony Beddingfield
(15 Feb 8 Chas.I)

33. Wood Green (description of it) signed by the Kemps with marks.
74. Samuel Smyth Wood Green 4 acres.
The connection of the Chediston Kemps and the Smyths/Smiths evident from the above
will of Edmund Kemp yeoman of Chediston in 1625. His sister Christina was the widow
of Christopher Smith!
Nine years later, in 1634, there is an agreement between John Kemp of Chediston, the
son of John Kemp the elder, of Peasenhall, and Robert Partrich of Chediston. It refers to
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land in Chediston described as Wood Green. ‘Wood Green’ was probably a designated
local piece of wood pasture, and as such would have been a renewable resource of local
timber.
Twelve years later, in 1646, Edmund Kemp yeoman of Chediston is connected with John
Kemp the elder, and with land at Wood Green, amounting to 4 acres. In this year, John
Kemp the elder of Chediston and his son John, transferred a parcel of land described as
part of Woodgreene to Robert Partrich.
An interpretation of this sequence of land transactions is that John Kemp, formerly of
Peasenhall, and members of his family, were dealing in parcels of land created by the
enclosure of one of the manorial commons of Chediston north of the village
(Woodgreene). The appurtenances referred to in the above document were probably
associated with a newly built cottage.
There can be little doubt that the Kemps were established in Chediston and Linstead for
at least two hundred years from about the middle of the 15th century, and that they were
kinfolk of the Peasenhall Kemps. By the time of the Hearth Tax of 1674 there were no
propertied Kemps in either Chediston or Linstead. Their wealth appears to have
gravitated back to Peasenhall, where it materialised as properties built by the Peasenhall
Kemps.
Peasenhall:- 17th century
A taxable Kemp in Peasenhall during the 17th century was Erasmus. In 1675 a Francis
Grynt of Framlingham was apprenticed to Thomas Kemp of Peasenhall, a house
carpenter.
Laxfield:- 17th century
John Kemp of Laxfield left a will in 1709 in which he described himself as a joiner.
Framlingham:- 17th century
In 1671, Nicholas Kemp I left his two sons, James I, and Nicholas II, substantial
properties in Framlingham. The births of the following three sons to a William Kemp in
Framlingham record the birth of Nicholas and his sons.
Edward Kemp baptised 1586
William Kemp baptised 1589
Nicholas Kemp baptised 1594

William's parents were born towards the end of the first quarter of the 16th century. His
grandfather, John Kemp of Cratfield, was given financial help by Richard Smyth, bailiff
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of the manor of Cratfield Roos, to establish himself as one of the manorial yeoman
farmers.
Theberton:- 18th century
James Kemp of Theberton was a descendant of the above Nicholas Kemp of
Framlingham. He married Ann Mollett of Darsham in 1721, when he is described in the
marriage licence as an architect (probably a house builder). He had three children, James,
Anne and Mary, but died before Mary was born. He appeared to be seriously ill during
the late stages of Anne's pregnancy. His will indicate the provisions he made for this
family during this uncertain time, including his unborn child. The amounts of money he
bestowed on them indicate that he was very well off for that time and place.
In summary, James Kemp carpenter architect of Theberton is a direct descendent of
Nicholas of Framlingham. Nicholas' father was a cousin (3 times removed) of John
Kemp, the joiner of Laxfield and a 5th cousin of Edmund Kempe (5 times removed) who
had the carpenters shop in Peasenhall. As we have seen the Peasenhall carpenters were
kin to those of Chediston who had married with the local Smyths. James Kemp of
Theberton was the grandfather of Hannah Kemp who married James Smyth I, the
Sweffling cooper.

7.3 Mass crafting of machines
When James Smyth II decided in the late 1790s to set up a commercial business to
manufacture his new drill in Peasenhall, he was breaking novel ground regarding the
organisation of craftsmen for mass production. Compared with craft production, the
concept of mass production appears to be inescapably modern, and tends to imply the
presence of a moneyed mass market. Its main characteristic is the production of large
amounts of standardised products in which standard parts are added sequentially to create
an end product ready for sale. In a factory for a complex product, rather than one
assembly line, there may be many auxiliary assembly lines feeding sub-assemblies (i.e.
car engines or seats) to a backbone "main" assembly line. A diagram of a typical massproduction factory looks more like the skeleton of a fish than a single line.
In fact, this kind of assembly line was first introduced by the American Eli Whitney to
create muskets for the U.S. Government. This happened in 1798 after he had secured a
US government contract (for $134,000) to produce 10,000 army muskets. Whitney
refined and successfully applied what was known as the "Uniformity-System" of
production using inter-changeable parts. However, Whitney met bureaucratic disbelief
and delays in implementing his ideas. He overcame these obstacles by convincingly
demonstrating to President John Adams the workability of the inter-changeable parts
concept. He showed Adams that randomly selected parts would fit together as a whole
working musket. Whitney then single-handedly designed and built all the machinery to
produce the weapons...all before a solitary worker entered the factory.
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Mass production was a notable concept in the initiation of the industrial revolution,
because it permits very high rates of production per person and therefore provides very
inexpensive products. The economies of mass production come from several sources. The
primary cause is a reduction of nonproductive effort of all types. In craft production, the
craftsman must bustle about a shop, getting parts and assembling them. He must locate
and use many tools many times, perhaps hundreds of times to assemble a complex
product such as a clock.
In mass production, each worker repeats one or a few related tasks that use the same tool
to perform identical or almost identical operations on a stream of products. The exact tool
and parts are always at hand. The worker spends no time going and getting them.
Another important economy is that the factory can purchase very large amounts of
materials. This reduces the overhead costs (shipping, purchasing negotiations, paperwork,
etc.) associated with purchasing the parts.
A final very important strategy is vertical integration. In this strategy, the manufacturer
produces all or most of the parts and subassemblies that go into the product. For example,
at one point, the Ford motor company, which first applied the ideas of mass production to
the manufacture of motor cars, literally mined iron ore in Minnesota.
As far as the mass manufacture of agricultural machines in Britain is concerned, the Long
Shop at Garrett's Leiston works was one of the first European assembly lines to
incorporate ideas from America. It is said that Richard Garrett, the founder, got the idea
from meeting the American arms manufacturer Samuel Colt at the Great Exhibition in
London in 1851. Colt had been issued with a US patent in 1836 for the colt firearm,
equipped with a revolving cylinder containing five or six bullets with an innovative
cocking device. At Leiston, the Long Shop applied the Colt know-how to assemble
steam engines in a production line about 200 yards long. The layout of the Smyth's
Peasenhall drill works was nothing like this. A plan of 1924 shows that it consisted of an
arrangement of separate buildings or workshops, each of which was dedicated to a
particular production craft. These production units are set out in the map and table in Fig
6.1). This spatial arrangement seems to have come down virtually unchanged since the
Ordnance Survey mapped it in 1905.
The Witham branch of the business was also involved in manufacturing, but there are few
details of the scale of the operation. It appears that all of the representative skills were
present in the community as is evident from the 1851 census (Table 7.1). Some, at least
of these workers had been born in Suffolk, and presumably moved south from
Peasenhall to Witham to man the works.
Table 7.1 Suffolk craftmen at Witham Essex (1851 census)
Painters

Blacksmiths

Carpenters

Sawyers

John Ship
Robert Cocksedge

James Warden
James Howard

William Brown
Stephen Lumis

Charles Clark
Nathan Hayward
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James Newby

In 1990, Tony Martin, a Sibton farmer and a collector of Smyth drills, interviewed former
workers at the Peasenhall works. Excerpts of his transcripts, included in Larnder's
booklet on the Smyth drillmakers, provide an insight into the way the workers were
organised. For example, at the turn of the century there were two foremen at Peasenhall,
one over the blacksmiths shop, the tin shop and the foundry, the other responsible for the
paint shop and the carpenter's shop. Reggie Friend who started work in the blackmith's
shop in 1916, told Martin that there were twentytwo blacksmiths with fourteen hearths,
two steam hammers and several lathes. A steam engine supplied the electrical power. He
said that all the fitting i.e the final assembly of the drills, was carried out in the
blacksmith's shop. He testified that the works made all components, even down to the
special nuts and bolts used for the final assembly. Much of the work involved manual
hammering using sixteen pound hammers. Raymond Newson, employed as a sales
ledger and dispatch clerk from1941-62, related that during the 2nd World War the
company bought castings for the cog drives from foundries at Diss, East Dereham and
Bungay. Wheels were made by the village wheelwrights at Rendham and Laxfield.
Some shoeing of the wheels was done by the Brandeston blacksmith. Although women
were employed, this outworking seems to have been a response to the wartime shortage
of skilled workers to handle the heavy side of production.
Each of the major parts of the final product were brought together for final assembly. In
the order books these individual parts were listed under the names of the workers
responsible for their production (Table 7.2).
Table 7.2 Craftsmen
the drills
Box
W. Gardiner
Frame J. Denny
Levers E. Spall

(workers for drill number 19338: April 4 1890)

Wheels
Steerage

who made the various parts of

D. Davey
G. Jerry

From this account, a picture emerges of drill production being organised part way
between the old family craft system and the U.S production line. Peasenhall workers
seemed to have more control over the assembly of the major components, and the owner
of the works was an engineer/designer who introduced innovations from time to time in
order to match the product to the market place.
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8 Conclusions
Even the smallest family lineage is a jewel. Its many facets reflect ever-present questions
recurring from generation to generation, about the 'becoming' of individuals in a greater
scheme of things, and focuses questions about personal values and goals. A family
history brings forward real people from the past. These are often reminders of less
fortunate times when social origin was important in determining status. The limited
mobility between status groups might take a generation or more to materialise, but
ultimately it depended on wealth. Family lineages also throw light on the reverse process
of fall in status and loss of material comfort.
Descendants collecting information about their ancestors cannot avoid questions such as;
Who am I?, but in the case of the Smyths, Kemps and Wardleys, who were all above
average achievers, their histories invoke deep and transforming reflections on ourselves
as individuals, with questions such as; What should I do in general?, and What ought to
be done? Then, since we cannot understand their historical achievements except with
respect to their sociality, the questions begin to focus on the community; Who are we?
How do we associate with each other, and What does the community do? In other words,
the important genealogical message from the story of the Suffolk drill is that we cannot
know ourselves except in relation to others.
When people think about other people they contemplate them in a certain way, of having
thoughts, plans, ambitions and knowledge like themselves. This is the bias of historians
particularly where, as in the case of all the characters in the saga of the drillmakers, from
bosses to workers, there is nothing to work on other than some technological evidence
and the scattered records of births marriages and deaths. Inevitably there are gaps due to
missed references and information that has gone forever. Nevertheless, the family
dynamics of 19th century Peasenhall is an important example of cultural change, which
resonates with stories of the loss of social identity of villages world wide. The
remarkable thing about the industrialisation of Peasenhall, is that the physical evidence of
production is now hardly perceptable. Leiston was transformed by the Garrett works to
resemble a small section of Birmingham. Smyth’s drillworks, in contrast, employed
hundreds rather than thousands, and although always at the centre of the village, it was
hidden from sight.
No doubt it was through sound that its impact was registered. Sawing and smithing took
place non-stop during weekdays. A more subtle and telling mark of industrialisation was
the importance of the community being synchronised in time. The importance of
timekeeping to modern man and woman made its mark in Peasenhall when Mrs J.J
Smyth started the new village clock in April 1899. It was also imposed by the work’s
hooter, that was sounded five times a day. For many years the hooter was operated by
William ‘Tich’ Kemp, who alerted the villagers to a fine subdivision of time, that had not
impinged upon the daily lives of the villagers since the dissolution of Sibton Abbey, a
couple of miles down the road.
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The other social impact of industry was the guarentee of work. This is examplified by
the Denney family of carpenters and wheelwrights who, father and son, took home
weekly Smyth pay packets for a total of 104 years. The Paternosters were another family
dependent on the works; fathers, sons, and cousins.
The Smyths of Peasenhall did not live in society, they produced society in order to live.
In this sense the community of old Peasenhall, which they dominated for over a century,
is a valuable educational model relevant to the ever-changing diversity of social life.
Because of the Smyths, people living in Peasenhall today, or who are just passing
through, regard the village as being significantly different from all other communities.
This is not because there have been vast physical changes; the village has hardly altered
from its timber-framed farming heritage in two centuries. But it is the dead who make
the difference. The Smyths and their kin weave in and out among the living, carrying
their family history like an infection. They are reminders of the fact that we are social
animals, who are forever devising different ways to work, to conduct domestic life, to
dominate and control each other, to speak, and to engage with unseen realities. This is
not just an adventitious accidental feature of our nature, but lies at the very core of what it
is to be human.
The Peasenhall drillmakers remind us that it is in our nature to have a viewpoint and a
position in relation to others, and that viewpoint must be influenced by one’s natal view
of life. However, the wraithes also tell us how transient are the landmarks and recalled
traditions, which people use to guide their relationships and their institutions. The tale of
a local application of technological intelligence goes so well with a tale of spirituality. It
has been said that the march to a scientific civilisation often carries with it enlightenment
and a higher form of spirituality. At bottom this is revealed in ‘good works for the
villagers’. From this point of view, the ways of thinking and standards of behaviour of
old Peasenhall are tribal curiosities. They lie at the very edges of the latest standards of
human behaviour, that now define Suffolk’s rural culture. Villagers remain united only in
so far as the whole community lives in the same place. But they are no longer bound by
the same values. Like villages throughout the world, a deep fragmentation of right and
wrong has occurred. Communities have lost confidence in themselves. The old
identification with traditional and inherited ways of life is discredited. At best, family
histories simply chart the ever-increasing pace of social change and, as expressed as
community social assets, they are a light-weight historical anchor in the tidal race of
world development.
The Smyth story, being an account of one of the seminal developments of British
industrialism, has a particular take on the concept of ‘progress’. The Smyths did not
have an ecological view, they were simply carrying forward a human motivation to
increase agricultural production that was as old as farming itself. Now, however, the
Smyth drill is a departure point in the global debates taking place around the questions;
Can industrialism and mass production, that steadily extends to all parts of the planet,
eroding the human ecological resource base, be justified? Is industrialism worth it? Has
industrialism made a better world for humans in the long-term?
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Beyond a certain point, the dissatisfactions of consumerism and mass society may
outweigh the rewards. There is nothing within the logic of industrialism that allows a
consideration of whether we already have produced too much. The pressures for
economic growth, of which farm mechanisation was one of the first, have spread
throughout the human ecosystem system, with all sectors of society seeking more and
more, yet still finding happiness elusive. Is this constant quest to acquire more worth the
ecological risk? The magnitude of the hazard need not be laboured. Humanity now
controls around a third to a half of the primary biological production of the land. Suffice
to say that we have altered the planet, with largely unknown consequences.
The scene to the north from Peasenhall’s churchyard now once again encompasses the
local impact of industrialism. In 2004 it was expressed as the clearance of the remains of
the Smyth works, with the objective of packing a small mass-produced add-on village of
into the space of one small Suffolk field; a field that for almost two centuries provided for
the well-being of hundreds of local families. Local youngsters cannot afford to partake
of this confection, and the latest node of the great web of urbanisation will surely hasten
the extinction of the last traces of Peasenhall’s patina of age and ancestry. The view
across the almost insignificant collection of Smyth graves, highlights the inexorable
hydra of industrialism in which the remains of the works foundry is a stark and
significant element. To meditate upon it raises moral questions well beyond the issues of
village urbanites exploiting and dominating a local culture. By what right does our
species, however unwisely it seeks its own welfare, elbow aside countless other species
in its pursuit of resources? We have already seen too many species become extinct. We
have now encircled wilderness. We are busily removing all rain forests, Earth’s primeval
lungs. Perhaps we have ended biological history by stopping the speciation process for
large animals. We now stand ready to embark on the alchemic project of manufacturing
new forms of life in the pursuit of profit. Mass production for betterment of the human
condition would have satisfied Hannah Smyth and her husband in their times, but by
what right do we now presume to remake the rest of nature according to the desires of
humanity for an easy life ?
The need for political regulation of market relations with nature is inherent in capitalism's
development into a system that uses machinery extensively in the productive process.
Investment in elaborate and expensive forms of production requires assurance that raw
materials will be available for purchase. On this point, in a prescient remark, made over
forty years ago, Karl Polanyi noted:
Machine production in a commercial society involves, in effect, no less a transformation than that
of the natural and human substance of societies into commodities. The conclusion, though weird,
is inevitable; nothing less will serve the purpose: obviously, the dislocation caused by such
devices must disjoint man's relationships and threaten his natural habitat with annihilation.
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The crucial question in passing through Peasenhall is, whether or not the political process
and its bureaucrats can adequately regulate competitive markets in humanity's relations
with the rest of nature. The Smyths, Wardleys and Kemps would certainly not
understand why the government now pays farmers not to grow food. The urge is no
longer to ensure that every one of Peasenhall’s fields has a uniform texture, signalling
that seeds have been placed regularly in the right place for maximum production. By
setting aside two centuries of technological invention aimed at placing seeds in lines, the
trajectory of industrial society has been redirected.
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Appendix: Selected Census Records
Peasenhall
Peasenhall Census 1841
Person
James Smyth
Caroline Smyth
Sarah Caroline Smyth
Herbert Ambrose Smyth
Charles Augustus Smyth

Age
34
25
9
2
10 mths

drillmaker
wife
daughter
son
son

Peasenhall Census 1851
Person

Age

James Smyth
Mary Ann Smyth
Sarah Caroline Smyth
James Josiah Smyth
Wesley Cockerel Smyth
Herbert Ambrose Smyth
Charles Augustus Smyth
Emily Smyth
Mary Ada Madeleine Smyth
George Robinson Smyth
Emma Brown
Emma Lummis
Eliza Goodwin Block
Mary Warnes

44
25
19
17
13
12
10
6
2
9 mths
6
30
23
14

Eleanor Smyth
Sarah Aldrich

Place of birth
drill manufacturer
wife
daughter
son
son
son
son
daughter
daughter
son
house servant
house servant
house servant

Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Peasenhall
London Mdx
Peasenhall
Halesworth
Brampton

81
72

widow; annuitant

Ubbeston
Kelsale

Rendham Road
James Smyth
Louisa Smyth
Herbert Ambrose Smyth

27
28
22

Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Peasenhall

Charles A Smyth

20

drill manufacturer
wife
brother; clerk in drill
works
brother; shopkeeper

Elizabeth Chambers

22

Servant

Middleton

Peasenhall Census 1861

Peasenhall

92
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Peasenhall Census 1861
James Smyth

54

drill manufacturer empl.65 men 7
boys; 34 acres
wife
daughter
daughter
son
daughter
cook
chambermaid
nursemaid

Peasenhall

Mary Ann Smyth
Sarah Smyth
Mary Ann Smyth
Ralph Smyth
Clothilda Smyth
Emily Rollinson
Elizabeth Fairweather
Martha Row

35
29
12
5
2
24
22
13

Emma Freeman
Alfred Freeman
Jonathan Smyth
Phoebe Smyth
Mary Ann Brooks

48
22
72
75
20

grocer & draper
printer,stationer
father, formerly drill manufacturer
mother
house servant

Peasenhall
Sweffling
Sweffling
Badingham
Hacheston

Evergreen Villa
James J. Smyth
Louisa A. Smyth
Caroline Andrews

37
38
18

drill manufacturer
wife
general servant

Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Peasenhall

Rendham Road
James Smyth

64

drill manufacturer empl.104 men 10 boys

Peasenhall

Mary Ann Smyth
Mary Ann Smyth
Ralph Smyth
Aimee Smyth
Louisa Smyth
Emma Long
Martha Mitchell
Louisa Barber

46
22
15
3
32
26
19
75

wife
daughter
son
daughter
d. in law, annuitant
cook
housemaid
housemaid

Cheltenham
Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Marlborough Wilts
Framlingham
Kettleburgh
Peasenhall

Ralph Smyth
George Turner
Alfred Ransome
Myra Robinson
Eliza Webster
Harriet Sheppard

25
24
23
19
36
30

engineer
auctioneer, visitor
engineer
domestic servant
housekeeper, widow
domestic servant

Peasenhall
Ipswich
Ipswich
Carlton Colville
Bedford
Uggeshall

Belle Vue
James J Smyth
Louisa A Smyth
Margaret Emmerson

47
48
26

drill manufacturer empl. 87 men 1 boy
wife
domestic servant

Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Peasenhall

Cheltenham Glos.
Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Thorington
Debenham
Peasenhall

Peasenhall Census 1871

Peasenhall Census 1881
The Hall

93
93

Peasenhall Census 1881
Miss White's School
Mary Stanford White
Harriet Kemp
Sarah Ann Kemp
Anna Maria Freeman
… etc,

28
11
9
7

schoolmistress
scholar
scholar
scholar

Walpole
Glemham
Glemham
Sweffling

Peasenhall Census 1891
The Hall
James Smyth
Mary Ann Smyth
Emma Pearce
Elizabeth Clark
Mary Ann Thurlow

84
42
62
23
23

widower
daughter
nurse
cook
housemaid

Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Dennington
Sotherton
Stonham Aspal

The Chalet
Ralph Smyth
Emily J Smyth
Mary Stannard

35
32
23

traveller
wife
domestic servant

Peasenhall
Gt Blakenham
Cookley

Belle Vue
James J Smyth
Louisa Smyth
Elizabeth Gilbert

57
58
14

agriculural machine maker; drills
wife
general servant

Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Yoxford

machine maker
wife
cousin living on own means
general servant

Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Elstree; Herts.
Peasenhall

Peasenhall Census 1901
Belle Vue
James J. Smyth
Louisa A. Smyth
Sarah A.C.White
Esther Redgrave

67
68
42
15

94
94

Sweffling
Sweffling Census 1841
Person

Age

Jonathan Smyth
Joshua Smyth
Phoebe Smyth
?

50
25
50
15

corn drill maker
corn drill maker
daughter
servant

Samuel Smyth
Wingfield Smyth
John Smyth
Dorothy Smyth
Emma Baker

40
35
70
65
15

farmer
farmer
independent

Alfred Freeman
Emma Freeman
Emilia Freeman
Alfred Freeman
Ellen Freeman

35
25
4
2
6 months

grocer
wife
daughter
son
daughter

Robert Smyth

20
15
15
20
15

ag. Lab.

William Smyth
George Smyth
Samuel Crowford
Emma Crowford

James Smyth
Mary Smyth
William Smyth
George Smyth
James Smyth
Emma Smyth

40
35
15
8
4
1

ag. Lab.

female servant

female servant

Sweffling Census 1851
Jonathan Smyth
Phoebe Smyth
Emma Freeman
James Freeman
Betsey Craige

63
65
38
5
17

machine maker & wheelwright
wife
daughter
grandson
servant

Sweffling
Badingham
Peasenhall
Sweffling
Sibton

95
95

Sweffling Census 1851
Dorothy Smyth
Samuel Smyth

80
50

Wingfield Smyth
Edward Rouse
Mary Cattermole
Mary A Flegg?

48
20
25
20

widow; annuitant
son, joint occupier; 175 acres
empl, 8 men
son
ag. lab.
house servant
house servant

Cransford
Sweffling
Sweffling
Marlesford
Gt. Glemham
Stratford

Sweffling Census 1861
Lower St.
Joshua Smyth

45

Elizabeth Smyth
Phebe Smyth
Allen B Smyth

46
18
4

drill manufacturer empl. 4 men,
1 apprentice
wife
daughter
son

Knodishall
Ringsfield
Sweffling
Sweffling

Sweffling census 1871
High St.
Joshua Smyth

56

Elizabeth Smyth
Emily Smyth
Allen B Smyth

Knodishall

56
23
13

drill manufacturer empl. 3 men,
2 boys
wife
daughter
son

65
31
23

widower, drill maker
daughter
son, blacksmith

Friston
Sweffling
Sweffling

75
33
29
9
7
5
2 months

Agric. Implement maker
son
daughter in law
grandson
grandson
grandson
grandaughter

Friston
Sweffling
Bruisyard
Rendham
Sweffling
Sweffling
Sweffling

43
39
85
19
17
15
10

agric. implement maker
wife
widower
son
son
son
daughter

Sweffling
Bruisyard
Friston
Rendham
Sweffling
Sweffling
Sweffling

Ringsfield
Sweffling
Sweffling

Sweffling Census 1881
Framlingham Road
Joshua Smyth
Emily Smyth
Allen B Smyth

Sweffling Census 1891
Joshua Smyth
Allen Smyth
Jane Smyth
Reginald Smyth
Alfred Smyth
Herbert Smyth
Phebe Smyth

Sweffling Census 1901
Street
Allen Smyth
Jane Smyth
Joshua Smyth
Reginald Smyth
Alfred Smyth
Herbert Smyth
Phebe Smyth
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Other places
Darsham Census 1841
Cheyney’s Green
George Smyth
Alethea Smyth
Elizabeth Ronalds

62
71
65

miller
wife
servant

Darsham Census 1851
The Street
George Smyth
Hannah Pittock
Lucea Good

72
60
45

wdr. miller empl. 1 man
wdw. housekeeper
washerwoman

Sweffling
Blaxall
Ireland

68
58
28
24
25
17

farmer 62 acres empl. 4 men
wife
son
daughter
servant
servant

Sweffling
Rendham
Benhall
Benhall
Westleton
Aldringham

Charles Smyth

77

Sweffling

Joshua Smyth
Charlotte Smyth
Maria Smyth
Clara Everett

36
33
11
15

wdr. farmer 87 acres empl. 2
men, 1 boy
unm. son
unm. daughter
visitor
servant

Benhall
Benhall
Saxmundham
Knodishall

30
31
8
6
4
3
1
14

wine merchant
wife
son
daughter
son
son
daughter
servant

Peasenhall Suffolk
Wenhaston Suffolk
Osyth Essex
Wisbech Cambs
Bramfield Suffolk
Bramfield Suffolk
Greenwich Kent
Bramfield Suffolk

29
22
2 months?

auctioneer and Valuer

Feltwell, Norfolk
Peasenhall
Ipswich

Benhall Census 1851
Charles Smyth
Charlotte Smyth
Joshua Smyth
Charlotte Smyth
John Girling
Elizabeth Parnell

Benhall Census 1861

Greenwich Census 1971
45 Brand Street
Charles Smyth
Jane Smyth
Fred Smyth
Emily Smyth
John Smyth
Wesley Smyth
Augusta Smyth
Maria Nunn

Ipswich Census 1881
17 Alpe Street, Ipswich
Herbert Archer
Cloe Archer
Daisy Archer

97
97

Emma Pearsee
Emma Whincop

52
20

married, nurse
unmarried

Dennington
Peasenhall

39
32
5
16

auctioneer
wife
son
nurse

Feltwell, Norfolk
Peasenhall
Ipswich
Halesworth

76

Blakenham Magna

43
45
8
7
4
23
21

wdr. commercial traveller,
engineering worker
daughter
wdw, annuitant
grandson
grandson
grandson
cook domestic
nurse domestic servant

35
30
5
2
6 months
20
17
20

wife
daughter
son
daughter
manservant
female servant
female servant

44
42
10
8
20
19
16

farmer, 137 acres empl. 8 men
wife
daugher
son
farm servant
house servant
house servant

Ipswich Census 1891
Glenrose, Broughton Road St.
Margaret
Herbert Archer
Clotilda Archer
Leonard Archer
Alice Hinsby

Ipswich Census 1901
39 Berners Street
John E Peacock

St Matthews

Edith E Peacock
Emily Jane Smyth
James Smyth
Sidney Smyth
Mac Smyth
Alice Mulley
Clara E Tillot

Blakenham Magna
Blakenham Magna
Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Needham Market
Peasenhall

Linstead Magna Census 1841
Linstead Hall
William Read
Mary Ann Read
Louisa Read
James Read
Matilda Read
Robert Oakley
Emma Taylor
Harriet Howlett

Linstead Magna Census 1851
Linstead Hall
William Read
Mary Anne Read
Ellen Matilda Read
Herbert William Read
Samuel Harper
Mary Walker
Delilah Blandle

Suffolk

98
98

Linstead Magna Census 1861
Linstead Hall
William Read

56

Mary Anne Read
Louisa Read
Frederick J. Read
Ellen M. Read
Herbert W. Read
Mary Goddard
Caroline Mouser
Peter Mouser

52
24
22
20
18
18
17
16

farmer 480 acres empl. 16 men
5 boys
wife
daughter
son
daughter
son
dairy maid
house servant

Linstead Magna
Peasenhall
Linstead Magna
Linstead Magna
Linstead Magna
Linstead Magna
Huntingfield
Huntingfield
Huntingfield

Linstead Magna Census 1861
Linstead Hall
William Read
Mary Anne Read
Mary Ann Read
Emma Clements

64
62
3
10

farmer 450 acres empl. 12 men
wife
grandaughter
domestic servant

Linstead Magna
Peasenhall
Yoxford

34
23

Vicar of Northwood
wife
servant

Ipswich
Peasenhall
Walpole

52
33
22

independent means
sister
servant

Peasenhall
Peasenhall
Otley

45
40
20
15
15
12
11
9
8
6
5
3
15

farmer
wife

Ruislip Census 1891
Vicarage Rickmansworth Rd
James R. Garrett
Aimee M. B. Garrett
Annie M. King

Ruislip Census 1901
Madeline Smythe
Amelia Garrett
Emmeline Wade

Badingham Census 1841
Joseph Pooley
Mary Pooley
Joshua Pooley
Aletha Hannah Pooley
Emily Pooley
Henry Pooley
Edward Pooley
Robert James Pooley
Charles Pooley
Frederick Pooley
Mary Ann Pooley
Ellen Elizabeth Pooley
Emma Foster

servant
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Drayton Census 1871

Shropshire

Stafford Street
Andrew Gower

51

Margaret Gower
Benjamin Gower

61
28

Mary E. Benton

Odiham Census 1881

master agric. implement
maker empl. 25 men 8 boys
brother, mechanical
engineer
servant

Peasenhall
Chester
Odiham
Liverpool

Hampshire

Hannah Gower
Lydia Gower
R. Woodgate Gower

78
33
37

widow annuitant
daughter
Son, ironfounder

Peasenhall
Odiham
Odiham

Suffolk Street
Joshua Smyth

59

Sweffling

Hannah Smyth
Mary Hart

61
19

Perpetual curate of
Heigham, vicar of Brisor (?)
wife
servant

Keyingham Census 1871

Yorkshire

Vicarage House
Joshua Smyth
Amelia Smyth
Ann E. Walker

79
46
26

Woodbridge Census 1851

Vicar of Keyingham

Hull
Eyke

Sweffling
Newbourn
Hull
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